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PREFACE 

The MVS/Extended Architecture System Logic Library is intended 
for people who debug or modify the MVS control program. It 
describes the logic of most MVS control program functions that 
are performed after master scheduler initialization completes. 
For detailed information about the MVS control program prior to 
this point, refer to MVS/Extended Architecture System 
Initialization Logic. For general information about the MVS 
control program and the relationships among the components that 
make up the MVS control program, refer to the MVS/Extended 
Architecture Overview. To obtain the names of publications that 
describe some of the components not in the System Logic Library, 
refer to the section Corequisite Reading in the Master Preface 
in MVS/Extended Architecture System Logic Library: Master Tabl! 
of Contents and Index. 

HOW THE LIBRARY IS ORGANIZED 

SET OF BOOKS 

The System Logic Library consists of a set of books. Two of the 
books provide information that is relevant to the entire set of 
books: 

1. The MVS/Extended Architecture System Logic Library: Master 
Table of Contents and Index contains the master preface, the 
master table of contents, and the master index for the other 
books in the set. 

2. The MVS/Extended Architectur'e System Logic Library: Module 
Descriptions contains module descriptions for all of the 
modules in the components documented in the System Logic 
Library and an index. 

Each of the other books (referred to as component books) in the 
set contains its own table of contents and index, and describes 
the logic'of one of the components in the MVS control program. 

ORGANIZATION OF THE COMPONENTS 

Most component books contain information about one component in 
the MVS control program. However, some component books (such as 
System Logic Library: Initiator/Terminator) contain more than 
one component if the components are closely related, frequently 
referenced at the same time, and not so large that they require 
a book of their own. 

A three or four character mnemonic is associated with each 
component book and is used in all diagram and page numbers in 
that book. For example, the mnemonic ASM is associated with the 
book MVS/Extended Architecture System Logic Library: Auxiliary 
Storage Management. All diagrams in this book are identified as 
Diagram ASM-n, and all pages as ASM-n, where n represents the 
specific diagram or page number. Whenever possible, the 
existing component acronym is used as the mnemonic for the 
component book. The Table of Book Titles in the Master Preface 
in MVS/Extended Architecture System Ltgic Library: Master Table 
of Contents and Index lists the book itles, the components 
included in each book (if a book contains more than one 
component), the mnemonics for the books, and the order number 
for each book. 
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To help you use this library efficiently, the following topics 
cover 

• How to find information using book titles and the master 
index 

• What types of information are provided for each component 
• How to obtain further information about other books in the 

System Logic Library 

FINDING INFORMATION USING THE BOOK TITLES 

As you become familiar with the book titles, MVS component names 
and mnemonics, and the book contents, you will be able to use 
the System Logic Library as you would an encyclopedia and go 
directly to the book that you need. We recommend that you group 
the books in alphabetical order for easY reference, or, if you 
are familiar with MVS, that you to group the books by related 
functions. 

The Table of Book Titles in the Master Preface in MVS/Extended 
Architecture System Logic LibrarYI Master Table of Contents and 
~ contains a list of book titles and mnemonics. It provides 
a quick reference to all the books, and their corresponding 
components, in the System Logic Library. 

FINDING INFORMATION USING THE MASTER INDEX 

If you are not sure which book contains the information you are 
looking for, you can locate the book and the page on which the 
information appears by using the master index in System Logic 
LibrarYI Master Table of Contents and Index. For the component 
books, the page number in an index entrY consists of the 
mnemonic for the component and the page number; for System Logic 
LibrarYI Module Descriptions, the page number consists of the 
mnemonic °MODn and the page number. 

For example I 

ASM-12 

MOD-245 

refers to MVS/Extended Architecture System Logic 
LibrarYI Auxiliary Storage Management, page ASM-12. 

refers to MVS/Extended Architecture System Logic 
LibrarYI Module Descriptions, page MOD-245. 

INFORMATION PROVIDED FOR MOST COMPONENTS 

The following information is provided for most of the components 
described in the System Logic Library. 

1. An introduction that summarizes the component's function 

2. Control block overview figures that show significant fields 
and the chaining structure of the component's control blocks 

3. Process flow figures that show control flow between the 
component's object modules 

4. Module intormation that describes the functional 
organization of a program. This information can be in the 
form ofl 

• Method-of-Operation diagrams and extended descriptions. 

• Automatically-generated prose. The automated module 
information is generated from the module prologue and 
the code itself. It consists of three parts: module 
description, module operation summary, and diagnostic 
aids. 
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FURTHER INFORMATION 

S. Module descriptions that describe the operation of the 
modules (the module descriptions are contained in System 
Logic Library. Module DescriDtions) 

Some component books also include diagnostic techniques 
information following the Introduction. 

more inform~tion about the ~~~~~~~~~~~ 
order numbers of the books 
Master Preface in ~V~/~~~e~~~~~~~~~¥£~~-a~~ 

ab Con e 
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SUMMARV OF AMENDMENTS 

Summary of Amendments 
for LY28-1685-0 
for MVS/System Product Version 2 Release 2.0 

This publication is new for MVS System Product Version 2 Release 
2.0. It contains information that was reorganized from the EXCP 
Processor section in MVS/XA System logic library Volume Z, 
LY28-l230-4, which applies to MVS/XA System Product Version 2 
Release 1.7. 

This publication contains changes to support MVS/System Product 
Version 2 Release 2.0. The changes include I 

• The CCW Translation Operation Tables module, IECVOTBL, was 
deleted. Each table that IECVOTBl contained is now in a 
separate module. 

• Method of Operation information for the following new 
modules I 

IECVOPTB I ECVOPTH IECVOPTM 
I ECVOPTC I ECVOPTI IECVOPTN 
IECVOPTD IECVOPTJ I ECVOPTT 
IECVOPTE IECVOPTK I ECVOPTU 
IECVOPTG I ECVOPTl 

• Minor technical and editorial changes throughout the 
publication. 
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INTRODUCTION 

EXCP communicates information between access methods (including 
VTAM~ JES2~ and JES3) and the input/output supervisor (IDS). 
IDS is described in the IDS section of the System Logic Library. 
EXCP's role as a communication function includes these 
responsibilities I 

• Communicating an access-method request for an I/O operation 
to IDS by (a) gathering information from the ftaccess-method 
interfaceft (defined below)~ (b) consolidating the 
information into a single control block~ and (e) passing the 
address of the control block to IDS. 

• Communicating the status of an I/O operation to channel-end~ 
abnormal-end, and PCI (program-controlled interrupt) 
appendages by (a) gaining control at the IDS exits and (b) 
moving IDS-collected information to access-method control 
blocks. 

• Telling the access method what the final disposition of its 
I/O request is by posting its ECB (event control block). 

As one of the callers of IOS~ EXCP takes part in purging and 
restoring I/O requests. Its role is complementary to the I/O 
supervisor's: if IDS halts certain EXCP-initiated requests (all 
those initiated from a certain address space, for instance), 
EXCP deletes the control information it has kept for them~ if 
IDS quiesces certain EXCP-initiated requests~ EXCP saves a block 
of control information for each such request not yet sent to 
IOS~ chains the blocks together, and gives IDS the address of 
the chain. When a restore operation is subsequently requested~ 
IDS returns the address of the chain to EXCP~ and EXCP resumes 
the processing of those requests. 

PROGRAMS THAT QUALIFY AS ACCESS METHODS 

In the discussion of EXCP, the term "access methodft means any 
program that builds channel programs and passes them to EXCP for 
execution. This definition includes some of the IBM access 
methods (such as SAM~ BDAM, ISAM, BTAM, TCAM, VTAM, GAM, and 
PAM), JES2 and JES3, and any user program, utility program, or 
SVC routine that builds a channel program and gives it to EXCP 
for execution (even though building a channel program may not be 
its main purpose). 

THE ACCESS-METHOD INTERFACE 

To give control to EXCP, an access method issues an EXCP or 
EXCPVR macro instruction, which expands into an SVC 0 or SVC 114 
instruction, respectively. The SVC interrupt handler then gives 
control to EXCP. 

On acquiring control, EXCP finds I 
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register 1 

~ lOB (input'output 

Partial contents I 
r---~. DCB address. 

• channel program 
address. 

• seek address, if 
using a direct
access device. 

block) 

-----> DCB (data control block) 

Partial contents 
r-----~. DEB address. 

• format of records. 
• appendage identifier 
• selection of access

method options 

~---> DEB (data extent block) 

Partial contents I 
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register 4 

~ TeB (task control block) 

Partial contents. 
--- address of the 

request block 
representing the 
access method. 

-> request block 

Partial contents I 
address of the in
struction following 
SVC 0, SVC 92, or 
SVC 114. 

UCB 
• DCB address. ~---> (unit control block) 
• UCB address. 
• data set extents, if 

on direct-access 
device. 

• appendage addresses. 

Control information 
about the I/O 
resources allocated 
to the I/O request. 

The control blocks illustrated above constitute the 
access-method interface. They contain everything EXCP needs to 
builds 

• An interface that IDS will use to start the I/O operation. 

• An internal record, called an RQE (request queue element), 
that represents the access-method request for an I/O 
operation. 

Communicating an I/O request to lOS 

Preparing to go to IDS with an I/O request requires the 
following steps. 

1. EXCP verifies the access method interface. 

Some of the errors EXCP checks for are conflicting DCB 
pointers, an invalid UCB, an invalid DEB, or an lOB, ECB, or 
DCB that is not in the protection key of the caller. 

2. EXCP makes a record of the request and puts it in a related 
request queue (RRQ) if it is a related request. (The next 
topic describes related requests.) 

EXCP builds a request queue element (RQE), containing 
information such as the addresses of the TCB, UCB, lOB, and 
DEB, which are needed for later processing. 

If the lOB indicates that the I/O request is a related 
request, EXCP puts the RQE at the end of a related request 
queue (RRQ). 
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RELATED REQUESTS 

3. EXCP finds out if a VIO (virtual input/output) data set will 
be used and, if so, does not go to lOS with the request but 
to the VIO component instead. 

EXCP goes to the VIO component via the WIEXCP macro. The 
VIO component either simulates the transfer of data or uses 
another caller of lOS, the auxiliary storage manager, to 
read or write data. See VIO Logic for more information 
about VIO processing. 

4. EXCP puts all the information lOS needs to process the 
request into an SRB (service request block) and 10SB 
(input/output supervisor block). 

S. If necessary, EXCP calls the access method's PGFX (page fix) 
and EOE (end-of-extent) appendages. 

EXCP gives a PGFX appendage control if the access 
either issued an EXCPVR macro or a virtual EXCP. 
the list returned by the PGFX appendage are fixed 
was entered by an EXCPVR macro. 

method 
Pages in 
if EXCP 

For requests from a V=R address space, EXCP checks whether 
the DEB has been fixed. If not, EXCP does a TCB-associated 
pagefix, using thr TCB address in the DEB. The PGFX 
appendage is not entered. 

EXCP enters the EOE appendage if a direct access device was 
allocated and the seek address in the lOB does not fall 
within the extent boundaries recorded in the DEB. 

EXCP also invokes the EOE appendage if, after IDS tries to 
start an I/O operation, the direct access ERP alters the 
seek address and wants the new seek address verified. 

6. EXCP calls the access method's SID (start I/O) appendage. 

7. If the access method is not running in a V=R address space 
and did not issue an EXCPVR macro, EXCP callsl 

• IECVTCCW to copy the channel program in fixed storage 
and substitute real storage addresses for virtual ones 

• A system routine that fixes buffers 

8. EXCP passes the I/O request to IDS. 

EXCP calls the IDS code that starts I/O operations. This 
call is made by issuing a STARTIO macro or by a direct 
branch from EXCP's DIE procedure. (IDS enters the DIE 
procedure of its caller after a solicited I/O event occurs.) 

Related requests are I/O requests with these characteristics 1 

• They are directed to the same data set and share the same 
DEB. 

• They are processed by EXCP in the order received, but with 
some overlap; that is, request n in a group of related 
requests need not be completely processed before some 
processing, short of channel-program execution, can be done 
on request n±l. 

• If a related request returns from IDS with an I/O error, 
none of the related requests remaining to be sent can be 
successful. The subsequent requests depend on the success 
of the earlier request. 

By examining the lOB, EXCP can tell if the access method has 
given it a related request and, if the access method has, what 
~ of related request it is - type denoting the amount of 
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overlap permissible between a given related request, 0, and D±1. 
Three types exist I 

Type 1. The I/O operation for this type must complete, and the 
channel-end appendages must look at the status of the operation, 
before the next related request can be handled by the 510 
appendage. 

Type 2. The I/O operation for this type must complete, and the 
channel-end-appendage must look at the status of the operation, 
before the next related request can be sent to 105. EXCP will 
have processed the next related request so that it is ready to 
send to 105. 

Type 3. The I/O operation for this type must complete before 
the next related request can be sent to 105. The EXCP disabled 
interrupt exit (DIE) examines the subchannel status word (SCSN) 
for device-end or channel-end. For either condition, the DIE 
passes the next related request to 105. (EXCP will have 
processed the next related request so it is ready to send to 
105.) If the SCSN for the I/O operation shows anything other 
than a device-end or channel-end indication, the next related 
request cannot be sent to lOS until the channel-end or 
abnormal-end appendage has executed. 

ADDRESSING AND RESIDENCY MODE OF EXCP MODULES 

The four modules comprising EXCP (IECVEXCP, IECVEXPR, I ECVEXFR, 
and IECVTCCW) execute in 24-bit addressing mode and reside below 
16 megabytes. This forces certain restrictions on users of the 
EXCP macrol 

• Control blocks passed to EXCP must reside below the 16 
megabytes. 

• Appendages must execute in 24-bit addressing mode. 

• The CCW translation operation tables must reside below 16 
megabytes. 

Also, EXCP can use only format-O CCNs. (Format-O CCNs use only 
24-bit addresses; format-l CCNs use 51-bit addresses.) 

Virtual addresses above 16 megabytes are supported through 
virtual IDANs. For each data transfer CCN to a location above 
16 megabytes, a single virtual IDAN is required. 
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pIAGNOSTIC TECHNIQUES 

EXCP ABEND COPES 

The following table lists abend codes with the EXCP module and 
symbolic names of the EXCP procedures that issue them. For the 
meanings of the abend codes, refer to Message Library: System 
Codes. 

Code 

X'15C' 
X'172' 
X'200' 
X'300' 
X'400' 
X'500' 
X'700' 

X'800' 

X'AOO' 

X'BOO' 
X'C22' 
X'EOO' 

Module 

I ECVEXCP 
IECVEXCP 
I ECVEXFR 
IECVEXCP 
IECVEXCP 
I ECVEXCP 
I ECVEXCP 
IECVEXFR 
IECVEXCP 
IECVEXCP 
I ECVEXCP 
I ECVEXCP 
IECVEXFR 
IECVEXFR 
IECVEXCP 
I ECVEXCP 

Procedure - Name 

XCPOOO - Validity check 
XCPOOO - Validity check 
Functional recovery 
XCPOOO - Validity check 
XCPOOO - Validity check 
XCPOOO - Validity check 
XCPTERM - Termination 
Functional recovery 
XCP090 - PGFX interface 
XCPTERM - Termination 
XCPl15 - Translation interface 
XCPTERM - Termination 
Functional recovery 
Functional recovery 
XCP036 - Building RQE 
XCPTERM - Termination 

EXCP pEBUGGING AREA (XDBA) 

EXCP's functional recovery procedure, IECVEXFR, does not put 
diagnostic data in the SDUMP buffer. Instead, it gets storage 
for its own debugging area (the XDBA) and puts diagnostic data 
there. (Note that an XDBA is not provided for EOO abend codes.) 

To locate the debugging area (XDBA) in a SYSABEND, SYSMDUMP, or 
SYSUDUMP dump, you must: 

l. Get the address of the CVT from location X'4C' (PSA field 
FLCCVT2) in the dump. 

2. Get the address of the TCB from the first word of the CVT 
(CVTTCBP) . 

3. Look X'CO' bytes into the TCB (TCBEXCPD) and get the address 
of the debugging area. If the address of the debugging area 
is zero then no debugging area is available. 

The format and contents of the EXCP debugging area (XDBA) are as 
follows: 

Hex 
O~~set 
o 
10 
14 
16 
18 
20 
24 
30 
70 
78 
90 
94 

contents 
XDBA identifier 
XDBA chain pointer or zero 
EXCP abend completion code 
SDWA original abend code 
SDWA PSW at time of error 
Translation exception address 
Reserved 
SDWA registers at time of error 
FRR parameter area identifier 
EXCP FRR parameter area 
RQE block identifier 
RQE block size and 8-byte storage manager header 
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B9 A byte that shows where the error occurred. (This byte 
is in byte 37 (X'2S') of the RQE.) The possible bit 
settings and their meanings are: 
X'80': The error occurred while EXCP was preparing to 

send an I/O request to lOS. 
X'40': The error occurred while EXCP was processing an 

I/O request that lOS was finished with. 
X'21'r The error occurred in a PCI appendage. 
X'll': The error occurred in a channel end (CHE) 

appendage. 
X'09': The error occurred in an abnormal end (ABE) 

appendage. 
X'OS'I The error occurred in an end-af-extent (EOE) 

appendage. 
X'03'r The error occurred in a PGFX appendage. 
X'Ol': The error occurred in a SIO appendage. 

D4 Reserved. 
EC Number of large blocks in the XDBA. The large blocks are 

moved into the remaining XDBA area starting at offset 
X'lOO' in the following sequence (if present): SRB/IOSB, 
ERP work area (EWA), translation control block (TCCW), 
indirect data address list (IDAL), list of fixed pages 
(FIX), beginning-end block (BEB), and channel program 
scan parameter list (CPS). Only valid large blocks are 
moved. 

FO Large block area identifier 
100 Start of large blocks. 

Nate: For errors that occur in the PCI appendage during 
disabled interruption exit (DIE) processing, the IDS module 
IOSVIRBA provides a SYSl.LOGREC record and an SVC dump. The 
register contents and PSW at the time of the original error are 
contained in the SYS1.LOGREC record and the dump. EXCP uses the 
DIE exit when processing type 3 related requests, V=R requests, 
and EXCPVR requests. 

CCW TRANSLATION OPERATION TABLE 

MISCELLANEOUS HINTS 

The CCW translation operation tables communicate to IECVTCCW, 
the CCW tr~nslator, information about how each CCW should be 
handled for a given device. IECVTCCW obtains the pointer to the 
appropriate CCW operation table from the device descriptor table 
(DDT) associat~d with the device. 

A CCW translation operation table is 2S6 bytes in length, one 
byte per possible channel command. Normal processing is for 
IECVTCCW to treat a CCW as a data transfer command, translate 
the data address from a virtual address to a real address, and 
fix the data area. 

For more information about the CCW translation operation tables, 
the device classes, and the specific devices with their 
corresponding CSECT names, see Channel Command Word eCCW) 
Translation Operation Tables Modules in this book. 

• During abend processing, the EXCP debugging areas are not 
freed. When you find the area pointed to by the TCB, scan 
that area for previously-obtained areas to help with EXCP 
analysis. 

• IECVEXCP processing does all the interfacing to the EXCP 
appendages. Appendages are entered in SRB mode, physically 
enabled, and with the address of a save area in register 13. 

• IECVEXCP maps the IOSB to the lOB before interfacing with'an 
appendage. On return from the appendage, IECVEXCP re-maps 
the lOB to the IOSB. 

• All the RQE blocks are maintained in an RQE pool. To 
determine the current RQE status, scan the RQE pool areas. 
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X'7C' 

X'70' < 
bytes 

X'70' < 
bytes 

X'70' < 
bytes 

These areas can be located as shown in Figure EXCP-l. An 
RQE block is 64 (X'40') bytes in length; at offset X'3A' is 
a two-byte allocation indication. If the two bytes contain 
X'0075'1 the RQE is allocated and represents an active EXCP 
request. Offset X'38' contains the two-byte address space 
identifier associated with the request. 

CVT loeOM 
> 

~ X'A 0' 

/ 

I IOQ pool header 
data and constants 

I X'54' 
, 
/ 

I RQE header 
data and constants 

I X'54' 
, 
/ 

I Large blocks header 
data and constants 

I X'54' 
, 

t----> IOSVSHDR 

~ > 

X'OC 

rL > 

X'OC' 

Next 4K bytes 
L 0 f RQE 1 < poo 1"-

I 

First 4K bytes 
of RQE pool 

r--

First 4K bytes 
of large pool 

~ 

1,_ Next 4K bytes < 
of large pool 

Figure 1. Locating RQE Pool Areas 
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CONTROL BLOCK OVERVIEW 

UCB . 
TCB 

~C 
UCBIOOF 

~ TCBDEB 

( UC6100L 

10010SB 100 

ROE 

DEB ~ 10SB V: ROEUCB 

-8 ROEIOB 

0 DEBTCBAD 20 10SUSE ROEDEB 

DEBDEBAD C ROETCB 

10 ROETCCW 

f. DEBDCBAD 

20 DEBSUCBA f-' 

, TCCW 

0 TCCWTCB 

4 TCCWUCB 

8 TCCWBEB ---C TCCWFIX -"""'FIX 

DCB 
1C TCCWINDA 8 Start of FIX 

I ist entries 
2C DCBDEBAD 

IDAl 

44 DCBSOND 

( ( • IOB-81 8 IDAWentries 

lOB ECB 

-8 V 4 

10 10BSTART 
Virtual 

14 10BDCBPT Channel 
Program 
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BEB BEB 
r -·1 I 

28 
Start of 
real CCWs 

~'FIX 

IDAl 

Acronvm Control Block Name 

BEB Beginninjtend block 
DCB Data control block 
DEB Data event control block 
ECB Event control block 
FIX List of fixed pages 
IDAl I ndirect data address list 
lOB Input/output block 
10SB I/O supervisor block 
100 105 queue element 
ROE Request queue element 
TCB Task control block 
TCCW Translation control block 

Control Block Overview EXCP-11 
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PROCESS FLOW 

The figures in this section show control flow within EXCP 
modules. In the figure for IECVEXCP, calls to procedures within 
IECVEXCP appear as external references. They can be 
distinguished from external references by the word "procedure" 
in the title and by the appearance of the label, for example, 
VIO Interface Procedure (XCPVAM). 
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From an access method 
that wants an I/O operation 
to be started 

SVC 0, SVC 92, or SVC 114 
instruction. 

I ECV EXCP-EXCP Processor 
for SVC 0 and SVC 114. 

Validity Check Procedure (XCPOOO) 

• Verifies the access method 
interface. 

Get-RaE Procedure (XCP036) 

• Decreases the EXCP counter. 

• Gets and initializes an ROE 
from the ROE pool. 

• If this is a VIO data set, calls 
the VIO Interface procedure. 

• If processing must be delayed 
because of a dependency on a 
related request, exits. 

Get-SRB Procedure (XCP050) 

• Gets and initializes an SRB/IOSB 
and TCCW from the large pool. 

• If naeded, gets a BEB, channel 
program scan parameter list/ 
workarea, and FIX list from the 
large pool. 

PGFX Interface Procedure (XCP090) 

• If appropriate, calls the PGFX 
appendage, or 

XCPEXIT 

• If a DASD was allocated for UlU .... +---' 
I/O operation, checks for end-of· 
extent. 

"Restricted Materials of IBM" 
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• If a VIO data set exists, calls VIO.+----I~ 

• If not, returns to caller. 

• On return from VIO, ensures that 
the ECB is posted and/or the ROE 
is freed if VIO directs. 

• Exits. 

• If the seek address falls within 
the specified extent, calls the CPS 
exit and returns to the caller. 

• Otherwise, maps 10SB to lOB, 
calls the EOE appendage, then 
exits as the EOE appendage 
directs. 

XCPEXIT 

ToVIO 

Channel Program 
Scan (CPS) exit 

EOE 
Appendage 

To enter ABE appendage. -Ir------.XCPABE 

To post ECB. 

To CPS exit, then return 
to caller. 

Figure 2 (Part 1 of 4). IECVEXCP Process Flow 
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SIO InterfeceProcedure (XCP110t 

• Calls the SIO appendage. SIO 
Appendage 

• If the request is not to be sent to 
lOS, exits. -If---'" XCPTERM 

Translator Interface Procedure (XCP11St 

• If appropriate, calls the COW ~t----"'J:J:!~~~~::] 
translator module, which makes a 
fixed, translated copy of the 
channel program. 

STARTIO Procedure (XCP160t 

• Puts the address of the channel 
program in the IOSB. 

• I nvokes the channel program scan 
exit if one exists. 

• Issues a STARTIO macro. 

cow Translator 

Channel Program 
Scan (CPSt Exit 

From lOS after • Exits. 
an I/O event 

---tf---'" XCPEXIT 

solicited by 
EXCP. 

From lOS during 
I/O event proces
sing if a PCI inter
rupt occurred. 

DIE Procedure (XCPDIE) 

• If a PCI Interruption occurred for 
a VaR user, or a user who issued 
EXCPVR, maps the IOSB to lOB, 
then calls the PCI appendage. 

• Returns to lOS, with a related 
request if the I/O event makes 
possible the submission of the 
request. 

PCI Interface Procedure (XCPPCU 

• Maps the 10SB to lOB, then 
calls the PCI appendage. 

To lOS 

To lOS 

Figure 2 (Part 2 of 4). IECVEXCP Process Flow 
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Appendage 
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From IDS during 
110 event processi 
if a channel end or 
abnormal end inter· 
rupt occurred. 

CHE/ABE Interface Procedure 
(XCPCHE, XCPABE) 

• Transfers data on the status of 
the 110 operation from the 10SB 
to the lOB. 

• If the ABE appendage is to be 
executed, first invokes the 
channel program scan exit if 
one exists. 

• Depending on where it was 
entered, calls either the CHE or 
ABE appendage. 

• At the direction of the appendage, 
sets ROE bits that ensure that 
the ROE is freed or not freed, 
that the ECB is posted or not 
posted, that the access·method 
interface is reused or discarded. 

• If normal condition or permanent 

IIRestricted Materials of IBMII 
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Channel Program 
~,-r---"""'" Scan (CPS) exit 

CHE 
Appendage 

ABE 
Appendage 

error, exits from EXCP. --t----. XCPEXIT 

• If abnormal condition other than 
permanent error, returns to 105. 

Figure 2 (Part 3 of 4). IECVEXCP Process Flow 
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From lOS after 
I/O event proces
sing is comPleted. 

Termination Procedure (XCPTERMI 

• If ROE is to be freed, increases 
the EXCP counter. 

• If the access-method interface is 
to be reused, exits. ~r------'-IECVEXTC 

• Unfixes the pages that other 
procedures caused to be fixed. 

Exit Procedure (XCPEXITI 

• Frees all SRB/IOSB, TCCW, BEB, 
and FIX blocks on the large block 
free chain, and channel program 
scan parameter list/workarea. 

CCW Translator 

• If the processing of a request was 
delaved, and if the processing can 
resume, do so. -I1-----1~ XCP050 

• Otherwise, exits from EXCP. 

SVC Interrupt 
Handler 

Figure 2 (Part 4 of 4). IECVEXCP Process Flow 
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ATM 
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From ATM 

IECVEXCP-EXCP 
Functional Recovery Routine 

• If the storage manager was in con
trol at the time of the error, 
invokes the storage manager's 
FAA. 

• If the storage manager requested 
percolation, continues. 

If the storage manager requested 
retry, returns to ATM with retry 
address I ECVXTAY. 

IECVXTRY: 

Invokes the storage manager's 
retry routine in 31-bit addressing 
mode. 

EXFR200: 

• Provides debugging data in the 
SOWA. 

• If the error occurred while 
IECVEXCP or I ECVTCCW was 
pagafixing, returns to ATM with 
the address of the I ECVTCCW 
retry routine. 

Otherwise percolates the error. 

105 Storage 
Manager 

-+-----1_ EXFA200 

ATM 

ATM 

105 Storage 
Manager 

Figure 3. IECVEXFR Process Flow 
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c 
s VC 16 or SVC 33 

IECVEXPR-EXCP Purge and 
Restore Routines 

IECVXPUR: 

• Obtains a large block from the 
storage manager for use as a 
workarea. 

• If the driver id is not EXCP. 
returns to caller. 

• Interfaces with I ECVXTRM in 
I ECVEXCP to purge the I/O 
request. 

C Caller 

-

Figure 4. IECVEXPR Process Flow 
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lOS Storage 
Manager 
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METHOD OF OPERATION 

This section has detailed information for modules in this 
component. These modules are in alphabetic order. This 
detailed information is broken down into four different 
headings. The four headings and the topics they document are: 

Module Description, which includes: 

• Descriptive name 
• Function Cof the entire module) 
• Entry point names, which includes: 

Purpose Cof the entry point) 
Linkage 
Callers 
Input 
Output 
Exit normal 
Exit error, if any 

• External references, which includes: 
Routines 
Data areas, if any 
Control blocks 

• Tables 
• Serialization 

Note: Brief EXCP module descriptions are also included in 
MVS/Extended Architecture System logic library: Module 
Descriptions, which contains module descriptions for all the 
MVS/Extended Architecture components described in the System 
logic library. 

Module Operation, which includes: 

• Operation, which explains how the module performs its 
function. 

• Recovery operation, which explains how the module 
performs any recovery. 

Diagnostic aids, which provide information useful for 
debugging program problems; this includes: 

• Entry point names 
• Messages 
• Abend codes 
• Wait state codes 
• Return codes for each entry point. Within each entry 

point, return codes might be further categorized by 
exit-normal and exit-error. 

• Entry register contents for each entry point 
• Exit register contents for each entry point 

Logic Diagram, which illustrates the processing of the 
module, the input it uses, the output it produces, and the 
flow of control. Some modules do not have a logic diagram 
because the processing is sufficiently explained in the 
module description, the module operation, and the diagnostic 
aids sections. Figure S on page EXCP-22 illustrates the 
graphic symbols and format used in the logic diagrams. 
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LOGICKEY - Key to the Logic Diagrams STEP 01 

Callers 

~> 
LOGICKEY 

This paragraph describes what this module 
does. The same text appears under the 
FUNCTION heading on the Module Description 
page. 

~ Numbered steps describe the 
processing at a high level. 

A. Lettered steps describe the processing 
at a lower level. 

~ Input and output fields. 

The control block acronym or data area name 
appears above the input and output boxes, 
and the field names appear within the 
boxes. A dotted arrow means the data is 
referenced. a solid arrow means the data is 
modified. 

§] External call graphic 
passing the parameter, TROB. 

IL.....:..J, 

'r--o l ITRFBR 

TROB 

~ Internal call graphic (at 
the step indicated) passing 
two parameters. 

/L-J, 

'r--o l SUBROUTN: 12 

EFMSGl, TFNAPHSG 

~ Macro instruction graphic 
with these keywords, 
parameters, and options. 

POST 

(EAERIMHT, RCO) ASCB(TOBAASCB->ASCB) 
ERRETI CVTBRET) 

~ Internal branch to the lahel 
and step indicated. 

t>BRLABEL: 08 

Figure 5 (Part 1 of 2). Key to the logic Diagrams 
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LOGICKEY - Key to the Logic Diagrams 

~ SVC graphic. 
~------------------~ 

<---> I SVC TSOTEST J 
~------------------~ 

~>~ 
BRLABEL 

Callers 

step 06 branches here. A 
program call (PC) graphic 
shows an exit. 

~)I PC 

~> ~ Secondary entry point. 
PARAMETERS L., , 
...----------, SECONDEP This paragraph describes the function of 

TROB THIS LINE -,I..-__ -J\ this entry point. Four parameters (to the 
HAXLINES ETPBOPTS j/ left) are passed an input. 

TTE DOILABEL ~ This is the beginning of an 

L ______ -II------------> iterative DO group. 
TTEMBZl 

- A. Iterate graphic of the 00 
instruction to the specified step 
number. 

I 

10 

B. Leave graphic of the 00 instruction ---1--1 
to the specified step number. Ii 

~> 
SUBROUTN 

~ External return graphic, to 
the calling routine. 

121 This is an internal 
..:.:J subroutine. 

This paragraph describes the function 
of this subroutine. 

~ Internal return $Jraphic, to 
a step within th1S module. 

, / 

\/ 

Figure 5 (Part 2 of 2). Key to the logic Diagrams 

STEP 07 
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IECVEXCP - EXCP PROCESSOR FOR SVC O(EXCPJ AND SVC 114(EXCPVRJ 

IECVEXCP - MODULE DESCRIPTION 

DESCRIPTIVE NAME: EXCP Processor for SVC 0 (EXCP) 
and SVCl14 (EXCPVR) 

FUNCTION: 
This module processes EXCP and EXCPVR I/O requests. 
As a driver of lOS. this module handles the initiation 
of a caller's request to lOS. handles the I/O 
interruption from lOS. and passes the results back 
to the caller through its appendages. 

ENTRY POINT: IGCOOO 

PURPOSE: To process EXCP (SVC 0) requests. 

LINKAGE: SVC 

CALLERS: Issuers of SVC 0 

INPUT: lOB. TCB 

OUTPUT: ~XCP request readied for I/O initiation. 

EXIT I~ORMAL: Retum to SVC type 1 exi t 

·EXIT ERROR: To RTM 

ENTRY POINT: IGCl14 

PURPOSE: To process EXCPVR (SVC 114) requests. 

LUIKAGE: SVC 

CALLERS: Issuers of SVC 114 

INPUT: lOB. TCB 

OUTPUT: EXCPVR request readied for I/O initiation. 

EXIT NORMAL: Retum to SVC type 1 exit 

EXIT ERROR: To RTM 

ENTRY POINT: IGC092 

PURPOSE: 
To process EXCP or EXCPVR requests for TSO 
restore (SVC 92). 

LINKAGE: SVC 

CALLERS: Issuers of SVC 92 

INPUT: lOB, TCB 

OUTPUT: EXCP or EXCPVR request readied for I/O initiation 

EXIT NORMAL:. Retum to SVC type 1 exi t 

EXIT ERROR: To RTM 

ENTRY FOINT: XCPCHE - Normal-end Exit 

PURPOSE: 
To interface with the requestor's channel-end 
appendage. 

LI~~AGE: Branch and link 
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IECVEXCP - MODULE DESCRIPTION (Continued) 

CALLERS: 
IECYPST (lOS Post status), 
IECYEXCP front-end and back-end (termination) 

processing routines 

INPUT: lOSS 

OUTPUT: 
lOB Updated to reflect the completed request. 
Eca posted with one of the following completion codas: 

7F - Normal completion 
41 - Permanent error 
42 - Extent violation 
48 - Request purged 

EXIT NORMAL: Return to caller 

EXIT ERROR: To RTH 

ENTRY POINT: XCPABE - Abnormal-end Exit 

PURPOSE: 
To interface with the EXCP requestor's 
abnormal-end appendage. 

LINKAGE: 8ranch and Link 

CALLERS: 
IECVPST (lOS Post Status), 
IECVEXCP front-end and back-end (termination) 

processing routines 

INPUT: IOSB 

OUTPUT: 
lOS Updated to reflect the completed request. 
ECB posted with one of the following completion codes: 

7F - Normal completion 
41 - Permanent error 
42 - Extent violation 
48 - Request purged 

EXIT NORMAL: Return to caller 

EXIT ERROR: To RTM 

ENTRY POINT: XCPDIE - Disabled Interrupt Exit (DIE) 

PURPOSE: 
To initiate a type 3 related request and 
interface with a caller's program controlled 
interrupt (PCI) append3ge. 

LINl<AGE: Branch and Link 

CALLERS: 
lOS Disabled Interruption Routine that 
interfaces with the driver's DIE exits. 

INPUT: IOSB 

OUTPUT: None 

EXIT NORMAL: Return to caller 

ENTRY POINT: XCPPCI - PCI Exit 

PURPOSE: To interfacQ with the caller's PCI appendage. 
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I!CVEXCP - MODULE DESCRIPTION (Continued) 

LINKAGE: Branch and Link 

CALLERS: IECVPST IIOS Post status) 

INPUT: IOS8 

OUTPUT: None 

EXIT NORMAL: Roturn to caller 

EXIT ERROR: To RTM 

ENTRY POINT: IECVEXTC 

PURPOSE: To parform extent check for DASD devices. 

LIJl:KAGE: BALR 

CALLERS: IECVDERP (DASD error recovery procedure (ERP)) 

INPUT: lOSS 

OUTPUT: None 

EXIT NORMAL: Return to caller 

EXIT ERROR: To RTH 

ENTRY POINT: IECVX025 

PURPOSE: To free the request queue element (RQE). 

LINKAGE: 8ASR, 8ASSH 

CALLERS: 
SVC 3 exit routine. 
IECVEXPR purge routine - Purge halt for 

R8 and AEQ purging. 

INPUT: RQE block to be freed 

OUTPUT: RQE block returned io the storage manager 

EXIT NORMAL: Return to caller 

EXIT ER~OR: To RTM 

ENTRY POINT: IECVXTRM 

PURPOSE: To process a purge or FRR termination request. 

LINKAGE: BALR 

CALLERS: 
IECVEXPR - EXCP purge routine, 
IECVEXFR - FRR termination request 

INPUT: RQE block 

"Restricted Materials 0" IBM" 
Licensed Materials - Property 0" IBM 

OUTPUT: RQE ~nd larso blocks returnod to tha storago manager. 

EXIT NORMAL: Return to caller 

EXIT ERROR: To RTM 

EXIT ERROR: ABEND 
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IECVEXCP - MODULE DESCRIPTION (Continued) 

EXTERNAL REFERENCES: 

ROUTINES: 
IARPSIV - Ferform page fix services 
IEAOPT02 - Post with validity chock 
IEASMFEX - Count the EXCP request and accumulate the 

device connect time (DCTI) 
IECVQCNT - Decrease quiesce count 
IECVRCHN - Add an loa to the quiesce chain 
IECVSI':GR - Obtain and return Rc:JE and larg3 blocks 
IECVTCCH - Translate a caller's virtual channel program 
IECVEXFR - Perform functional recovery processing 
IFGDEBVR - Perform OEB check 

CONTROL BLOCKS: 
ASCB -- Address space control block 
ASX8 -- Address space extension block 
CVT Communications vector table 
DCB Data control block 
DEB Data extent block 
ECB Event control block 
FRRS Functional recovery routine setrp 
ICQE Interrupt control queue block 
ICB I/O block 
IOCOM - I/O communication area 
lOSS I/O supervisor block 
IPIB IDS purge interface block 
JSCB -- Job step control bloc:{ 
PIRL Purged I/O restore list 
PSA -- Prefixed save area 
RD -- Region descriptor 
RRQ -- ~clated request queue 
RQE -- Request queue element 
SRB -- Service request block 
TCB -- Task control block 
TCCH -- Translate CCN control block 
UCB -- Unit control block 
NSAVT-- ~ork save area vector table 
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IECVEXCP - MODULE OPERATION 

This module processes EXCP and EXCPVR I/~ requests 
I Also handles the SVC 92 request). 
It accepts the caller's lOS, DCB, DEB, and ECB 
and maps thern into an lOS driver snS/IOSB interface 
for initiation and I/O interrupt processing. 

To perform this driver interface between the EXCP or 
EXCPVR callers and lOS, this module provides 
thre~ functions: front-er.d precessing Isee label 
XCPOOO), norrnal-end and ~bnormal-end exit processing 
I see la!Jel XCP203A), and back-end I termination) 
proce~sing I see lubel XCPTER~I). 
Also. this module provides a disabled interrupt 
routine IDlE), PCI exit routine and an extent 
checking routine for the DASD ERP. 

The portion that maps tho caller's control block to 
the SRS/IOSB interfaco is called EXCP front-end 
processing. which includes the following: 

Validity chocking the user's control blocks 
and issuing abends for inconsistencies. 
Issuing a C22 :;:bond if the nunlber of allowable 
outstanding EXCP/EXCPVR requests has boen 
exceeded. Tho maximum par address space is 500. 

• Obtaining and initializing an EXCP request queue 
eler.1cnt IRQE) control blocl< as the EXCP anchor 
for the caller's request. 
If the UCB indicates the request is for a VIO data 
set [UCBURDEV), interfacing with VIO for thc 
request. 
If the caller's lOB indicates that this is a related 
request, chaining the ROE block to the related 
request queue IRRQ) in the DEB and determining 
whether to procass the request now or to wait 
for the completion of a previous request on the 
RRQ. 
Obtaining large blocks needed to process the 
caller's I/O request. These include blocks for the 
SRS/IOSS, TCCI'I. CPS I optional), BES, Cind FIX I the 
last two are required for a virtual EX~P request). 

• Initializing the IOS3 and SRB. 
Creating a CPS block when the DDT indicates that 
the device supports channel program scan. 
Determining if the DEB block needs to be fixed for 
an EXCP V=R request that provides a PCI appendage. 

• For EXCPVR and virtual EXCP requests, entering the 
caller's page-fix appendage. 
For EXCPVR requests, interfacing with the system 
paging serviceslPGSER) to fix the caller's fix list. 
For OASD devices. performing extent checking. 
Interfacing with the caller's SIO appendage. 
For virtual EXCP requests, interfacing with the EXCP 
module IECVTCCI'l to translate the caller's virtual 
cnar.nel program to a real channel progralR. 
If a device channel program scan ICPS) exit is 
provided, interfacing with it with the STARTIO 
indication. 
Issuing the STARTIO macro to pass the caller's 
request to lOS for execution. 
Returning to the caller via the exit for type 1 
SVCs. 

Upon cOhlpletion of an I/O request, the IDS post 
status modulo [IECVPST) passes control b~ck to this 
module for normal-end or abnormal-end exit processing. 
This module in turn interfaces with the requestor's 
channel-end or abnormal-end ~ppend~g~s. 
EXCP'S normal-end and abnormal-end exit 
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IECVEXCP - MODULE OPERATION (Continued) 

processing consists of the following: 
• Validity checking the caller's control blocks. 
• Interfacing with the SI1F routine to accumulate 

the device connect time and/or thc EXCP count. 
Mapping the results of the liD request from the 
IOSB to the caller's lOB. 
If a channel program scan (CPS) exit exists, 
interfacing with the CPS exit routine. If entry 
is to the normal-cnd appendage, the CPS function 
code is set to the normal function code. 
Otherwise. for the abnormal-end appendage call, 
enters the CPS routine with the IIO error function 
code. 

• Interfacing with the caller's normal-~nd or 
abnormal-end appendage. 

• Handling the possible return conditions from the 
caller's appendages, as follows: 
a) Normal completion - two conditions can exist, 

depending on the setting of the lOB exception 
bi t (IOBIOERR): 

If the exception bit is off in the loa. 
the IIO request has completed successfully and 
EXCP proceeds to its back-end processing to 
terminate the request. 
If the exception bit is on in the lOB, the 
1/0 operation did not complete successfully 
and the appendage requests the foll~Aing error 
recovery procedure (ERP) processing: 
- ~lapping bi ts and fields from the ICB 

to the IOS8. 
- If this is a related request and the IOBECBCC 

field indicates a permanent error, setting 
the DCB permanent bit in the caller's DCB. 

- If a channel program scan (CPS) exit exists, 
interfacing with the device channel program 
scan (CPS) exit with the STARTIO condition 
(the virtual and real starting addresses in 
the lOSS have been updated from the lOB). 

- If the lOS completion code is not a permanent 
error code, returning to lOS post status. 
This is done to allow the IDS post status 
routine to interface with ERP processing. 

- If the IOS8 completion code indicates a 
permanent error, proceeding to EXCP back
end processing to terminate the request. 

b) Do not post - The appendage indicates that the 
110 request is complete but that the caller's 
ECB is not to bc posted. 
EXCP proceeds to its back-end processing to 
terminate the request without posting the 
caller's ECB. 

c) Retry request - The appendage indicates that 
the 110 request is to be retried (normally this 
means that the 1/0 request completed successfully 
and that the driver wants to start another 1/0 
request). EXCP proceeds to its back-cnd 
processing to terminate tho request without 
posting the caller's ECB and then returns to 
the EXCP front-end processing to perform the 
retry request. 

d) Retry request from the top of the related request 
queue (RRQ) - The appendage indicates that the 
110 request at the top of the RRQ is to be 
retried. 
EXCP proceeds to its back-end processing to 
terlninate the request without posting the 
caller's ECB and then returns to the EXCP 
front-end processing to perform the retry 
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request. 

EXCP back-end processing terminates the caller's 
rcqu~st. Normally. EXCP back-end processing 
receives control from the EXCP normal/abnormal-end 
exit. as indicated abov~. The lOS post status module 
enters back-end processing when error reccvery 
processing (ERP) indicates that the caller's request 
is in p~rmanent error. 
The lOS post status modul~ also enters back-end 
processing when the 1053 completicn 
coda indicates abnormal ce~pletion (X'4S'). 
EXCP back-end processing includes: 

• If the IOSB completion code indicates abnormal 
completion (X'4S'). issuing a CAllRTM macro with 
type=ABTERM with a completion cod~ of EOO. 
For tape devices. increasing the DCB block count 
from the lOB block count. 
If the caller's appendag~ requested retry. 
performing the retry request. 

• If page fixing was done for the request. performing 
the unfix processing. 

• If the request is to be posted. interfacing with 
ths syst~m post routine to post the caller's ECB. 

• Returning the control blocks (RQE and larg~ 
blocks) obtainod for the caller's request to 
the lOS storage manoger. 
If this is a related request ~nd EXCP has readied 
the caller's r.ext 1/0 request. issuing the STARTIO 
macro to send the next request to IDS for 
initiation. 

• r.aturning to IDS post status with roturn code 16 
to indicate that back-end processing is 
complete. or rctu,'ning to the EXCP front-end 
processing to perform the retry request. 

lECVEXCP provides a DIE (disabled interrupt 
exit) for the following situations: 

"lnen the call~r spoci fies related request type 
3 (sea explanation bela~) in tho lOB 

• For EXC?VR or EXCP (V=R) requests when 
the caller has spocified a PCI appendage. 

The EXCP DIE routine is entered from IDS when IDS 
is performing 110 dis~blcd interr~ption handling. 

IECVEXCP provides a PCI (program controlled 
interrupt) exit to support th~ virtual EXCP request 
that provi~es a valid PCI appencage (not just a 
BR 14 instructionl. 
Upon co:npletion of an 1/0 request. tho IDS post 
sta·~us modulo (IECV?ST) passes control to thc EXCP PCI 
exit routine wnen thc PCl bit is set in the subchannel 
status'and EXCP has set an address in the IOSPCI 
field of th9 10SB. The EXCP PCI exit routine 
interfaces with tne requestor's PCI appendage. 

EXCP provides a special facility kna,m as rel~ted 
request processing. Related requost processing is 
indicated by the caller in his 103 block. Related 
requests are directed to thc sa~e c~ta set and share 
th:a samEl DCB. H.mdling of related roques-ts is as 
foll~;s: 

EXCP chains related requests on the associated 
DES related request qu~ue (RR~l in tho ordar that 
they are received. 
They are processed by EXCP in tho order received. 
wiih sorne overlap. The amount of overlap is 
dependent on the related request type. 
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If a related request is considered in permonent 
error (I/O request did not complete sucessfullyl. 
none of the remaining related requests are 
processed. They are pursed and re~urned to the 
caller b~fore the request with the permanent error 
is posted to the caller. 

There are ~hree typos of related requests. These 
three types tell EXCP when to proceed with the 
next EXCP req~ost upon completion of this EXCP 
request. The three types are: 

1) Rolated reques'l -l:ype 1: 
The I/O operation for request 'n' must 
co~~lete and the callers channel-end or abnormal
end ap~endage must look at the status of the 
operation before EXCP starts processing 
request 'n+1' on tho related roquest queue. 
For this type, EXC? b~ck-end processing 
rQ~urns to EXCP frent-end processing at the 
point ~here large blocks are cbtained to begin 
handling the request. 

2) Related request type 2: 
The I/O operation for request 'n' must 
cO;:l:>leto end the caller's channel-end or abnormal
end ~pp3ndage must look at the status of the 
operation be foro EXCP can issue tho STARTIO macro 
to sond requost 'n+1' to lOS for initiaticn. 
The difforence between type 1 ~nd 2 is that. 
for t~e 2, EXCP has processed request 'n+1' 
up to tho point of issuing tho STARTIO macro to 
send the request to lOS for initiation. The 
STARTIO macro is issued in EXCP back-end 
processing. 
In fact, EXCP will process up to .four requests 
to the point where they are ready for I/O 
initiation. 

3) Relatod request type 3: 
Th::! I/O operation 'for requost 'n' must 
co~plete ar.d the EXC? DIE routine must examine 
the lOSS suochanncl statuG (SCSH) f.:lr normal 
completion (ch~nnel end bit sot without any 
any error condition bits set). If the SCSI~ 
indicates normal s'latus, the EXCP DIE requests 
':hat lOS issue the STARTIO r.mcro for requllIGt 
'n+1'. If the SCSH indicates other th~n normal 
completion, or if th3 rcc,ucst is being purged or 
being retried out of the ERP. the EXCP DIE does 
not initiate requ3st 'n+l'. In this case. it 
will be handled like type 2. 
Inc di ffcrence between type 1 a:'1d 3 is that. for 
type 3, EXCP has p~ocessed request 'n+1' 
up to tho point of issuing tho STARTIO macro to 
send the request to lOS for initiation. 
In fact, EXCP will process up to four requests 
to the point whore they are ready for I/O 
ini tiation. 
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ENTRY POINT NAf1ES: IGCOOO 
IGC1l4 
IGC092 

MESSAGES: Nona 

ABEND CODES: 

XCPCHE - Normal-end Exit 
XCPABE - Abnormal-end Exit 
XCPDIE - Disabled Interrupt Exit (DIE) 
XCPPCI - PCI Exit 
I ECVEXTC 
I ECVX025 
IECVXTRH 

The following abends ara generated in IECVEXCP (via SVC 13) 
and are processed by IECVEXFR C EXCP functional recovery 
routine). 

15C - Issuer of SVC 92 is not in supervisor state. 
172 - SVC 114 was issued and: 

- Protect key is not 0, or 
- Request was not issued in supervisor state. or 
- Authorization bit is not set in JSCB. 

300 - Ona of the following: 

nRestricted Materials of IBM" 
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- DEB not found on the DEB chain (validity check failure). 
- DES is not an EXCP or ISAH DEB. 
- The ICBH index is larger than the DEBNNEXT index or 

both indexes are not zero. 
400 - DCB pointers in tho lOS and DEB do not match. 
500 - One of the following: 

- DEB does not point to a valid UCB. 
- An ISAM lOS IOSM field specified extent O. 

800 - One of the follcwing: 
- Error attempting to fix pages for the request. 
- Error attempting to unfix pages for the request. 

The following completion codes are set by IECVEXFR (EXCP 
functional recovery routine) as a result. of a program check 
or indeterminate error during EXCP processing: 

200 - lOB, DCB, or ECB protect key is not 
the same as the user's key. 

700 - A program check occurred while in a supervisor service 
routine invoked by EXCP. 

AOO - A program check occurred in a user appendage. 
BOO - Indeterminate orror. 

The following abends are generated and processed in IECVEXCP 
via CALLRTM: 

C22 - Address space exceeded the maximum number of 
outstanding EXCPs. 

EOO - A program check occurred in lOS and no EXCP debug area 
is available. 

\OlAIT STATE CODES: None 

RETURN CODES: 

ENTRY POINT IGCOOO: None 

ENTRY POINT IGC114: Nona 

ENTRY POINT IGC092: None 
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ENTRY POINT XCPCHE: 

EXIT NORMAL: 

Register 15 contains a decimal value: 
o - Normal completion with the IOSEX bit set 

in the lOSS 
16 - Indicate to lOS post st~tus th~t EXCP 

has perfor~~d its tor~ination processing 

ENTRY POINT XCPABE: 

EXIT NORMAL: 

Register 15 contains a ~9cimal value: 
o - Normal completion with the IOSEX bit set 

in the IOS6 
16 - Indicate to IDS post status that EXCP 

has performed its termination processing 

ENTRY POINT XCPDIE: 

EXIT NORMAL: 

In register 15 
o - Normal return 
4 - Initiate a new lOSS request 

(handle a type 3 related request) 
8 - Ignore return 

ENTRY POINT XCPPCI: ~one 

ENTRY POINT IECVEXTC: 

EXIT NORMAL: 

Registor 15 contains the following: 
o - Rotry tho requost 
4 - Post the requestor 

ENTRY POINT IECVX025: None 

Eh'TRY POINT IECVXTRM: None 

REGISTER CONTE~!TS ON ENTRY: 

ENTRY POINT IGCOOO: 

Register 0 
Registor 1 
Registor 2 
Registar 3 
Register 4 
Register 5 
Rogisbr 6 
Register 7 
Registers 8-lZ 
Register 13 
Registor 14 
Register 15 

- Irrelevant 
- IDS add.'css 
- IrrelovClnt 
- CVT address 
- TCB address 
- Cu~rent RS pointer 
- Entry address 
- ASCS Dddress 
- Irrelev .. nt 
- Save area address 
- Roturn ac!dress 
- Irrelevant 

ENTRY POINT IGCI14: 

Register 0 
Register 1 
R:!gister 2 
Register 3 

- Irrelovant 
- ICB address. with byt~ 0 s~t to X'~4'. 
- Irrelevant 
- CVT :.ddress 
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Register 4 
Register 5 
Registor 6 
Register 7 
Registers 8-12 
Rogister 13 
Register 14 
Register 15 

- TCB address 
- Current RB pointer 
- Entry address 
- ASCB address 
- Irrelevant 
- Save area address 
- RGturn a~dress 
- Irrelevant 

ENTRY POINT IGC092: 

Register 0 
Register 1 

Register 2 
Register 3 
Register 4 
Register 5 
Register 6 
Register 7 
Registers 8-12 
R::lgit:ter 13 
Register 14 
Register 15 

- TCB address 
- lOB address. with byte 0 set to 

X'CO' (EXCP) or to X'F4' (EXCPVR) 
- Irrelevc:nt 
- CVT address 
- TCB address 
- Current R3 pointer 
- Entry address 
- ASCB address 
- Irrelevant 
- Save area address 
- Return address 
- Irrelevant 

ENTRY POINT XCPCHE: 

- Irrelevant 
- IOSB address 
- Irrelevant. but must not be destroyed 
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Register 0 
Register 1 
RegistGrs 2-5 
Rcgh~ters 6-12 - Irrelevant. and are available to the exit 

Register 13 
Register 14 
Register 15 

if a save area is not available. 
- Address of the local lock save area 
- Return address 
- Entry point address 

ENTRY POINT XCPABE: 

Register 0 
r.egister 1 
Registers 2-5 
Registers 6-12 

Regis"ter 13 
Register 14 
Register 15 

- Irrelevant 
- lOSS ac!dress 
- Irrelevant. but must not be destroyed 
- Irrelevant. and are available to the exit 

if a save area is not available. 
- Address of the local lock save area 
- Return address 
- Entry point address 

ENTRY POINT XCPDIE: 

Register 0-1 
Register 2 
Registers 2-12 
Register 13 
R~gister 14 
Register 15 

- Irrelevant 
- IOSB address 
- Irrelevant 
- Address of a save area 
- RGturn address 
- Entry point address 

ENTRY POINT XCPPCI: 

Register 0 
Register 1 
Register 2-5 
Registers 6-12 
Register 13 

Register 14 

- Irrelevant 
- lOSS address 
- Irrelevant. but must not be dostroyed 
- Irrelevant 
- Add~ess of the local lock save area 

when entered from IECVPST 
- Address of a save area in the TCCH 

block whon entered from IECVEXCP DIE 
routine 

- Return address 
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Register 15 - Entry point address 

ENTRY POINT IECVEXTC: 

Register 0 
Register 1 
Registers 2-12 
Register 13 
Registel" 14 
Register 15 

- Irrelevant 
- lOSS address 
- Irrelevant 
- Irrelevant 
- Return address 
- Entry address 

ENTRY POINT IECVX025: 

Register 1 - RQE address 
Registers 2-12 - Irrelevant 
Register 13 - Save area address 
Register 14 - Return address 
Register 15 - Entry address 

ENTRY POINT IECYXTRM: 

Register 1 - RQE address 
Registers 2-12 - Irrelevant 
Register 13 - Save area address 
Register 14 - RetUrn address 
Register 15 - Entry address 

REGISTER CONTENTS ON EXIT: 

ENTRY POINT IGCOOO: 

EXIT NORMAL: 

Register 0 - Unpredictable 
Register 1 - Ies address 
Registers 2-15 - Unpredict&ble 

ENTRY POINT IGC1l4: 

EXIT NORMAL: 

Register 0 - Unpredictable 
Register 1 - Ies address 
Registers 2-15 - Unpredictable 

ENTRY POINT IGC092: 

EXIT NORMAL: 

Register 0 - unpredictable 
Register 1 - 103 address 
Registers 2-15 - Unpredictable 

ENTRY POINT )(cPCHE: 

EXIT NORMAL: 

Hith return code in register 15 = 0 
Registers 0-13 - Sama as on entry 
Register 14 - Return address 
Register 15 - Return code : 0 

Hith return code in register 15 = 16 
Ragisters 0-3 - Unpredictable 
Register 4 - Sam3 ClG on entry 
Register 5 - Same as on entry 
Registers 6-12 - Unpredictable 
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Register 13 
Register 14 
Register 15 

ENTRY POINT XCPABE: 

EXIT NORMAL: 

Hith return code in 
Registers 0-13 
Register 14 
Register 15 

Hith return code in 
Registers 0-3 
Register 4 
Register 5 
Registers 6-lZ 
Register 13 
Register 14 
Register 15 

ENTRY POINT XCPDIE: 

EXIT NORMAL: 

- Same as on entry 
- Return address 
- Return code = 16 

register 15 = 0 
- Szme as on entry 
- Return address 
- Return code = 0 

register 15 = 16 
- Unpredictable 
- Samo as on entry 
- Sar.~ as on entry 
- Unprociictable 
- Same as on entry 
- Return address 
- Return code = 16 

Registers 0-14 - Same as on entry 
Register 15 - Return code 

ENTRY POINT XCPPCI: 

EXIT NORMAL: 

Registers 0-15 - Same as on entry 

ENTRY POINT IECVEXTC: 

EXIT NORMAL: 

Registers 0-3 - Unpredictable 
Registers 4-14 - Same as on input 
Register 15 - Return code 

ENTRY POINT IECVX025: 

EXIT NORMAL: 

Register 
Register 
Registers 
Register 
Registers 
Registers 

o - Same as on entry 
1 - Lnpredictable 
2-9 - Same as on entry 

10 - Unpredictable 
11-13 - Some as on entry 
14-15 - Unpredictable 

ENTRY POINT IECVXTRM: 

EXIT NORMAL: 

Registers 0-12 
Register 13 
Register 14 
Register 15 

- Unpredictable 
- Same as on entry 
- Same as on entry 
- Unpredictable 
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IECVEXCP - EXCP Processor for SVC 0 (EXCP) and SVCl14 (EXCPVR) 

~> 
IECVEXCP 

This mocule processes EXCP ~nd EXCPVR 110 
requests. As a driver of IDS, this module 
handles the initiation of a caller's 
rcqLl.:!st to IDS, handles the I/O 
interruption fre~ IDS, and passes the 
results back to the caller through its 
:Jppcnc::Igcs. 

Issuers of SVC 92 
~ This sntry point handles the 

~> 
IGC092 

SVC 92 (SC) re~uest. 

The TCB address provi~ed in register 0 is 
set in register 4. overlaying the 
environmental TCB address. 

A. If the caller is not in supervisor 
state. issues ABEND lSC to abend the 
task. t >ABENDOOO: 72 

B. If the lOB parameter register is 
positive. h:Jndles the request as an SVC 
o (EXCP). 

C. If the lOB parameter register is 
negative. h~ndles the request as an SVC 
114 (EXCPVR). 

RQE .1----------> ~ This entry point handles the 
.-------" SVC 114 ( 72) EXCPVR request. 
IRQE1l4 _ 

IGCl14A A. If the requestor is not authorized (not 
in system key 0-7. not in supervisor 
state, or not :Juthorized in the JSCS), 
sets an indicator that further validity 
checks are required in the EXCP mainline 
for the EXCPVR request. 

S. If the requestor is authorized, goes to 
IECVEXCP front-end processing. t >XCPOOO: 04 

STEP 01 
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IECVEXCP - EY.CP Processor for SVC 0 (EXCP) and SVCl14 (EY.CPVR) STEP 03 

Issuers of SVC 0 

TCB 
C:'> ,/ 
IeCOOO 

ITCBFlGS6 TC8RV I-f----------~ 
. : / 

IR~EVIRT RQE1TOl I-J 

TeB 

TCBRD 

~> 
XCPOOO 

1031 This entry point handles the 
~ SVC 0 (EXC?) request. 

Determines if the EXCP request is a 
virtual EXCP or virtual=real (V=RI EXCP 
request. 

If the bit in the TCB ITCeny) is set 
indicating a V=R request. does the 
foll~~ing Y=R validity checks: 

If the first CCH of tho channel program 
is not in tho real region. treats tho 
request as a virtual EXCP request • 
• If the first eC:i is in tho roal region. 
~~cks if tho CVT authorizes V=R roquests. 
If not. treats the request as a virtual 
EXCP request • 
• Otherwi$e. determines if the V=R request 
is authorized to be a Y=R user. in the 
foll~~ing order: 11 Running in system key 
10-71; 2) Running in suporvi$or state; or 
31 JSC8 indicates authorization. If the 
V=R request is not authorized. tho V=R 
rcquest is treated as a virtual EXCP 
request. 

If the bit in the TeB (TCBRYI is off. the 
request is treated as ~ virtual EXCP 
request. 

~ PerfOrrn~ IECVEXCP frent-end 
prCcesslng. 

Receives control fro~ the EXCP or EXCPVR 
SVC entry point. KKREG6 indicates the type 
of entry and whether further EXCPYR 
validity chocking is req~ired. 

A. Establishes module addressability. a 
functional recovery environment. and the 
lOS register. 

B. Indicates that front-end processing is 
active and sets the typo 1 SVC exit 
~cdress in the FRR parameter area as the 
return address. 

~ Validity checl(s the caller's 
control blocl<s. 

In general. the validity chock consists of 
accessing the caller'S control block in the 
caller's key (key obtained from the RS old 
psw). If a protection check occurs, the 
functional recovery routine 1 IECVEXFR 1 will 
.. bend the requllstor. If acco~sing the 
control blccl, docs not rasul t in a 
protection checl~. than unique testing is 
cone on tha caller's control blocks and the 
appropriate ~~end is issued if an error is 
found. 

The validity check is performed on the 
folla."ing blocks. 

C~'"-FR-R ----' 
,/ I XFRIU'IOR:{ I 
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XCPOIO 
XFRR J----------> 
'--1 -----,1 ~FRRI'IORK _ 

~> 
XCP013 

XCP014 
RQE J----------> 
'--1-----'1 RQEKOSYP _ 

A. In caller's key, the DCB pointer is 
loaded from tho IC3 and th9 DEB address 
is oo-tained from the DCB. The EeB 
~ddress is obtained from tho lOB and the 
ECB field is set to zero. 

B. If the DCB pointers from the lOB and DEB 
blocks do not match, issues abend 400 to 
abend thg task. 

C::>ABENDOOO: 72 

C. If the caller is in problem program key, 
calls the DEB validity check routine to 
chcc!< if the DEB is on tna DE3 chain. 

/L-J, 

'r--l/ REGISTER APBSRG 

RETURN R~GISTER: IN:{REG 

D. other EXCP front-end routines that 
perform CEB validity checks enter at 
this point when the validity checks 
fail. 

E. If the DEB was not found on the DEB 
chain, issues abend 300 to abend the 
task. c:: >ABENDOOO: 72 

F. Performs additional EXCPVR validity 
checking, as follows: 

If the DEB I DEBES~IVR I shows 
authorization, sots a bit in the FRR 
parameter area IRQEKC3YPI to indicate 
that this is a SA:1 request and that the 
lOB is in protected storage. 

The DCBIOBAD field contoins a pointer to 
a SAM control block IICQ) which contains 
tho Ica address. If the lOS address in 
the ICQ cocs not match tha input ICB 
address. issues an aband 172 to abcnd 
the task. 

If the DEB does not sha~ authorization. 
issues an aband 172 to sbend the task. 

STEP OSA 

'-----..J"XFRR 

/IXFRRI'lORKI 
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IECV~XCP - EXCP Processor for SVC 0 (EXCPl and SVCl14 (EXCPVR) STEP OSG 

)(cP016 
XFRR J----------> 
Ir------I 

XFRRWORK . 

D-_·" ~ J----------> 
.--'----1 DEB3ASIC . 

G. If the EXCPVR request fails the validity 
check, issues abcnd 172 to ebend the 
task. t: >ABENDOOO: 72 

For problem program callers, 
perfar~s additional validity 
checking, as follo~Js. 

A. In tho key of the problem program 
caller, accesses the loa and DCB and 
references the Eca. (For SAM requests~ 
bypasses accessing the loa.) 

If a protection check occurs~ the 
functional recovory routine (IECVEXFR) 
will issue aband 200 to oband tho task. 

B. If the DEB is not intended to be used by 
E)(cP and the DEB type (DEBAMTVP) is not 
ISAM tDEBAMTYP), consic~rs the DEB 
invalid and issues o~end 300 to abend 
the task. 

t>XCP013: 05D 

C. If this is a valid ISAM DEB and the ICBM 
field is zero, issues sband 500 to aband 
the task. 

t>ABENDOOO: 72 
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XCP020 
DEB r----------> 
... 1 D_E_B_BA_S_ND ____ ....Ir: ) 
UCB ; 

... lu_c_B_TB_y_T_3 ___ -"'I-J 
XFRR 

XFRRHORK 

Performs IOBM and DEBNMEXT 
validity checking for direct 
accsss, graphic, and 
teleprocessing devices. 

The IOSM field must be less than the DEB 
extent (DEBM1EXTI field. The IOBM is 
indexed from O-n whilo the DEB~~EXT is 
indoxed from 1-n (except that system-built 
DEBS may have an index of 01. 

A. If the IOSM is larger than the DEBNMEXT 
or both indexes are not zero. issues 
sband 300 to sbend the task. 

t>XCP013; OSD 

XCP028 ~ 
DEB J----------> 
I~ --------~I '/ 

For a valid IOBM extent, 
indexes into the DEB extent 
ta!:lle to obtain the UCB 
address. ~EB8ASND . 

D:::B 

DEBEXSCL 

XCP030 ~ Checks if the UCB is valid 
UCE J----------> (byte 3 not X I FF I ). 
l"'U-C-8-IO---UC-B-s-n-~-D"'1 

A. If the uca is not valid. issues abend 
500 to &bond the task. 

XCP035 ~ 

t:>ABENDOOO; 72 

Performs the following lOB 
initializtltion. (P.ll of the 
callar's centrol blaclc.s are 
valid at this point. ) 

Zeroes the lOB error count. 

Zeroes tho CSH field. 

Rosets lOB flags. 

Sots the ECB completion code to normal 
completion (X'7F' I. 

STEP 07 
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IECVEXCP - EXCP Processor for SVC 0 (EXCP) and SVCl14 (EXCPVR) 

PSA ~r-----J:' 1111 Determines if the r.1axirnum 
r-----------' r· -----,./ nun:ber of outstanding EXCP 
I~P_S_A_A_aL_D ____ --l requests has been exceeded. 

A count of outstanding EXCP requests is 
kept in the ASCB. If the maximum number of 
outstanding EXCP requ~sts has been 
exceeded, coes the following. 

A. Issues CALLRTM ABTERM to abend the 
active TCB with ~n abcnd coda of C22. 
After issuing tho CALLRTM. IECVEXCP does 
no more proc~ssing and returns to tho 
caller. The abending task will clean up 
all outstanding EXC? requests. 

t>XCPEXIT: 35 

STEP 11 

XCP036 .------1, Calls the storage manager to 
obtain a request queue 
ele~snt (RQ~) and 
initializes it. 

.J...---.... ·'RQE 
RQE 
~-------~ / 
R~ETCC~I 

XFR~ 

XFRm~ORK 

XCPYAM 
UCE J----------> 
,I'"" U-C-S-J-S-NR--U-'C-S-Y-RD-e-Y-', 

The RQE initialization consists of: 

· storing the caller's lOB, DEB and TCB 
pointers. 
• Saving the caller's protection key from 
the RB old PSI'I. 
• Storing the type of entry (virtual eXC?, 
EXCPYR, or Y=R EXCP). 
· storing tho U~B address. 
• Zeroing tha other save area fields. 

~ Determines if VIC processing 
is required. 

If the UCBYRDEY bit is set in the UCS, VIa 
processing is required and IECVEXCP invokes 
the VIa wincow intercept routine. 

A. Call the window intercept routine. 
/L--J,~-__________________ ~ 

, r--I ; I I'II EXCP J 

,/ RQEI08 
RQETCB 
RQETCCH 
RQEPRT 
RQETYPE 
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XCPVAMD B. 
R~Q_E _______________ !~I~ __ ~:) 
IRGEIPIB r 

Upon return to IECVEXCP, the window 
intercept routine must at least restore 
the RQE pointer and the IECVEXCP base 
register (register S). 

The possible addresses returned to from 
the VAM window intercept routine are: 
• Register 14+0 - Posts the caller's ECB 
and returns the RQE block to the storage 
manager. 
• Register 14+4 - Does not post the 
caller's ECB and returns the RQE block 
to the storage manager. 
• Register 14+8 - Does not post the 
caller's ECB and does not return the RQE 
block to the storage manager. 

C. Goes to exit from IECVEXCP. 

~:>XCPEXIT: 3S 

XCP038 ~ If the caller's re~uest is a 
rela"l:ed request. chains the 
ROE off the RRQ. 

The related request handling routine 
(XCPRRQOO) determines whether to 
p~ccess the request or return to 
callar. 

A. Goes to related request handling routine 
( XCPRRQOO ) • 

XCPOSO ~ 
R.-Q_E ____ .....,..J----------~ 

Obtains from the storage 
c~nager th::! nUiliber 01' large 
bloc!,s required for the 
caller's request. RQETYPE RQEVIRT 

RQEXCPS 

UCI 

UCBEXTPT 

XFRR 

XFRRSTRG XFRRFCNT 

PSA 

PSAAOlD 

~-... I 

Two blocks are always obtained to be used 
as tho SRa/IOSB and the TCCH blocks. For a 
virtual EXCP, two additional blocks are 
obtained for the BEB and FIX blocks. If a 
channel progrem sOiln (CPS) DDT exit exists, 
an additional block is o~tained to contain 
the exit parameter list and exit work area 
(XCPS). 

The storage manager returns the large 
blocks by chaining them together by the 
first word of each block. The chain field 
in the last block is zero. 

STEP 13B 

I ....... __ ---"'RQE 

IIRGEIPIB 
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XCP065 
IOSI J----------> 
~I --------------~I /' IOSEND . 

RQE 

RQETC8 

RQE J----------> 
IRQEFLAG3 RQEXCPS I 

XCP066 
RQE J----------> 
IRQEK08YP I ) 

RQE 

RQEPRT 

XCP067 
RQE J----------> 
IRQETYPE I RQEVIRT 

XCP068 

~ Establishes the first large 
block as the SRB/10SB block. 

Zeroes the SR8 and IOSB fields. sets the 
SR8 identifier. sets the SRBPARM field to 
the address of the IOSB. and sets the 
IOSSRB field to the address of the SRB. 

~ If a CPS exit exists~ 
initializes the second large 
block for the channal 
progrem scan exit parameter 
list and work area. 

~ Establishes the pointer to 
the TCC\lJ bloc!c. 

[!!] For a virtual request, 
establishes the last two 
bloclts as the BEB and FIX 
bloc!(s. 

~ Initializes the SRB/IOSB 
blocks. 

IOSB ~ :/' A. If the lOB requested condition code 3 ro---------...I ,.... -----,. posting (I03CC3WE). sets the IOSCC3HE 
L.II_OSXC __ P_I_D ___ --' bit in the losa. 

XCP071 
RQE J----------> 
R~ETYPE RQEVIRT 
R~ETYP3 

8. Establishes a pointer to the termination 
exit routine (IECVXTRM). 

C. Sets the RQE address in the IOSUSE 
field. 

D. Establishes pointers to the IECVEXCP 
normal-end and abnormal- end exit 
routines (XCPCHE and XCPABE). 

E. If thQ DCB requested that IBM ERPs are 
to be bypassed (OCBIFIOEI. sets the 
IOSNER? bit (in byte IOSOPT) in the 
10sa. 

F. Sets the IOSOIE field to the address of 
entry point XCPOIE for tho folla~ing 
conditions: 

• Type 3 related request, so that the 
DIE can initiate the next ready request 
if this I/O completed succ2ssfully . 

• A non-virtual request (eXCPVR or V=R) 
when the requestor sp~cifies a valid PCI 
appendage. 

'--__ -...II'RQE 

'/IRQESRB 

'------'-"RQE 

/IRQETCCH 

'-----...II'10SB 

'/IIOSDVRIOI 

'-------II'IOSB 

I/IIOSOIE 
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RQE _r---------> 
IRQETYPE RQEVIRT I 

DEB _r---------> ,..-----" 
DEBBASIC DEBXTN . 

G. If this is a virtual EXCP request with a 
valid PCI appendage, sots the IOSPCI 
field to tho address of entry point 
XCPPCI. 

H. Sets the IOSB IOSlEVEl field to the 
normal level. 

I. If the DEB contains an 1/0 prevention 
identifier (IOPID), moves the lOPID from 
the DEB to the 10SB. 

RQE _r---------> ~ .--, ----'1 
Determines if the DEB block 
nsaris to be fixed for an 
EXC? V=rt requast with a 
valid PCl appendage. 

RQETYPE RQE1T01. 

STEP 20G 

'-------"10SB 

/IIOSPCI 

A. If the DEB has not alre3dy been t' 
fixed, goes to the EXCP DEB fix I>CO 
routine (XC~DEBFX) to fix the DEB. 

XCP090 
..1----------> 

~------------~I ; TCC\,I 

RQE 

RQETCCH 

RQE ..1----------> 
'--'-----'1 RQETYPE RQE114 . 

The DEB fix routine returns to 
XCPI05 to continue processing. 

For virtual EXCP and EXCPVR 
raqussts, enters the 
callar's page-fix appendage. 

If a page-fix appendage is provided, does 
the following set-up before ent~ring the 
caller's page-fix ap~endag2: 
• Sets ~OCREGA to the address of the fix 
list area in the TCCW control block for a 
virtual EXCP request (for a dummy list) 
• Zeroes register 9 
• Sets flags in the FRR parameter area to 
indicate that the page-fix appendage is 
active 

For an EXCPVR request, the page-fix 
appendage returns the starting address of 
the page-fix list in register 10 and the 
number of page-fix entries in register 11. 

A. If this is an EXCPVR request, interfaces 
with tho fix list routine (XCPlSTFX) to 
page-fix the caller's fix list. 

XCPlSTFX returns to XCPI05 to continue 
processing. 

"------" ,XFRR 

/IXFRRFLAGI 
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~> 
UCB XCP105 

LIUC_B_TB_YT_3 ____ .JI------------> 

For DASD devices. handles 
the interface to the extent 
checl( routine. 

A. f10ves the lOS seek address (IOBSEEK 1 to 
the lOSS (IOSEEKAI. 

'-------'~ ,IOSB 

IIIOSEEKA 
B. Calls the IECVEXCP extent check routine 

(XCPEXTI to see if the seek address is 
within the DEB low and high extents. If 
not, XCPEXT interfaces "Ii th the caller' s 
end-of-extent append~go. 

I~'~--------------------~ 
'r--J1 REGISTER I\'KREG8 

RETURN REGISTER: LN:(REG 

RQE J----------> 
,r-----I c. 
RQEFLAG _ 

If the extent is not within bounds 
(registor 15 = 41, and the end-of-extent 
appendage has indicated to skip this 
operation, goes to IECVEXCP back-end 
processing at XCP50a to terminate the 
request. 

XFRR r----------> 
L.IX_FR_RA_B_E _____ r: 
RQE : 
r-'---_I..J RQETYPE _ 

C:>XCP508: 84 

D. If the extent is not within bounds 
(register 15 = 41 and this is not a 
rolated request, goes to interface with 
tho caller's abnor~31-end appendage at 
XCP202C. 

C::>XCP202C: 50 

RRQ S---------> 
1"'"""'----1 E. RRQFIRST _ 

If the extent is not within bounds 
(register 15 = 4), and this is a related 
request, and the RQE is at top of the 
rolated request queue IRnQI, goes to 
interface with tha caller's abnol'mal-end 
appendage at XCP203AA. 

C:>XCP203AA: 52 

F. If the extent is not within bounds 
(register 15 = 41, and this is a related 
request, and the R~E is not at tho top 
of tho related requost queue (RRQI, sets 
a flag IRQEEO~EI in this RQE and exits 
from IECVEXCP processing. 

,'-------'-"XFRR 

,/IXFRRFLAGI 

'--------" 'RQE 

,/IF!QETYPE 
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t>XCPEXIT: 35 

XCPllO 
%OSB J----------> 
1""""1-----,1 
~OSEEKA . 

~ Handles the interface with 
the caller's SID appendage. 

The address returned to by the SIO 
appendage indicates the next action. 

A. Goes to the SIO appendage. 
IL........J, 

',.---,1 REGISTER APBSRG 

RETURN REGISTER: L~~REG 

B. If return is to register 14 + 0, 
continues processing. 

t:>XCP1l5: 26 

c. If return is to register 14 + 4, does 
not post the caller's ECB, returns the 
RQE to the storage manager, and 
terminates the request. 

t>XCP1l3: 24E 

D. If return is to register 14 + 8. 
continues processing. 

t>XCPllS: 26 

Et> E. 
RQE XCP1l3 

LI R_Q_EN_IO_P_ST ___ ---"------------> 

Goes to return the RQE and 
large bloclts. 

t>XCP51S: 86 

,XFRR 

IIXFRRFLAG\ 

"'-------"'XFRR 

[II XFRRFLAG , 

\F:QE 

IIR~EFLAG 
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RQE 

IRQETCCH 

~>1261 
XCP1l5 

r------.,:) 

UC:S r----------> 1271 
~1~ ___ BTB ___ Y_n _________ ~I-: ) 
Ci::S 

L ___ ....... I-J ~ ~BSASND . 

DES 

DEBEXSCL 

Handles the SIO appendage 
request to ccntinue 
pro;:essina. 

Sets the DEB set file mask 
to the !OS;:f·~SK fisld of the 
lOSB. 

Sets the virtual start 
add~ess (IOBSTARTl in 
register \rll<REG6. 

RQ! J----------,> 1291 For virtuol EXCP rse:uests, 
performs ccw translation. 

RQ~TYPE RQEVIRT / 
R~EFIXST Initi:llizas the TCCH control bloCK for the 

call to IECVTCCH to translate the virtual 
R~l! channal program to a rcal chann:ll program. 

r-C:ETCB The address returned to by IECVTCCl'I 
indicatos tho next action. 

~>A. 
XCP120 

STEP 26 

I-------""XFRR 

/IXFRRFLAGI 

L------""RQE 

/IRQEFLAG 

8. Calls IECVTCCH to tr:lnslato CCiis. 
/L--J,r--------------~ 
',---, / REGISTER AP3SRG 

RETURN REGISTER: L~::~REG 

XCP125 C. If raturn is to rcgistar 14 + 0, stores 
the rC::Il CCI'! address. 

t>XCP140: 32 

D. If return is to register 14 + 4, issues 
an 800 abend. 

t>XCP13S: 31 

E. If return is to ragister 14 + 8, issues 
an SOD abend. 

t>XCP13S: 31 
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F. If return is to register 14 + X'C', 
IECVTCCI~ requasts a large block. 

XCP130 130 I Handles I ECVTCC\I/ I S request 
X~F_R_R ____________ ~~I------~:) for enother large block. 

IXFRRSTRG ! 
XFRR :'1 A. If there are any blocks on the free 
~ _________ ~..J 1,..-----,· chain, uses fthem. 

IXFRRFCNT r 
..... --------'" B. Otherwise, invokes the storage manager 

RQE 

IRQEFIXST 

CIOSVSMGRl to obtain one large block. 

I~'r-------------~ 
'r-. I XCPS~IGRG: 73 

RETURN REGISTER: HKREG9 

C. Returns to IECVTCCH 

t>XCP120: 29A 

~>§J Handles IECVTCC\I/' s error 
return ccndition. 

XCP135 

.------,:) 
A. Sets abend code 800. 

t >ABENDSET: 71 

STEP 29F 

'------"'RQE 

II I RflEFLAG 
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~> 1321 '-lith a successful IECVTCCW 
translation of the virtual 
channel program, updates the 
IOS3 virtual and real start 
channel program addresses. 

RQE XCP140 

IRQETYPE RQEITOl 1------------> 

XCP150 
RQE r----------> 
IRQEFLAG3 RQEXCPS 1-: 
10S8 

L..--__ --Ir: 
TCC~I 

L--___ ....... I-J 
RQE 

RQETCCI'I 

...----''\ 
,---...,/ 

If the device provides a 
channel progrem scan exit 
(CPS), invol{es the CPS exit 
with the STARTIO function. 

A. Invokes the CPS exit. 
/L--J'\r-----------------------~ 
'\r---1/ REGISTER APBSRG 

RETURN REGISTER: LNKREG 

RQE 
XCP152 ~iJ Determines if the request 

J----------~ can be sent to IDS for 
,--------, ,initiation. 
RQETYPE RQESTBL 
RQESRElS 

RRQ 

RRQFIRST 

...--...,/ 

~> 
XCPEXIT 

XFRR J----------~ 

XFRRCRQE XFRRFLAG / 
XFRR3KE XFRR~;ORK 

RQE 

m~ETCB 

Sets a flag in the RQE (RQESTBL) to 
indicate that the request is startable. 

If this is a type 2 or 3 related request 
and this RQE is not tho first RQE on the 
RRQ. bypassos starting the request and 
exits from IECVEXCP processing (goes to 
XCPEXITl. 

otherwise. performs the following: 
· Saves all the IECVEXCP registers in the 
local lock save area. 
· Sets a flag in tha RQE (RQESRBS) to 
indicate that the call to lOS is in 
progress for initiating the request. 
• Issues the STARTIO macro passing the lOSS 
as the parameter. 
• Upon return. restores all the IECVEXCP 
registers. 
• Sets a flag in the RQE (RQEINIOS) to 
indicate that the request is in lOS. 

1351 Exits from EXCP processing. 

A. If exit processing (XCPEXITl was entered 
from back-end processing. determines. 
for type 2 and 3 related requosts. 
whether further translation of requests 
is required. 

- If the DeB is marked in permanent 
error. further translation is not 
required. 

STEP 32 
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B. otherwise) goos to determine if there 
are RQEs to be procossed. 

t>XCPEXITK: 42 

XCPEXITB 13& I Returns all free large 
XFRR :' blocl(s to the storage 
~---------------~~I~----~·/ rn~n3ger. 
IXFRRSTRG r 
'-. ---------------' If the FRR large block chain pointer is not 

zero, calls the storage manager to return 
all large blocks chained on the large block 
free chain. 

/L--J,~ ____________________ -, 

'r--"""l/ XCPSMGR: 73A 

RETURN REGISTER: WKREG9 

XCPEXITC 1371 
X ... F_P._,R ____ ---,J----------> 

If lOS !last status called 
bac~-end processing, goes to 
XC?EXITD to free the local 
locl<. XFRRFLAG XFRRBKE 

XFRRWORK 

t>XCPEXITD: 39 

Xr-F_RR ____ :~ I-~:; 1381 
IXFRRRETR r 

If channel-end 01" 
abnorlilal-end exit processing 
call~d bec!<-end processing, 
d02S the follot'ling: 

Restores post status registers 
Sots a return ceda of 16 in register 15 
Restores tho post status return address 
Deletes tho FRR 

• Issues tho BSt1 instruction to retum to 
lOS post status 

t>XCPEXITF: 41 

STEP 3SB 
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~/\ 1391 If lOS past status called 
~ back-end processing, 
XCPEXITD releases the local lack. 

XCPEXITE A. Restores the caller's return address. 
X~F_R_R __________ ~r-__ ~:) 
1 XFRRRETR rJ B. Sets a return code of zero in register 
~----------~ ~. 

XFRR J----------> ~ _I ------.1 
If IECVEXPR purge or 
IECVEXFR routines called 
IECVEXCP to terminate a 
request, sets the return 
code in register 15 to zero. 

~FRRFLAG . 

~>~ 
XFRR XCPEXITF 

Deletes the functional 
recovery environment and 
determines whether to return 
to tha caller via a BR or 
BSM instruction. 1..1 X_F_R_RN_O_RK ______ ---JI------------> 

A. If entry was not from the lOS post 
status routine, returns using the BR 
instruction. 

B. If entry was from the lOS post status 
routine, returns using the 8SM 
instruction. 

RQE 
~>1421 If exit processing was 

entered Tl"Or.l bactc-end 
processing, deter~ines for 
type 2 and 3 related 
requests if further 
translation is required. 

XCPEXITK 
.-------------,-r----------> 
RQETYPE RQEFLAG 
R~ESTBL 

RRQ . 
L--___ ...... I-J 
RQE 

RQENRQE 

RRQ 

RRQFIRST 

...-----', 
.---.,/ 

For these related request types, up to 
·four requests are made roady for I/O 
initiation. 

EXCP Normal-end and 
Abnormal-end exit 
processing. 

, / 
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XFRR r----------> 
..... IX_FR_RAB_E __ ----II-: 
RQE : 

&..IR_IlI_E_F_LA_G ____ ....II-J 

~> RQE XCP200 

IL,.R_Q_E_PR_T ____ -....al------------> 

If exit processing was 
entered from the IECVEXCP 
abnormal- end exit entry 
point (XCPABE) via IDS post 
status, does the following. 

Saves post status registers in the local 
lock save area. 

Indicates abnormal-end entry. 

Establishes the RQE and DEB pointers from 
the IOSB. 

If the RQE indicates that purge is active 
IRQEPURGE), bypasses the abnormal-end 
appendage and continues processing as if a 
return code of 0 was returned from the 
appendage. 

A. Goes to the common IECVEXCP exit 
processing. 

t>XCP200: 46 

If exit processing was 
entered from the I ECVEXCP 
normal-end exit entry point 
(XC;;Cit~) via IDS post 
status, does the following. 

Saves post status registers in the 
local lock save area. 

Indicates channel-end entry. 

Establishes the DEB pointer from the 
lOSS. 

1461 Performs cominon IECVEXCP 
exi·t processing. 

Establishes a functional recovery routine. 

Indicates a return to post status via a BSM 
instruction. 

Establishes the RQE pointer from the IOSB. 

Resets the requBst-in-IOS flag (RQEINIOS). 

Establishes pointers to the lOS, DCB and 
U:S from tho RQE. 

For problem program callers, validates the 
caller's blocks. 

L..------"'XOSB 
,I'IIOSFLA 

"""----.l'XFRR 

[

/ XFRRCRQE 
XFRRFLAG 
XFRRJ'IORK 
XFRRRETR 

,RQE 

/IRQEFLAG31 
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/~'r----------------------' 
'r---1/ XCPVAL: 69 

~------------------~ RETURN REGISTER: LNKREG 

XFRR J----------> """"I -------,1 '/ ~FRRFLAG XFRRABE . 

RC!E 

R:iEIOB 

XCP201B 1471 
RrQ_E ____ -., J----------~ 

Interfaces with the SMF 
routina to accumulate the 
EXCP count and increase the 
d3vice connect time (DCTI). R~EPRT RQEKOBYP 

R~~FLAG3 R~ESMFCT 
RQEACDCT 

RetE 

RQETCB 

10SB 

IOSOCTI 

.--.,/ 

If this I"'equost has bccm pl"'eviously counted 
(RQESMFCT), does the following: 

• If the DASD ERP EOE check I"'outine 
I"'equests accumulation of DCTI (RQEACDT), 
does the following: 
- Fol'" a S/JM I"'oquest, adds the OCTI to the 
accumulated time in the RQE. Fol'" non-SAM 
I"'equests, calls SI1F, via the SMFIOCNT 
macl"'O, to accwmJlate the OCTI. 

• Othel"Wise, bypasses SMF counting. 

If this I"'equest has not been pl"'eviously 
counted (RQESMFCT). does tho following: 
• s~ts a flog to indicate that the I"'e~~est 
has been .:ount~d (Rt;lESI !FCT ) • 
• If this is a SAM I"'equost, sets a flag 
(RQEPSDCT) to indicat~ to pass tho device 
connect ti~3 to SAM. 
• Othol"Wisc. intel"'faces with SMF, via the 
SHFIOCNT macl"'O, to accumu13te tho EXCP 
count and the DCTI count. Fol'" pl"'oblem 
pl"'ogl"'am callel"'s, I"'equests contl"'ol block 
check. 

XCP202 1481 Maps the 10S13 to the lOB. 

A. Goes to map the lOSS to the lOS. 
/~'r----------------------' 
'r---1/ XCPMAP: 68 

RETURN REGISTER: LNKREG 

STEP 47 

"'-----......... 1 ,RQ! 

/IRQEFLAG31 
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RQE r----------> 
IRQEFLAG3 RQEXCPS r: ) 
lOSS 

L..--__ -----'r: 
TCCt'J 

XFRR 

IXFRRFLAG XFRRABE I-J 
RQE 

RQETCCH 

If the device provides a 
channel program scan exit 
( CPS), performs the 
following: 

If the entry is to the normal-end 
appendage. invokes the CPS exit with the 
normal-end function. 

otherwise for the abnormal-end appendage, 
invokes the CPS exit with the I/O function. 

/~\r-----------------------~ 
\.--. / REGISTER APBSRG 

RETURN REGISTER: LNKREG 

~>1501 This is the entry point from 
the front-end end-of-extent 
aPPendage processing ,,;hen 
the extent is not within 
bounds and this is not a 
related request. 

TCC\oJ XCP202C 

R.---! Q. _~--------5 
IR~ETCC'~ ~ 

XCP203 
X~RR r----------> 
IXFRRFLAG XFRRABE 1-: 
lOSS . 

L.I I_O_S_C_OD ____ --I1-J 
IOS13 

IOS::RP 

.-----1\ 
,.--....,/ 

~>1521 
RQE XCP203AA 

IR~ETYPE RQETYP3 1------------> 

If IECVEXCP was entered at 
the abnormal-end exit entry 
point (XCPABE), if the IOSB 
co~pleticn code indicates 
pcro~n3nt error, and if this 
is a typa 2 or type 3 
related request, purges all 
related requests before 
entering the abnormal-end 
appendage:!. 

This is the entry point from 
the front-end cnd-of-eA~ent 
app~ndaae proc~ssing when 
the extent is not within 
bounds and this is a related 
rsquest. 

STEP 49 
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XCP203A 
RQE r----------> 

-' \ 
IRQEFLAG3 RQEACDCTI : / 

lOSS : 
r--------,..J I IOSFLA I 
RQE 

RQENRQE 

lOSS 

IOSDCTI 

Prepares to enter the 
caller's channel-end or 
abnormal-end appendage. 

If the device connect time (DeTI) is to be 
passed to the SAM appendage, sets the DCTI 
saved in the R~E in register 9. Otherwise, 
sets register 9 to zero. 

Issues a 1M instruction on the IOSEX bit in 
order to set the condition code for the 
apprandage. 

I 

A. Invokes the appendage. /L--J,~ ________________ ~ 

'r-l/ REGISTER APBSRG 

RETURN REGISTER: L~~REG 

1541 Handles the return vectors 
fro~ the appendage. 

The address tho appendage returns to 
indicates the next action. 

A. If return is to register 14 + 0, 
continues procossing. 

t>XCP220: 59 

8. If return is to rBgister 14+4, does not 
post the caller's fCB) terminates the 
request. 

t>XCP215: 58 

C. If return is to register 14+8. retries 
the EXCP request. (Goes to the IECVEXCP 
te~ination routine to clean up. then 
goes to front-end processing to retry.) 

t>XCP2D7: 56 

D. If return is to register 14 + X'C', does 
not post the caller's fCB and does not 
return the RQE. Terminates the request. 

t>XCP208: 57 

LRQE' 
/IRQEFLAG31 
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XCP20S !ssl If return is to register 
RQE J----------> 14+X' 10', retries from the 
,...-------, top of the RRQ. 
IRQ=NOPST I 
1... --------' Tha sotting of the RQENOPST flag and the 

RQERETRY flag indicates to tho retry 
routine in the EXCP termination routine 
that the retry is to top of the RRQ. 

RQE 
~> 

XCP207 

!S6! If return is to register 14 
+ a, re-iS5ues (retries) the 
caller's request. 

IRQERETRV I-~----------> Tho sotting of the RQERETRV flag indicates 
1... --------'. • to tho retry routine in the EXCP 
XFRR termination routine that this request is te 
r-,--------.,...J retried. 
XFRREXCP _ 

~> 
RQE XCP208 

A. For returns to register 14+8 and 
register 14+X'10', gees to prepare to 
exit from the normal- end/abnormal-end 
exit processing. 

1571 Indicates that the RQE is 
not to be freed. 

,...--------,-r----------> • Sets thG no-free-RQE flag (RQENOFRE) in 
RQETYPE RQETYP3 ,....--..... \ the RQE. 
RQENOFRE ,...--...,/ 

XFRR 

L.IX_F_R_RE_X_C_P ___ --',-: 

RRQ • 
,..-------,I...J 

RQE 

RQENRQE 

XFRR 

XFRRPRQE 

RRQ 

RRQFIRST 

• For a related request RQE, removes the 
RQE from the chain. 

1..--__ ---' \RQE 

/IRQEFLAG 

"'--_---"\RQE 

[/ I RQEFLAG I 
\IOSB 

[ /IIOSFLA I 
\XFRR 

/IXFRRFLAGI 
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~> 
RQE XCP2l5 

LI R_Q_EN_O_P_ST ___ ---'I------------> 

~> 
XFRR XCP220 

IXFRRFLAG 
------------> I ; 

XFftR 

XFRRBKE 

UCB J----------> 
IUC8TBYT3 I 

I sa I Indicates that the caller's 
ECB is not to be posted. 

• Sots the no-post-Ee8 flag IRQENOPST) in 
the R~E. 

• Resets the exception flag IIOSEX) in the 
IOS8. 

A. For returns to register 14+4 and 
registor 14+X'OC'. goes to prepare to 
exit fr~n normal-end! abnormal-end exit 
processing. 

t>XCP250: 66 

[!!] continues normal processing. 

~ If entry w~s not from the 
IDS post status routine, 
g09S to prepare to enter the 
IECVEXCP termin~tion 
routine. 

t>XCP251: 66A 

~ Resets the IOSB exception 
and error flags. 

~ If the lOB exception flag 
off (i~~lying successful 

is 

cc:::pleticn), goes to prepare 
to enter IECVEXCP 
termination. 

t>XCP250: 66 

~ Otherwise, with the IDS 
exc~pticn bit set en, does 
ti,e following: 

A. Maps the 103 flags to the 1058. 

B. For DASD. moves the lOS seek address to 
the lOS8. 

-'------"RQE 

r/IRQEFLAG I 
L'IOSB 

[ /IIOSFLA I 
,XFRR 

/IXFRRFLAGI 

,XFRR 

/IXFRRFLAG\ 

',IOSB 

'/IIOSFLA 

',IOSB 

'/llOSEEKA 
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XCP221 
RQE r----------> 
IRQEPRT R~ETYPE 
UCB 

r~ 
r-, ___ ----"...J 

UCBTBYT3 . 

XCP225 
RQE J----------> 
'-1 R-Q-E-TY-P-E--R-QE-Y-l-R-T-'I 

C. 

D. 

E. 

If thi~ is ~ related request and the lOS 
EC8 completion code field indicates a 
permanent error (X'40' to X'4F'), sets 
tho DC8-in-permanent-error flag 
(OC8lFEC1. 

Otherwise, for related requests, 
bypasses m~pping tho lOS to the 1058 and 
goes to XCP235 to chock tho 1058 
completion code to determine return 
processing. 

If this is a 3525 devico with associated 
data sets and the access method is not 
EXCP, sets tho OC8-in-permanent-error 
flag in all the aSGoci~tad DCSs and 
conHnues to map the ICS to tha lOS8. 

Maps tho following fields from the 108 
to the lOSS: 

The 108 CS~ status and residual count 
fields. 

The lOB two bytes of sense data. 

Tha 103 start address (IOBSTARTl to the 
lOSS virtual and rc~l address fields. 

The lOB CSH address field. 

For a virt~~l EXCP request. calls 
I ECVTCC:·I to translato tho CS:~ address to 
tho caller's virtual channel program. 

t>XCP228: 63F 

For an EXCPYR request, translation is 
not required. Roturns to post status. 

t>XCP233: 64 

STEP 63C 

I 

I 

'\10S8 
1..----, 

'\1058 
1..----, 
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~> 
XCP228 RQE 

IRQETCCH ...----..... :) 

X~F_R_R ________ :~I~ __ ~:) 
IXFRRCRQE r 

F. Calls IECVTCCH to translato tho CSH 
address to the caller's virtual channal 
program • 

RETURN REGISTERl LNKREG 

~'/> 1641 l'f the device provides a 
~ channel program scan exit 

RQE XCP233 (CPS), invokes the CPS exit -r-------- > with the STARTIO function. 
IRQEFLAS3 RQEXCPS 1 : --, 
. . : / 
lOSS A. Invokes the CPS exit. 

/~,~--------------------~ 
'r---l/ REGISTER APBSRG 

~------------------------------------~ 
RETU~ REGISTER: LNKREG 

"---___ --II.J 
RQE 

RQETCCH 

XCP23S 1651 l'f the CPS exit returned on 
the normal completion return 
code with ths lOB exception 
bit s~t (IOBIOERR), prepares 
t.o exit the 
normal/abnormal-end 
processing. 

lOSS J----------> 
....... 1---..1 
~OSCOD . 

A. If tho 10S8 completion code indicate •• 
permanent error condition (X'40' to 
X'4F'), goos to XCP2S2 to preparo to 
entor the EXCP te~ination routine. 

8. Otherwise, prepares to return to IDS 
post status to allON ERP processing, as 
follows: 

Deletes the functional recovery 
environment. 

Restores caller's registers. 

Sets a return code of zero in register 
15. 

STEP 63F 
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C. Returns to post status (IECVPSTJ. 

~>1661 Prepares to exit from 
normal-end or ebnormal-end 
exit processing, as follows. XFRR XCP250 

:IX=F=RR=F=LA=G========,------------) 

XFRR ~\ 
66A /> A. 

XFRRBKE 
XCP251 

8. If entry was from IECVEXCP front-end or 
back-end proemssing, enters IECVEXCP 
back-end pr.ocessing at XCP50a to 
terminate the request. 

t>XCP508: 8ct 

~> c. 
XCP252 

D. otherwise, enters IECVEXCP back-end 
processing at XCPTERM to terminate the 
request. 

t>XCPTERH: 808 

STEP 6SC 

, ,/ 
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XCPPUR 
XFRR J----------> 
'--1 -----.1 XFRRRRP . 

1671 purgss requests that are 
related to the current 
rec;usst. 

If the current request is considered in 
permanent error, purges all related 
requests up to the current related request. 

Sets an FRR flag (XFRRRnp) to indicate that 
related request purging is active. 

If a request on the related request queue 
CRRQ) has been sent to lOS. the request is 
left on the RRQ. 

otherwise. docs tho folla~ing: 
• Sots the I08ECBCC code to purge. X'48', 
• Ensures that tho request is posted and 
tho P.Q~ returned. 
• Goes to IECVEXCP back-end processing to 
purgo tho request (XCP510), Upon 
con:pleticn. the back-end processing returns 
to this routine at XCP260. 

When tho lost R~E on tho RRQ chain has boen 
handled. returns to XCPZ03A to continue 
procossing tho curreni: RQE. 

E(> A. 

RRQ XCP260 

I-~----------~ 
~------------------~. : / 
RQE 

IRQEFLAG RQESRBS I.J 

RRQ 

RRQFIRST 

R'll:: 

RQEIOa RQENRQE 
r.Q~SR8 RQERETRY 
RQENOPST RQE~OFRE 

XFRR 

XFRRCRQE XFRRRRP 

-'--------' 'RQE 

[ /IRQEFLAG 1 

,XFRR 
/~--....., 
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~> 
RQE XCPMAP 
~------------~-r----------> 
RQETYPE RQEYlRT , 
RQE1TOl / 

TCCI., 

I.--___ __�I-J 
IOSB 

iOSFLA lOSCOD 
lOSCSI'! lOSSNS 

RQE 

RQETCCI'I 

TCCNRGSY 

Maps the contents of fields 
in ths 10SB to ths lOB. 

This mapping is done on completion of an 
I/O request. The I/O request results need 
to be mapped to tho lOB before IECVEXCP 
enters any of the ap~endages or DIE 
routines. 

tlaps the following fields: 
• The IOSFLA field to the IOBFLAGl 
• The lOSC~~ to tho lCeCSI'I 
• The IOSSNS (two bytes of sense data) to 
IOSSENSO 
· The IOSCC (condition code) to IOSCC. 
• If the 10SB completion code is X'74' 
(unf<nown to calle ... ), leaves I03EC3CC set to 
X'7F' 
• If the IOS8 completion code is X'Sl' (new 
error coclel. sets ICBECBCC to X'41' 
(permanent error). 
• Otherwise. the IOS8 completion code 
(IOSCOD) is moved to IC3ECBCC 
• If the DIE (XCPDIE) routine was in 
control and the reque~t was not an EXCP V=R 
requ3st. translates the real CCl'! address to 
vi ... tual and stores it in the lOS CSW 
address. 
• If this is a virtual EXCP request. goes 
to IECVTCCN to translate the virtual 
address of tho real channel program to the 
virtual address of the caller's virtual 
program. 

A. Returns to caller. 

RQE :) 
rIR-Q-E-IO-B----------~--I ~' ~ 
. 69 > ~ Validates a problem program 

/ caller's control blocks. 
XCPVAL 

If a protection check occurs while 
accessing the caller's control blocks. the 
functiona t roce.very ro' ,tine IECVEXFR will 
issue a~cnd 200 to abond the task. 

Issues a t10DESET macro to get in the 
callor's key. 

If the callor is not SAM. then acce~ses the 
beginning to tho end of the normal lOS. 

Accesses the DCB. 

Accossos the ECB. 

STEP 68 

1....-__ ----'\ TCC\'l 

/ITCCHRGSvl 

, / 
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~> 
RQE XCPPOST 

... IR_~_EP_R_T ____ -II------------> 

A. Returns to the caller. I ~ 
'---_------I '" 

170 I Interofaces with the system 
past routine. 

If a protection check occurs while 
accessing the caller's EeB, the functional 
recovery routine IECVEXFR will issue abend 
zoo to abend the task. 

A. Issues a MODESET macro to get in the 
caller's key to access the EeB. 

XCPPOSTl B. If the wait bit is onp then calls the 
post routine to post the ECB with the 
ICSECBCC code. 

~>XCPPOS"FS: 700 

C. Otherwise, issuas a CS instruction in 
the caller's key to sat the IOSECBCC 
coda to the EeB. 

~> D. 

XCPPOSTS 

E. Invokes the post routine IEAOPTOZ. 
/L--J, 
'r---a" REGISTER APBSRG 

RETURN REGISTER: L~~REG 

F. Returns to the caller. 

STEP 69A 
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PSA 

IpSAAOLD 

~> ABENDSET 

~> 
ABENDOOO 

~> 
XCPSNGRG 

r------,;) 

~ sets register 1 to abend 
cede 800 for page fix and 
unfix G:'i'Cr'S. 

~ ISS\.l3S the ABl!tlD macro to 
sb:md the tc:s!{. 

Tha abond code to be issued has been set in 
regis tor 1. 

The functional recovery routine IECYEXFR 
receives control as a result of tho Sye 13 
and abends tho task. 

A. Issues the ASEND macro. 

~) A3END 

(REGlJ. DUI'1? , , SYSTEM 

Interfcces ,'lith the lOS 
s"c:ai';:::~2 i:::;:n;;::;:;~r to g~t and 
free l~r~s blcc~s. 

For IcCYEXCP requests for larg~ blocks. the 
storag3 Inlllnag'3r c!CX3S not est:;:;~lisn a 
functional rccovory routine. Instead, 
IECYEX::I' oS'~a>i)lisho!:i a storage m:m3gor FRR 
p~ro~otcr area in toe lcc~1 lock area and 
;:»10cos tho :;:;d-:r~$s of this p::Irar.:oter area 
in register 4 (stor~ge monagor FRR 
pa~m3t3r register). 

If the storo~e m3nag~r is in control when 
RTM G3tS co~trol as a result of an 
unexpected error. ih~ functional recovery 
routine IECYEXFR ~st call tho storage 
manogor's fL~ctional recovery routine. 

On a get rcqu3s~, roaistcr 6 contains the 
ASID of the r~quest ona regist~r 11 
contains the co~~t of l~rgo blocks 
roqu3sted. Cn return from tho storag9 
t'Iznag:!r, registc:r 11 cen'~ain!:i tho pointer 
to ~ho first lorse block. 

Cn a free request. rcoistor 11 contains the 
point~r to tho first block to be freaa. The 
fir!:it word of e~ch blcc~ contains a chain 
pointer to the next block ~o be freed. The 
last block ch:lin poin'~~r Inust be zero. 

E(> A. 

XCPSHGR 

STEP 71 
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XFRR J----------> 
r-I -----.I XFRRFCNT . 

XCPRRGlOO 

UCB J----------> 
.-, -----., UCBTBYT3 . 

B. Invokes tho storage manager (IOSVSMGRJ. 
/L-...J\ 
\r---I/ BASSM 

lNKREG, APBSRS 

C. Returns to the caller. 

Performs IECVEXCP front-end 
related request handling. 

This routine is called from the IECVEXCP 
front-end processing to handle a caller's 
related request. If necessary, this routine 
obtains a related roq~est queue elem~t 
(RQEJ and c,ueuas this RGlE to the RRGl. 

A. DeterminGs if a related request queue 
(RRQ) element block is available • 

If the DEBR~Q field is =ero and this is 
not a 3525 device, obtains a related 
requost quaua (RRQ) and anchors it off 
tho DcBRRQ field. 

If the DEBRRQ field is zero and this is 
a 3525 cavicQ, does the folla~ing: 
• If tho 3525 is baing handled by ~n 
EXCP access method, does not check for 
associated data sets. obtains a related 
reC;u3st q~oue (RRQ) element. 
• If there are no associated data sots, 
obtains a related request queue ele~~t. 
• If thore is ~n associated data set 
with an naQ, tha R~~ is used. The 
associat~d DCB and DEB are validity 
checked. 
• If there is an associated data set but 
wHhout an RRQ, o!:»t:lins a related 
request queue elemant. 

XCPRRQIO B. So~ns tho 3525 DCBs for an available DEB 
RQE r----------> to clote~ina if an R~Q element is 

..... IRQ_E_PR_T __ ---'r: 
D~3 : 

... ID_E_BB_A_S_IC ___ -'I-J 
RQETC8 

.----1\ avaibble • 
.---..,/ 

For problem program callers, all new 
DC3s ~rGl validity cnoCo'<.cd. If a 
protection chock occurs, tho EXCP 
f~ctional recovery routino will abend 
the tas~ with ~bend code 300. 

I 

\1 

..L...-I __ -"\RQE 

r/IRQETYPE I 
L\IOSB 

II IOSFLA 

L.-------"\DEB 

,/IDEBECBB 
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RQE 
XCPRRQ30 

r-----' , 
r---------' r----...,/ 

RQETCB 

PSA 

PSAAOLD 

C. If an RRQ is not availablo, issu3s a 
GETI-1AIN to obtain an RRQ from subpool 
254 and anchor it off the DEBRRQ. 

STEP 74C 

XCPRRQ40 D. Determines where in the chain to add the ~---------~ 
RQE J----------> 
r--------~I ; 
RRQ 

RRQLAST 

ROE J----------> 
~I --------~I '/ 
~~ETYPE . 

RRQ 

RRQFIRST 

RQE 

RQENRQE 

RQE block. 

If the RRQ element is new, thon tho 
first and last entry contain this RQE 
block address. 

If the RRQ element is null, the last 
entry address field points to the first 
entry a~dress. For this case, the first 
and last point to this RQE address. 

If RQE bloc!~s exists on the RRQ, then 
this RQ~ block is stored at the end of 
the RRQ chain and the last entry address 
points to this R~E block. 

E. Detormines if related request processing 
is requirod. 

If the DCS indicates permanent orrcr 
IDCSIFEC flag), thon the I03ECBCC field 
is set to t:,o purgo conai tion and this 
routino passes control to the :reCVEXCP 
cbnor~31-cnd exit procecsing IXCPABEJ to 
interf3ca with the caller'S a~r.ormal-end 
appenc!3go. 

If this RQE is the first R~~ on the RRQ 
or -this RQE is for a type I related 
rcqll:!st, coni:inuas precessing to prepare 
th~ requost for I/O initiation. 

For related request typos 2 and 3, 
c!gtcrmines if tho maxim~~ nu~~cr of 
requasts has bc~n r£adicd. For type 2 
and 3 requests, cp to four requests can 
be ma~c ready for I/O initiation. 

F. Procassing is co~plete; the maximum 
nu~bor of R~Es, if a~y. have been 
re~dicd. 

t>XC?EXIT: 35 
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IECVDERP (DASD error recovery 

proco"'~ 'E" II ~ > 
I ECVEXiC 

IOSB r----------> 
~------~I-: ) 
RQE 

IRQEPRT RQEXDERPI-: 

TCC!~ : ,...--___ --.,/-J 

RQ! 

RQETCCH 

RQE r----------> 
IRQEFLAG3 R~~XCPS ,-; ) 

lOSB 

a..--___ ...... ,-J 
RQE 

RQETCCH RQEXDERP .--..... 

17s1 Performs the DASD ERP extent 
~ checks. 

This routine is called by the DASD ERP to 
check if the seek field in the IOSB is 
within the DEB extent limits. 

The DASD ERP return codes ara set in 
register 15: 
• 0 - Perform retry on the request • 
. 4 - Post the request (the DASD ERP 
returns to the lOS post status routine 
indicating no retry). 

A. If not within the DES extant, calls the 
end-of-extcar.t (EOE) appendage for 
furthar analysis. 

The EOE apandage returns to the EXCP 
processor with rogister 14 updatad to 
one of three branch vectors: +0 - Set 
the 103 ond lOSS to extent violation 
post code) +4 - Post the requestor) +8 -
Recheck the DEB extents. 

"------!"XFRR 

[ / IXFRRCRQE I 
\RQE 

/IRGEFLAG31 

/L-.J\.-__________ ~ 

'.-,/ REGISTER HKREG8 
~-----------------~ RETURN REGISTER: LNKREG 

B. Invokes the channel program scan (CPS) 
exit for the end-of- extant function. 

/L-.J\ 
'.-, / REGISTER APBSRG 

RETURN REGISTER: LNKREG 

L..------I"RQE 

'/IRQEFLAG3, 
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TCC'" r----------> 
r-----------~-I \ 
'--____ .... 1 : / 
RQE 

IR~EFLAG3 RQEACDCTI-: 

lOSS . 
_____ ...... I.J 
lOSS 

IOSDCTI 

DEB 

IDE88ASND 

lOSS 

ICSEEKA 

DilB 

DEBEXSCL 

XCPEXT 1761 Performs cammon extent 
checlcs. 

This rout ina is called from IECVEXCP 
front-end processing to check the caller's 
extents. 

This routina is also called by the DASD ERP 
routine via entry point IECVEXTC (in this 
module) to check extents. 

~> A. This is the entry from the end-of-extent L:::.." append~gG t~ check ~he extents again. 
XCPEXTl 

B. If the 1058 seek address is not between 
tho DEB low and hish extents, invckes 
tho end-of- extent appendage. 

~>XCPEXTA: 79 

10SB IS ---------> C. If the seek and DEB BIN numbers are not I IOSEEKA the same, invokes the end-of-extent 
L. ________________ ~ appenda~. 

t}XCPEXTA: 79 

D. If the seek address is within bounds and 
this is not a split data set, returns to 
caller with register 15 set to zero. 

STEP 76 
L----....J\RQE 

/IRQEFLAG31 

~' REGISTER 
>LNKREG 

/ 
RQE J----------> 
IRQEFLAG3 RQEXDERPI 
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IOSB J----------> 1771 
~I ----------------~I '/ 

If the caller is not a DASD 
ERP, performs split cylinder 
op3rations. ~OSEEKA _ 

DEB 

CEBSTRHH 

A. Than returns to caller. 

XCPEXTS3 1781 Performs split cylinder 
lOSS ~ :'/ operations for DASD ERP 
,..---------' r------,- callers. 
~II_C_SE_E_KA ____ -' 

If the seek address is not 
within the DEB limits, 
prepares to entsr ths 
caller's end-of-extent 
2Ppendage. 

STEP 77 

'------I"IOSB 

'/1 IOSEEKA 

, / 

A. Invokes end-of-extent appmndage. 
/~,.----------------------~ 

ICSB : 
~I ________________ ~I...J 
IOSEEKA _ 

P.QE 

RQETCCH 

D~:S 

DESEOEA 

XCPExrs 

R~Q_E _________ :~I~ ____ ~:) 
IRQETCCH r 

'r---1/ REGISTER APBSRG 

RETURN REGISTER: L~,REG 

B. For an extent error condition. enters 
the abnormal-end appendags. 

t>XCPEXTE: 79F 

C. If the end-of-extcnt appendage requests 
that the extant check be performed 
again. returns to chock the lOSS seek 
address against the updated extent 
limits. 

t>XCPEXT1: 76A 

L-..--.... ~FRR 

/IXFRRFLAGI 
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RQE 

IR~ETCCH 

XCPEXTC O. If the end-of-extent appendage indicates IL-___ .....I·',RQE 

~> 
XCPEXTE 

~> 
XCPEXTF 

:) 

that this I/O request is to bo skipped, / 
sets the REQPUxGE bit to purge this • \RQEFLAG 
request. 

E. Prcpare to return to caller. 

t>XCPEXTF: 79G 

F. If the end-of-extent appendage indicates ',IOSB 

G. 

that this is an extcnt violation, sets 
the extent violation coda (X'42') in 
bo!h the lOB and the IOS8. 

Prepares to return to the caller. 

Moves the lOB CSH status and residual 
count fields to the IOSB. 

Restores tho environment to return to 
the caller. 

H. Resets tho error flag in both the lOB 
and the Iosa. 

Sets a return code of 4 in register 15. 

I. Returns to the caller. 

~/""I I-OS-C-OO---' 

~'IOSB 
[/1 IOSTATUSI 

,XFRR 

/IXFRRFLAGI 

'-----....J"IOSB 

'/IIOSFLA 

" / 
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Performs IECVEXCP 
termination processing (also 
referred to as IECVEXCP 
baclc-end processing). 

IECVEXCP termination processing performs 
all the functions for terminating an I/O 
request. 

The major IECVEXCP termination processing 
entry points are as follows: 
• XCPTElU!A - Entry point set in the IOSPGAD 
field of the IoS8. The lOS post status 
routine enters at this point as a result of 
the lOSS completion cede set to abnormal 
completion (X'45') or as a result of the 
error recovery routine (ERP J indicating 
that the request is in permanent error. 
• XCPTERM - Entry from the normal-end and 
channel-end exit routines to complete 
termination of a successful requ~st. 
• XCPSI0 - Entry from the norlllal-ond and 
abnormal-end exits to purge related 
requosts. 
• XCPS1S - Entry from the SID appendage in 
front-end processing to return an RQE. 

XCPTERMA A. Entry point from the IDS post status 
XFRR r----------> rout ina • 
r------------~-· \ 
L.IX_F_R_Ra_K_F ____ ..... 1 : / 
RQE . 
IRQEPRT '_. __ .. ,~..J 

PSA 

PSAAOLD 

~> 
XFRR XCPTERM 

... 1 X_F_R_R_B_:<E _______ I-:----------> 
RQE • 
1"""1 ____ -,1...1 
RQETYPE . 

B. Entry point from normal-end and 
abnormal-end exits on ~ successful 
completion of an I/O request • 

STEP 80 

L.-.---....J'\XFRR 1 / 
XFRRCRQE 
XFRRFLAG 
XFRRI':ORK 
XFRRRETR 
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XCPTERMD 
IOSB r----------> 

LII_OS_CO_D __ IO_S_AB_N_C~r; ) 

RQE 

IRQETYPE. RQENOPSTI-; 

TCB . 
L.....-______ ,-J 
RQE 

IXFRRCRQE I 

XCP500 
UCB r----------> 
IUCBTBYT3 UCB3TAPEI-: 

R(;j~ 

If the 10SB completion code 
has been set to abnormal 
cDi:lpletion (X I 45 I), does the 
follot'ling. 

If the abnormal completion occurred in the 
PCI appendage out of the IECVEXCP DIE 
routine (XCPDIE). sets thB abend coda to 
AOO. If the abnormal completion did not 
occur in the PCI appendago. cstermines if 
an XDSA is availablef if so. uses the abend 
code that is in the XDBA. Otherwise. uses 
aband EOO. 

Issues a CALLRTM macro with TYPE= ABTERM. 

Sets tna no-post bit (RQENOPST) in the RQE. 

If the request is to a tape 
d~vice, in=re~5~s the DCB 
bloct, ccunt \'lith the amount 
specified in the lOB. 

For problom program requestors. docs 
tho upclating in the caller's key. 

XCP505 183 i If the lOSS is being purged 
lOSS ~r------~:' (:OSIPIB field non-zero), .... -----------......1 r-----.....,/ gees to XC?900 to h~ndle the 
LII_O_SI_P_I_8 _____ ~ purging. 

Rotu~n is to label XCP508. 

A. Handles the purging. 

t:>XCP900: 93 

~> 
RQE XCP508 

ILR_Q_E_FL_A_G ___ RQ_E_R_E_TR_Y-'I------------> A. 

If the appendagE! requested 
retry, goes to XCP570 to 
handle the retry requ3st. 

Handles the retry request. 

t>)(cP570: 92 

~> 18s1 I~ this is an unrelated 
requost, sets an unrel~ted 
fleg in the FRR parameter 
ares. 

RQ~ XCPSIO 

L.I R_Q_E_TY_P_E _______ -JI------------> 

STEP 81 

L---~"RQE 

I/IRQEFLAG 

L.----~'XFRR 

/IXFRRHORKI 
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~> 1861 If IECVEXCP performed 
page-fixing for the request, 
unfixes the pages. RQ~ XCP515 

.---------,-r----------> 
RQ~TVPE RQEVIRT , 
RQ~FLAG RQEFIXST : / 

TCCl'l 
A. For virtual EXCP requests, calls 

IECVTCCN to unfix the pages and builds a 
free chain of the large blocks used in 
the fix process. 

RQE /~,.---------------------~ 
RQETCCH 

ROE r----------> 
IRQETYPE RQEl14 1-: .----.1, 

r----,/ 

Tcct'l 

',.-,/ REGISTER APBSRG 

RETURN REGISTER: LNKREG 

B. For EXCPVR requests, issues PGSER to 
unfix tho caller's pages • ..-___ ---,,-J 

/~'r---------------------~ 
RQ~ 

RQETCCH 

PSA 

PSAAOLD 

',.-,/ PGSER 

L, FREE, LA=(l), ASCB=(3), 
BRANCH=SPECIAL 

XCP525 1071 
RQE J----------> Ir R-c;'!-E-F-LA-G--RC-· e-N-:o-p-ST"', ; 

If the request is to be 
posted, interfaces \'lith the 
system post routine 
(IEAOPT02) to post the 
calleI'I s ECB. 

RQE 

RCEFIXST RQESTBL 
RQESRl:lS RQECHEAC 

RQE 
XCP530 

r----------> r-------..., -: , 
RQETVPE RQEVIRT 
RC::FLAG3 

!CS3 . r------.......,,-J 
P.QE 

R:;:ETCCN RQESRa 
R::lEXCPS 

10S3 

IOSERP 

r--.,/ 

A. Post ECB with IOSECBCC. 
/~'r---------------------' 
',.-,/ XCPPOST: 70 

RETURN REGISTER: I'lKREG6 

Builds a free chain of the 
lc:rge bloc!{s associated with 
the request to ~e returned 
to the stora~3 rnanagar. 

For virtual EXCP requests, IECVTCCH has 
chainod the BEa, FIX and IDAL blocks 
off the TCCH control block. 

'------'I'RQE 

/IRQEFLAG 

.l..--_~J'RQE 

[/ I RQEFLAG31 

,IOSB 

/IIOSERP 
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XCP545 
RQE J----------> ..--,-----., RQETYPE RQETYP3 _ 

If this is a related 
request, dequeues the RQE 
frc~ the related request 
queue (RRQ). 

XCP560 ~ 
RQE J----------> 

If the append2~e did not 
requsst othei'l>/1Se, returns 
the RQE block to the storage 
manager. '-1 R-Q-EF-L-A-G-R-Q-EN-O-F-RE-', 

A. Calls IOSVSMGR to free the RQE. 
/'---1, 
'r--t / REGISTER APBSRG 

RETURN REGISTER: lNKREG 

XCP565 [!!] Performs EXCP termination 
exit processing, as follows: 

XFRR J----------> ,..-------., 
XFRR~IORK _ 

XFRR r---------> 
IXFRRNORK XFRRRRP ,-

A. If this is an unrelated request) 
pcrfor~s EXCP exit processing at 
XCPEXIT. 

t>XCPEXIT: 35 

B. If related request purging (XFRRRRP) was 
in co~trol, continues purging RQEs on 
the RRQ at XCP260. 

t>XCP260: 67A 

STEP 89 
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C. For related requests, determines the 
processing to be dona, as follows: 

• If requestor's DCB indicates a 
permanent error, performs EXCP exi t 
processing at XCPEXIT. 

• If EXCP termination was entered from 
post status or from EXCP channel-end and 
normal-end exit routine (back-end bit is 
on - XFaRBKE), goes to XCPEXIT to 
perform exit processing. 

• If the DEB RRQ field is zero (no RRQ) 
or there ere no RQEs on the RRQ, goes to 
XCPEXIT to perform exit processing. 

• Otherwise, establishes a pointer to 
the next RQE on the RRQ and does the 
following: 

- If the new RQE indicates an 
end-of-oxtent error, goes to EXCP 
front-end processing at XCPI05A to 
process the end-of-extent error. 

- If the new RQE indicates that the RQE 
has been sent to IDS, goes to XCPEXIT to 
perform exit processing. 

- If the new RQE indicates that the RQE 
is startable, goes to EXCP front-end 
processing at XCP155 to issue the 
STARTIO macro to send the request to 
lOS. 

- If the new RQE indicates a retry 
request, goes to EXCP front-end 
processing at XCPI05 to prepare the 
caller~s request for initiation. 

- Otherwise, goes to EXCP front-end 
processing at XCP050 to obtain large 
blocks and prepare ths caller'S request 
for initiation. 

~:>XCPEXIT: 35 

STEP 91C 
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XFRR r----------> 
r-------------~-: , 
XFRRFLAG XFRRBKE I 
XFRRABE 

RRQ 

I L,..R_RQ_LA_S_T __ ---Ir: 
RQE . 
r-------------------,-l 
IRQETYPE RQEFLAG I 

RRQ 

RRQFIRST 

RQE 

RQESRB RQERETRY 
RQENOPST RQESTBL 
RQESRBS RQECHEAC 
RQEPCEDE RQESMFCT 
R~EACDCT 

10S8 

IOSSNS 

RQE 
~> 

XCP570 
-r----------> RQETYPE RQEVIRT , 

RQEFLAG I 

TCC\" 

I 
-I 

RQE 

RQETCCH RQEFIXST 

1921 Performs the appendage retry 
request. 

This routine unfixes p3ges and builds a 
chain of free blocks. The free blocks are 
not returned to the storage manager but ara 
used by front-end processing to handle the 
retry request. 

A. Invoke IECVTCCH to unfix the pages. 
II---l, 
',---, I REGISTER APBSRG 

RETURN REGISTER: L~~REG 

I 

STEP 92 

[ 
LIOSB 

IIIOSSNS 

L------l"RQE 

IIRQEFLAG 
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TCCl., r----------> 

~------~I-: ; 
RQE 
r-----------------,-: 
R~EKOBYP RQETYPE 
RQEFLAG RQERETRY 

RRQ 

I RRQFIRST 1...1 
RQE 

RQEPRT RQENOPST 
RQESTBL RQESRBS 
RQECHEAC RQEPCEDE 

RRQ 

RRQLAST 

XFRR 
XCP700 

..------1'\ 
r--------~ / 
XFRRSTRG XFRRFCNT 

XCP800 
RQE r----------> 
IRQEFLAG RQENOFREI-: ; 

RRQ ..--___ --,1...1 

RQE 

R~ENRQE 

B. 

C. 

Chains freed large blocks. 

This routine chains la~ blocks off the 
FRR free chain pointer. 

The caller provides in register 11 the 
pointer to the first block to be freed 
in the chain of blocks. 

This routines scans to tho end of the 
chain counting the n~ber of free 
elem~ts so that it can update the free 
count in the FRR. 

The FRR free chain pointer is stored in 
the chain field of tho last free block 
in the chain. 

Dequeues an R~E block from the related 
request queue IRRQ). 

If the RQE has alreadY been dequeuad 
(RQENOFRE)~ returns to caller. 

The caller provides the pointer to the 
RRQ in register 11. 

If the first field in the RRQ indicates 
end of chain. returns to c~ller. 
Otherwisc~ searches the RRQ to find the 
RQE in the RRQ chain. If the R~E is 
found on the RRQ chain~ the RQE is 
cequ2ued from the RRQ. 

1 t 

[ 
[ 

I 

[ 

'\RQE 
/r-------, 

RQENRQE 
RQEFLAG 
RQEFLAG3 

'\RRQ 

/IRRQLAST 

,\XFRR 

/§i!] 

'\RQE 

/IRQENRQE 

'\RRQ 

/IRRQLAST 
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RQE 

RQE 

RQERETRY RQENOPST 
RQENOFRE 

XFRR 

Xf'IlRCRQE 

~> 
XCP900 

Determinos how to handle the 
request that is being purged 
(IOSIPI3 field paints to an 
IPIB) • 

Sets the RQEIPIS field to tho IPIS address. 

If the RQE is to be f~eed IRQENOFRE) and 
~et~y is not requested. returns to IECVEXCP 
termination processing IXCP510) to continue 
termination processing. I':hen the 
te~mination routine f~ees the RQE. the IPIS 
purgo wait count is d~creased. 

If tho RQE is to be freed IRQENOFRE) and 
retry is ~~sted. calls tho IECVRCHN 
routine in IECVEXPR to chain the caller's 
request on the EXCP PIRL data fields IIOB 
restore chain and the EPCB). Tho IPIS 
address is passed in register O. If the 
caller's request is to be ~~ained at the 
top of the 103 restore chain. the 
hish-order bit of ragister 0 is set. 
Otherwise, the lOB associated with the 
caller's request is chained at the end of 
the 103 restore chain. Upon return from 
I ECVr.CHN , resets the retry IRQERETRY) and 
no-froe (R~ENOFRE) bits and sets the 
no-post (RQEh~PST) bit and returns to 
IECV~XCP exit processing at XCP515. 

If tho appondage requests that the RQE not 
be freed IRQENOFRE) and the IPIB indicates 
an RB purge, returns to IECVEXCP 
termination processing (XCP50S) to continue 
termination processing. Nnen the requestor 
colIs IECVEXCP at IECVXOZ5 to free the RQE, 
the IPIB purge wait count will be 
decroased. 

If tha appendage requests that the RQE not 
be fread (R~ENOFRE) and the IPIB does not 
indicate ~3 purging, calls IECVQCNT to 
c!:::!Crcos3 the pu:-go wa i t count and zeroes 
tho IOSIPIB field, and returns to IECVEXCP 
te~minaticn processing IXCP50SJ to continue 
termination processing. 

STEP 93 
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IDS D~sabled Interruption 
Routin~ that interfaces with 
the driver'S DIE exits. 

lOSS 
~> 
XCPDIE 

r--------------,-r----------> 
!OSFLA 
!OSTSB 

RQ! 

IOSTSA \ 
IOSIPIB I 

r------------,...I 
RQcPRT R~ETYPE 
RQEVIRT RQElTOl 
RQETYP3 RQEFLAG 
RGlESR~S RQEFLAG3 

1033 

IOSTATU~ 

!1~~ 

RQ::TCCW RQEN~t;E 

n~!:SRB R~ESTBL 
?~::PCEDE 

; 94/ Hcli1dles .the lECVEXCP DIE 
~ prclcess1ng. 

The IECVEXCP DIE routine is entered from 
lOS post status after an 1/0 interrupt has 
occurred for an EXCP or EXCPVR request. 

If the reo,uost was an EXCP V=R or EXCPVR 
and tho PCI bit was set in the IOSB statu£ 
field, doe:: the follOllJing: 

If the PCI bit was sct with ending 
status Ich~nnel and dovico end bits set in 
tho device status), docs not call the PCI 
appendage; goas to chack for a type 3 
related request. 
• O-th3rwise. preparos to enter tho PCI 
app~:"Idaso: 
- Lo~ds pointers to the lOB. DCB. DEB and 
UCS. 
- For problem program callers, validates 
th~ caller's 103. DCB a"d ECb blo",;ks. 
- ~~a;,::>s the lOSS to tho lOS. 
- Calls tho PCI a~~end~se. 
- U~C:iltes tho lOSS real and vidual CCN 
stilrt addresses from tho IC3. 
- CO:"ltinu3s to chock fo~ type 3 related 
requests. 

For type 3 rolatod requests. whon channel 
end status is indicated in th~ reSB cavice 
stotus fi-:!ld. does the following: 

If tho ERP is in control I IOSERR bit set 
on) or there is non-nor'/r.ol ;; til-tUS. does 
not start thE next roady I/O request. 

Retu~ns to t~e caller. 

\RQE 

[ 
I 

RQETYPE 
RQEFLP.G 
ItQEFLAG3 

\IOSS 
I 
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IECVPST (lOS Post status) 

e> ~ Hendles the IECVEXCP PCl 
exit precessing. 

The IECVEXCP pcr ~outine is entered f~om 
RQE XCPPCI the ros post status ~outine when the pcr 

IRQEPRT 1------------> bit is set in the sUDchannel status field 
and the Iospcr exit add~ess exists. 
(IECVEXCP sets the Iospcr field to the 
XCPPCI add~ess.) 

TCC\" > 

R!r--QE _OF) 
iRO'TCCH ;=!J 

A. P~opa~es to ente~ the calle~'s PCI 
appEmdage. 

B. rnvo~es the pcr appendage. 
IL-...J, 

'r---l l REGISTER APBSRG 

RETURN REGISTER: LNKREG 

XFRR r----------> 
.... 1 X_F_RR_E_X_CP ___ --.l,-: 
R~~ .--______ ...,-l 

I~~~PRT RQEK03VpI 

RQ~ J----------> 1961 
~ln_Q_E_p_RT ____ ··_~~ ) 

If caller is not a SAM 
re~tl~st, interfaces t<li th the 
S;:F rOlJtins (via the 
S~F!C:~T macro) to 
Ciccur.iula"te the EXCP count. 

R~ETCB 

XFRR 

XFRRRETR 

For a p~cblcm p~og~am calle~. ~cquests 
a cont~ol block check. 

A. Retu~ns to post status. 

STEP 95 

, 
I 

, ,XFRR 

I IXFRRFLAG I 

, ,XFRR 
I 

I IXFRRFLAG I 

, / 
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IECVEXPR - EXCP purge routine, 
IECVEXFR - FRR termination 
request ~ 

L,> 
IECVXTRM 

J----------> 
--I ------.1 RQEPRT _ 

RQ5 

SVC 3 exit routine, IECVEXPR 
purge routine - Purge halt for 
.. and AEO pu.."lng. ~ > 

IECVX02S 
R,-Q_E ____ ---. J----------> 

RQEPRT RQEKOBYP 
RQEFLAG3 RQESr1FCT 

RQE J----------> 
I~ --------~I 'I RQEPRT _ 

ROE 

RQETCB RQEIPIB 

. 97 1 ~IClndles the termination 
~ request from IECVEXPR and 

IECVEXFR. 

This routine is entered from IECVEXPR to 
terminate a purge request and from 
IECVEXFR (functional recovery routine) to 
terminate tho request in error. 

Sets up the environment to enter the 
IECVEXCP termination routine, as follows: 
• No functional recovery environment is 
established. Builds a pseudo EXCP FRR 
paraffieter area in the area provided by the 
caller. 
• Sets the EXCP FRR parameter processing 
byte to X'3E' to indicate IECVEXPR or 
IECVEXFR entry. 
• Establishe~ pointers to the lOB, DCB, 
DEB and UCB. 

A. If the caller is in system key, bypasses 
tho validity ch2Cks and goes to the 
IECVEXCP termination routine. 

t:>XCP510: 85 

B. otherwise, validity checks the caller's 
control blocks. 
/L--J,r------------------------, 
'r-1/ XCPVAL: 69 

RETURN REGISTER: L~<REG 

C. Goes to return tho RQE and large blocks. 

t>XCP510: 85 

~ Returns the RetE blcclc for 
SVC 3 cc:llers and the 
IECVEXPR purge routine. 

This rout ins is entered from the SVC 3 
exit routin~ and IECVEXPR purge routine to 
re'~urn an R~E block to the storage 
manaser. 

The local lock is held by the caller on 
entry. 

A. If caller is not a SAl., request, 
interfaces wi i:h the SI·IF routine (via the 
sr1FIOCNT macro) to accumulate tho EXCP 
count. 

For a problem program caller, requests 
control block chock. 

'----''-XFRR 
r-------,/r------, 

XFRRCRQE 
XFRRPRQE 
XFRRSTRG 
XFRRFLAG 
XFRRRETR 
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B. If the request is undergoing purge 
quiesce. interfaces with the lOS quiesce 
count routine IIECVQCNTl in the lOS 
module IGC0001F to decrease the purge 
wait count. 

PSA ~ :'/ C. Increases the count of outstanding EXCP 
.. _________ ...J ... ---..,. requests kept in the ASCB. 
IpSAAOLD 
~.--------------~ D. Returns the R~E blocK to the storage 

manager. 

Sets the RQE block to be freed in 
register 1. 

STEP 98B 

/L--J,r-------------~ 
, r---I ; I B.~.SSM 

iLII:KREG. APBSRG 

E. Returns to the caller. 

XCPFREE 1991 IECV:!XCP cornmon RQE free 
R,...Q_E ______ -,J----------> routine. 

RQcPRT RQEKOBYP 
RQEFlAG3 RQcSl1FCT 

RQE r----------> 
IL-R_Q_E_PR_T ____ ----Jr: ) 
XFRR 
0-1 ----.....,I-J 
XFRRCRQE . 

RQE 

RQETC8 RQEIPI8 

RQ!:: 

~ :) 

~ :) PSA 

IpSAAOlD 

This routine is entered from the IECVEXCP 
VIO routine and the IECVEXCP termination 
routine to return an R~E block to the 
storase manager. 

A. If c~ller is not a SAM request. 
interfaces with the SHF routine (via the 
SMFIGCNT macro) to accumulate the EXCP 
count. 

B. 

C. 

D. 

For a problem program caller. requests 
control block check. 

If th3 request is undergoing purge 
quiesce, interfaces with the Ies quiesce 
count routine IIECVQCtlTl in the lOS 
module IGCOOOIF to decrease the purge 
wait count. 

Increases the count of outstanding EXCP 
requests kepi: in the ASCB. 

Returns tho RQE block to the storage 
lr.::lnag3r. 

Sets the RQE block to be freed in 
registor 1. 

, / 

L-------I'XFRR 

/IXFRRCRQEI 

I 

I 
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/L...-J, 

'r---l/ BASSH 

LNKREG. APBSRG 

E. Returns to the caller. 

XCPDEBFX 1100 I Performs DEB fixing. 

TCCW r----------> 
~------~,-: ) 
DEB . 

IL-DE_B_AVT _____ -"-J 

RQ:: 

RQETCCH 

DEB -1----------> 
Ir-"" ----..,1 

DEBAVT . 

A. Builds a fix entry for the DEB storage 
area. 

8. Interfaces with IARPSIV to fix the DEB 
!"toraga area. 

REGISTER APBSRG 

RETUaN REGISTER: LNKREG 

C. If the return code from IARPSIV is 
non-zero. issues an 800 aband to aband 
the task. 

t>ABENDSET: 71 

I 

" / 
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I lOl I Performs EXCPVR page fix 
list processing. 

This routine is entered from IECVEXCP 
front-end processing to fix the list built 
by the EXCPVR caller. 

If the caller did not provide a fix list, 
no page-fix processing is done. 

A. Sets the last fix list entry bit in the 
second word of the last fix list entry. 

B. Calls page fix services to fix the 
EXCPVR fix list. 

STEP 101 

/L--J,r--------------------------------~ 
\,--,/ 

RQE J----------> 

PGSER 

L. FIX. LA=(l). ASC8=(3), 
BACKOUT=V, BRANCH=SPECIAL 

I~R-QE-F-I-X-ST-------~I ~ 
- XCPI080 ~ Returns to IECVEXCP 

front-end processing. 

C=:>XCPl05: 23 

L-.-----'I'RQE 

/IRQEFLAG 
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IECVEXFR - EXCP FUNCTIONAL RECOVERY ROUTINE (FRR) 

IECVEXFR - MODULE DESCRIPTION 

DESCRIPTIVE NAME: IECVEXCP Functional Recovery Routine (FRR) 

FUNCTION: 
To .. ecove.. f .. olll an unexpected e .... or that caused exi t to 
RTM. Also pe .. forms abend p .. ocessing as a result of EXCP 
issuing an SVC 13 IDI. 

ENTRY POINT: IECVEXFR 

PURPOSE: See Function_ 

LINKAGE: RTH linkage to FRR 

CALLERS: RTH 

INPUT: SDHA address. ZOO-byte work area address 

OUTPUT: 
- Serviceability data in the SDHA 
- ABEND code set in the SDHA 
- Cont .. ol blocks copied to the XD8A debugging area. 
- Indicato.. set to inform the Post status FRR to schadUlo 

termination if an erro .. occur .. ed in an appendage. 

EXIT NORMAL: Return to calle .. 

EXTERNAL REFERENCES: 

ROUTINES: 
IECVSHFR - The storage manager functional recovery .. outine 
IECVTCFR - CCH translation functional .. ecove .. y routine. 
IECVXTRH - IECVEXCP termination routine 
IECVX025 - IECVEXCP f .. ee RQE .. outine 

DATA AREAS: XD8A - Debugging area 

CONTROL BLOCKS: 
ASCR - Add .. ess space control block 
ASX8 - Add .. ess space extension block 
CVT - Communication vecto.. table 
DCB - Device control block 
DEB - Data extent block 
ECB - Event control block 
FRRS - Functional .. ecovery .. outine setrp 
lOB - I/O block 
IOCOH- I/O communication area 
IOSB - I/O supervisor block 
JSCB - Job step control block 
PSA - P .. efixed save area 
QVPL - Queue ve .. ifie .. parameter list 
RS - Request block 
RQE - Request queue element 
RRQ - Related .. equest queue 
SDWA - System diagnostic work area 
SRB - Service .. equest block 
TCB - Task cont .. ol block 
TCCH - T .. anslate CCH block 
VRA - Variable .. eco .. ding area 
XDSA - EXCP debugging area 

SERIALIZATION: Local lock held 
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IECVEXFR - MODULE OPERATION 

The EXCP functional recovery routine (FRRJ receives 
control from the recovery termination manager (RTH) 
When unexpected errors occur in IECYEXCP processing 
or when IECYEXCP issues an SVC 13 abend. 
This functional recovery routine will analyze the 
error condition, provide the appropriate recovery. 
end request retry or percolation. 

Module processing consists of the following: 

1. If the storage manager was active with an RQE or 
large block request (either get or free request), 
prepares to enter the storage manager's functional 
recovery routine for handling. 
Does the following: 
A. Creates a storage manager FRR parameter area and 

puts its address in the SOHAPARH field. 
B. Ensures that register 0 (address of a ZOO-byte work 

area) and register 1 (SOHA pointerJ are set correctly. 
C. Issues the 8ASSH instruction to enter the storage 

manager's functional recovery routine. 
D. The storage manager's FRR analyzes the 

error. fills in the SOHA serviceability data, 
determines whether to retry or percolate, and 
returns to this routine. 

E. upon return from the storage manager'~ FRR. 
checks the SOHA to determine if the storage 
manager requested retry or percolation. 

F. If the storage manager's FRR requested retry. 
sets the retry address to IECVXRTY in IECYEXFR. 
(IECYEXCP runs in Z4-bit mode and the storage 
manager runs in 31-bit mode. RTH gives control to 
IECVXRTY, which issues a 8SM instruction to enter 
the storage manager retry routine in 31-bit mode.) 
The storage manager will perform the retry and 
continue processing in its mainline. 

G. If the storage manager's FRR requested percolation, 
this functional recovery routine continues with its 
processing. 

2. If the storaye manager was not active or the storage 
manager indicated percolation, does the following: 
A. Provides the SOHA serviceabilty data. 
B. Provides the following debugging data in the 

variable recording area (YRA): 
• The original abend code 

The EXCP FRR parameter area 
• If an RQE is available, the RQE block 
• If a TCCH is available, the first 48 bytes of the 

TCCH. 
C. If the PCI appendage was active. sets the SOHA abend 

code to AOO and proceeds to step 3 to continue. 
D. If an abend (OZ8, 171 or l8A) or a program check 

occurred while page fix services were active (in 
IECYEXCP or IECYTCCH). does the following: 

If IECVTCCH was active at the time of the error, 
issues a SETRP macro to indicate retry without 
recording, The retry address is the IECYTCCH 
retry routina. 

• If IECYEXCP was active with an EXCPYR page fix, 
sets the SOHA completion code to 800 and 
proceeds to step 3. 

E. If the SOHA indicates percolation, sets the SOHA 
completion code to AOO and proceeds to step 3. 

F. If the SOHA completion code indicates protection 
check (OC4) and the protection check occurred in 
one of the IECYEXCP validity check routines. 
sets the SOHA completion code to ZOO and proceeds 
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to step 3. 
G. For all other errors. sets the SDHA 

completion code to BOO and continues with step 3. 

3. Issues the SETRP macro to ~ate the SDHA completion 
code. requests a dump and indicates recording of the 
error in SYS1.LOGREC. 

4. If the functional routine was entered enabled. 
obtains and builds the XDBA and chains 
it off the abending TCB. 

5. If the RQE indicates a VIO request. zeroes the 
VIO work area fields in the RQE. 

6. Performs the following cleanup functions: 
A. If IECVEXCP back-end (termination) was active. 

does the following: 
Sets the no-post flag in the RQE. 

• If entry to back-end processing was from the 
normal-end or abnormal-end exits. continues 
with step 7. (This routine will 
percolate to the lOS post status functional 
recovery routine. which will schedule the 
IECVEXCP termination routine.) 

• If entry to back-end processing was from the lOS 
post status routine or from IECVEXCP front-end 
processing. calls the IECVEXCP purge termination 
routine UECVXTRM) to return the RQE and large 
blocks to the lOS storage manager. 

B. If IECVEXCP front-end processing was active. 
does the following: 

· If tho request has been sent to lOS. continues 
with step 7. 

• Otherwise. sets the no-post flag in the RQE and 
calls the IECVEXCP purge routine (IECVXTRH) to 
return any RQE and large blocks to the 
storaga manager. 

C. Otherwise. IECVEXCP normal-end or abnormal-end 
exit interface processing was active. Does the 
following: 

• Sets the IOSB completion coda to the 
abnormal completion code (X'45'). 

• Continues with step 7. 

7. If IECVEXCP back-end processing was active. frees 
the local lock. 

8. Returns to RTH to percolate the error. 

RECOVERY OPERATION: Same as module operation 
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IECVEXFR - DIAGNOSTIC AIDS 

ENTRY ,JOINT NAME: IECYEXFR 

MESSAGES: None 

ABEND CODES: 

The follOlldng abends are generated in this fuo1ctional 
recovery routines 

200 - lOB. DCB. or ECB protect key is not the 881118 as the 
usar kay. 

700 - A progr8111 check occurred whila ;n a supervisor sarvica 
routine invoked by ExtP. 

ADO - A program check occurred in a user appendage. 
BOO - Indetenainate error. 

The following abands are datected and generated in IECYEXCP 
(via SYC 13) and are Pl"OC8ssed in this functional recovery 
routine UECYEXFR J: 

1St - Issuer of SVC 92 not in supervisor state. 
172 - SVC 114 caller not authorized. 
300"- DEB validity check failures: 

- DEB not an EXCP or lSAH DEB. 
- The IOBM index is larger than the DEBNHEKT index 

or both indexes are zero. 
400 - DCB pointers failed validity check. 
500 - DEB does not provida a valid UCB, or 

an ISAH rOB IOBH field specified extent O. 
800 - Error in att~ting to fix/unfix pages. 
AOD - A program check occurred in tha PCI appendage 

when called out of the EXCP DIE routine. 

WAIT STATE CODES: None 

RErURN CODES: 

EXIT NORMAL: 

In SDNARCDE: 
0- Continue with tel"lllination (percolate 

the error). 
4- Retry to the IECYTCCN retry routine. 

The TeCH block address is stored in the 
SDNA retry register 11 save area. 
Any retum coda contained in register 15 
at the time of the er ror is in field 
SDNASR06. 

REGISTER CONTENTS ON ENTRY: 

Register 0 - Address of a 2DO-byte work area 
Register 1 - Addrass of the SDMA. 
Register 2-13- Irrelevant 
Register 14 - Ratum address 
Register 15 - Entry point of IECYEXFR 

REGISTER CONTENTS ON EXIT: 

EXIT NORMAL: 

SaIll8 as on entry. 
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RTH 

~> 
IECVEXFR 

To recover from an unexpected error that 
caused exit to RTH. Also performs aband 
processing as a result of EXCP issuing an 
SVC 13 ID). 

Determines if the stora~e 
manager (IOSVSMGRl was 1n 
control at the time of the 
error. 

If the storage manager was 
active with either an RQE or 
large block request (get or 
free request), returns to 
the IOSVSMGR functional 
recovery routine (FRR) to 
handle the error. 

The IOSVSHGR FRR routine will determine 
whether to retry or percolate the request 
and then return. 

Sets up the registers to simulate entry 
from RTH: 
• Register 0 - Address of the RTH 200-byte 
workarea. Note: The 200-byte work area is 
used to contain the queue verification 
parameter list IQVPL). the fRR parameter 
area passed to the storage manager fRR. and 
an EXCP FRR save area. 
• Register 1 - Address of the SDHA. 
SDHAPARM contains the address of the fRR 
parameter area formatted for storage 
manager usage. 

SFRR S---------> -,---...... , A. Builds the storagB manager FRR parameter 
area in the 200-byte work area. 

SFRRSLEN _ 
For RQE block requests. builds an FRR 
paramater area. 

For largo block requosts. moves the FRR 
paramater area that is in the local lock 
savo area Clast six words) to the fRR 
parameter area in tho 200-byto work 
area. 

EXFR106 B. Issues BASSH to enter the storage 
manager's FRR routine in 3i-bit mode. 

/L--J,r--------------------------~ 
',--,/ BASSH 

~------------------, 
REG1... REGiS 

SDWA S---------> 1 031 
r-, ----" 

Upon return from the storage 
manager, retries or 
percolates the error as 
requested by the storage 
manager. 

~DHARCDE _ 

STEP 01 
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SDWA J----------> 
~------.,I 

I ECVXRTY 

A. If the storage manager FRR routine 
requested percolation. continues with 
EXCP FRR processing. 

~:>EXFR200: 048 

8. If the storage manager FRR routine 
requested retry. does the following: 

stores the IECVEXCP FRR retry address 
UECVXRTY) in the SDHA. 

Moves the FRR parameter list from the 
ZOO-byte work area to the last six words 
of the local lock work area (the 200-
byte work area is released by RTH before 
entering the retry routine). Only the 
word containing the ASID and flags are 
moved (bytas 56-59 of the local lock 
save areal. The rest of this FRR 
parameter area must not be changed by 
this routine or by the storage manager 
retry routine. 

C. Returns to RTH with the EXCP FRR retry 
routine address. 

~ Interfaces with the storage 
manager's retry routine. 

This routine receives control to swi tch 
addressing mode from 24-bit to 31-bit and 
to issue a 85M to the storage manager's FRR 
retry routine. 

A. Goes to the storage manager's FRR retry 
routina. 

~; 8SH 

0, REGIS 

STEP 03A 

'------'\SDWA 

I/ISDHARTYAI 

h 
;\ I 

I 
I 
I 

I 
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~> B. 
EXFRZOO 

1051 Performs EXCP ma~nline 
recovery process1ng. 

SDWA :'/ A. Moves the load module name. module name 
J 1"'----'- and the FRR routine name into the SDHA. 

ISDHAXPAD SDNASRVP~ 
1061 Provides debugging data in 

the SD\.,A variable recording 
area (VRAl. 

SDWA 

ISDHACHPC 

RQE 

I RqEBL 

'/' A. Saves the original abend code in the 
,----.1 SDHA VRA area and provides an area for ~ storing the adjusted abend code. 

B. Saves the EXCP FRR parameter area. 

~ 
:'/ C. If an RQE is available. moves the RQE 

.-----.- block into the VRA. 

D. If a TCCH block is available. moves the 
first 48 bytes of the TCCH control block 
to the VRA. 

EXFR202 10'71 If the RQE painter is valid, 
~ determines if the PCI 

appendage was active. 

A. If the error occurred in the PCI 
appendage called out of the EXCP DIE 
routine, sets the registers in the SDHA 
register save area (SDHAGRSV) to zero. 

8. Goes to issue tho abend. 

~:>EXFR290: llA 

STEP 04B 
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TCCW EXFR205 ~ 
~------------~I------------> 

Determines if the abend 
occurred while IECVEXCP or 
IECVTCCW was active with a 
page fix request. 

TCCW r----------., J----------> 

Checks if system abend coda 028, 171 or leA 
was issued by the paga fix sarvicas, or if 
a program check occurrad whila page fix 
sarvicas were active. 

A. If IECYTCCH was active at tha time of 
the error, saves the original abend coda 
in the SDHA VRA area and sets the retry 
address to the IECYTCCH FRR retry 
routine. 

Saves any return code that was in 
register 15 at the time of the error in 
field SDHASR06 and establishes the reCH 
block pointer in field SDNASRll. 

Issues the SETRP macro to astablish the 
IECVTCCH ratry address and to indicate 
no recording. 

8. Returns to RTH to perform the IECYTCCH 
retry. 

EXFR212 C. If IECVEXCP was active with an EXCPVR 
page fix, sets the abend coda to 800. 

D. Goes to issue the SETRP macro. 

EXFR215 l!!1 

t: >EXFR290: 11A 

If this FRR received control 
as the result of percolation 
(SD\"APERC is on), leaves the 
abend code set to 700. 
Otherwise. sets the abend 
code to AOO. 

SDWA ~,..--...... :~ ~ Determines if entry was a 
r--------..I- -, result of an IECVEXCP 
",IS_DHAC __ HP_C ___ ..I validity check. 

Issues the 200 aband if the SDNA COIIIpletion 
code indiCates a protection check I DC,.. 
completion code) and the error occurrad in 
an IECVEXCP validity check routine. 

STEP 08 
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IECVEXFR ~ IECVEXCP Functional Recovery Routine (FRR) 

EXFR230 ~ If the error condition was 
not identified by any of the 
previous checks. set the 
abend code .. to BOO. 

~> 
EXFR290 

A. Issues the SETRP macro to update the 
SOHA completion code, requesting a dump 
and indicating a recording in LOGREC. 

EXFR300 B. Saves the issuing abend code in the YRA 
area next to the original abend code. 

EXFR310 ~ Determines if xnBA debugging 
data is to be provided to 
the abending TCB. 

A. If the FRR routine was entered enabled, 
obtains and builds an XOBA block. 
/~,~----------------------~ 
'.---, I EXFRXOBA: 18 

RETURN REGISTER: REG15 

EXFR315 f1i1 For a VIO request, zeroes 
~ the VIO work area fields in 

the RQE control block. 

EXFR320 ~ Determines what clean-up 
functions to perform. 

A. If IECVEXCP back-end processing was 
active, sets the no-post flag in the RQE 
(RQENOPST) to bypass posting the EtB. 

If back-end processing was entered from 
the channel-end or abnormal-end 
appendage, continues processing at 
EXFR350. 

If back-end processing was entered from 
the IDS post status routine or from 
front-end processing. returns all 
storage blocks associated with the EXtP 
request. 

EXFR325 B. If IECYEXCP front-end processing was 
active, does the following: 

If the EXCP request is in 105 
(RQEINIOS), continues processing at 
EXFR350. 

otherwise, sets the no-post flag 
(RQENOPST) in the RQE to indicate that 
the EtB is not to be posted and 
continues processing at EXFR350. 

STEP 11 
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IOSB r----,I 
EXFR330 

J----------> 
C. If channel-end or abnormal-end appendage 

interface processing was active, does 
tho following: 

Saves the IOSB completion code I 10SCOD) 
in the SDWA VRA area. 

Sets the lOS completion code to IOSABNC 
(X'45') to indicate that a processing 
error occurred. 

EXFR350 ~ If the local lock was 
obtained, frees it. 

EXFR360 ~ Determines if the error is 
to be recorded on 
SYS1.LOGREC. 

If IECVEXFR was entered enabled and 
established an abend code of 700 or less, 
issues a SETRP macro to request a dump 
without recording on LOGREC. 

~ Returns to RTM. 

~>~ Obtains storage and 
initializes the XDBA area. 

EXFRXDBA 

A. Issues a GE~IN to obtain storage from 
subpool 230 for the XDBA data and 
initializes it to zeroes. 

B. Sets the XDBA pointer in field TCBEXCPO 
of the TCB. 

Sets any previous TCB XOBA pointer in 
field XOBACHAN of the XDBA. 

SDWA ~ :'/ C. If an SDHA is available, moves data from 
.----------' r-. ---.,. the SDWA to the XDBA • 
... ISO_HA_CHJt_C ___ --' 

Havas the original abend coda from the 
SOHA. 

Sets the SDHA system completion code 
(SDHACHPC) fields in the XOBA. This 
represents the adjusted abend coda. 

Haves the translation exception address 
from the SOHA (SDHATRAN) to the XOBA. 

If the registers and PSH are valid, 
moves these fields from the SOHA to the 
XOBA. 

STEP 14C 
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EXFRXDOS D. Moves the EXCP FRR parameter area to the 
XDBA. 

XDBA J----------> -1---...... 1 XDBAENT . 

EXFRXDIO 
RQE r----------> 

,-: 
IOSB 

,-: 
TCC~I . 

I 
-I 

~> 
EXFRXDSI 

IOS8 J----------> 
I 

EXFRXDSS 

E. If there is a valid RQE, movas the RQE 
block and the storage manager header to 
the XDBA. 

F. If there are large blocks associated 
with the EXCP request and they ara 
chained on the FRR free chain queue, 
moves the blocks in the order that they 
are on the fraa chain. 

t>EXFRXDSI: 18H 

G. Otherwise. mOVas the large blocks in the 1 
following order: 

SRB/IOSB 
EHAs (error work areas) 
TCCH 
IDAL 
FIX 
BEB 
CPS 

H. Hovas blocks into the XDBA. 
/L-J, 
',--,/ EXFRXD90: 19 

RETURN REGISTER: REG14 

I. Returns to the caller. 

t>EXFRXD9S: 19C 

STEP laD 

~~DBA 

IIXD8AENT 

,XDBA 

IIXD8AENT 
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~> [!!] Builds the XDBA. 
EXFRXD90 

XDBA J----------> 
~IX-DB-A-EL--------I ~:> 

EXFRX095 

A. Kovas tho large blocks that are chainad 
on the FRR free chain queue to tho XOBA 
and establishes a pointer to the last 
block in the chain. 

If the limit of large blocks to be moved 
has been reached, continues processing 
at EXFRX095. 

B. Exits Nhan the )(DBA build is complete. 

t>EXFRXD95: 19C 

c. Saves in the XOBA tho number of largo 
blocks stored. 

D. Returns to the caller. 

STEP 19 

'-------'I ,XDBA 

/IXDBAENT 

,/ 
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IECVEXPR - PROCESSOR'S PURGE AND RESTORE ROUTINES 
IECVEXPR - MODULE DESCRIPTION 

DESCRIPTIVE NAME: EXCP Pracessar's Purge and Restore Rautines 

FUNCTION: 
IECVEXPR controls and manages the EXCP processor 
purge and restore functions. Four entry points are 
provided for callers to interface with the EXCP 
processor for purge and restore functions. 

ENTRY POINT: IECVXPUR+O - Purge SVC 16 

PURPOSE: 
This entry point accepts from the lOS purge function 
(IGCOOOIF) an lOS purge interface block (IPIB) which 
describes the purge function(s) that are to be performed. 
The IPIB indicates ona of two optionst halt or quiesce. 

LINKAGE: Branch and link to entry point IECVXPUR 

CALLERS: lOS purge module IGCOOOIF 

INPUT: Address of the purge IPIB block 

OUTPUT: 
For haltt all associated requests are purged 
and t if indicated in the IPIB block t 
the callers of all purged requests 
are posted with a purge completion code. 
For quiescet a list of lOBs to be restored with 
the associated EPC8 blocks are chained off 
the lOS PIRL block. 

EXIT NORMAL: Return to caller 

ENTRY POINT: IECVXPUR+4 - I/O Halt (SVC 33 far BTAM) 

PURPOSE: 
This entry point receives control from the lOS SVC 
33 function IIGC0003C) to terminate an active channel 
program. This function is provided for BTAH for 
tenl'li'14Iting a teleprocessing program. This routine 
~ges a real channel program CCH operation code to 
a NaP command codet so that the channel program will 
go~9 completion. 

LINKAGE: Branch and link to entry point IECVXPUR+4 

CALLERS. los JfU rlalt SVC module IGC0003C 

INPU'I: 
Offset to the CCH command that is to be changed to 
a NCP operat1on coda. 

OUTPlID 
Th~~orr~spondlng real channel CCH Changed 
toe8ot.Operatio" ~n~a. 

EXIT NORMAL: Return to caller 

ENTRY POINT: IECVXRES 

PURPOSE: 
This entry point receives control from the lOS SVC 
17 function (IGCOOOIG) to restore EXCP I/O requests 
that are chained on the 108 restore chain. Register 1 
points to the EXCP entry in the lOS PIRL block. 

LINKAGE: ~ranch and link to entry point IECVXRES 
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CALLERS: lOS I/O Restore SVC module IGCOOOIG 

INPUT: 
The two words provided by the EXCP processor in the 
lOS PIRL block on a purge quiesce request. 

OUTPUT: 
All the I08s on the lOB restore chain have been 
re-issued. 

EXIT NORMAL: Return to caller 

ENTRY POINT: IECVRCHN 

PURPOSE: This entry point builds an EXCP restore lOB chain. 

LINKAGE: 8ranch and link to entry point IECVRCHN 

CALLERS: 
From entry point IECVXPUR in this module or 
from IECVEXCP 

INPUT: 
Hhen provided, register 0 contains the IPI8 block 
and register 1 the address of the RQE block. 

OUTPUT: 
The lOB has been put on the lOB restore chain and 
informati~1 about the lOB is put in the EPCB 
block. If an 105 PIRL block is not provided (no 
IPIB block or the DEBPIRL pointer is zero), a PIRL 
is obtained and a pointer is set in the DEB. 

EXIT NORMAL: Return to caller 

ENTRY POINT: IECVEXCL 

PURPOSE: 
This entry point dequeues lOBs from the lOB restore 
chain associated with the DCB to be closed. 

LINKAGE: 8ranch and link to entry point IECVEXCL 

CALLERS: RTH module IEAVTAS3 

INPUT: 
Register 1 contains a pointer to a two-word 
parameter list which contains the address of tho 
PIRL and the address of the DCB being closed. 

OUTPUT: 
All the lOBs associated with the DCB being closed 
are dequeued from the lOB restore chain. 

EXIT NORMAL: RetUrn to caller 

EXTERNAL REFERENCES: 

ROUTINES: 
IEAOPT02 - Post with validity check 
IECVSMLF - Storage manager to free a large block 
IECVSMLG - Storage manager to get a large block 
IECVXTRM - EXCP termination routine 
IECVX025 - Free RQE routine 

CONTROL BLOCKS: 
ASCB - Addross space control block 
ASXB - Address space extension block 
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IECVEXPR - MODULE DESCRIPTION (Continued) 

CVT - CCIIIIIIU'lications vector table 
DCB - Data control block 
DEB - Data extent block 
ECB - Event control block 
EPCB - EXCP purge control block 
lOB - Input/output block 
IOCOl1 - lOS collllllUnication araa 
IOSB - I/O supervisor block 
IPIB - IDS purge interface block 
JSCB - Job step control block 
PIRL - Purge I/O restore list 
PSA - Prefixed save araa 
RB - Reques t block 
RQE - Request queue element 
RRQ - Related request queue 
SRB - Service request block 
TeB - Task control block 
TeCN - Translate CCN control block 

SERIALIZATION: Local lock held 
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This module controls and manages the EXCP processor 
purging and restore functions. 

This module consists of four separato entry 
points to perform the following functions: 
1) IECVXPUR - This entry point provides a table for two 

SVC functions. 
+0 - SVC 16(10). Purge SVC. 

This SVC performs the halt or 
quiesce function on EXCP ISVC 0) and 
EXCPVR ISVC 114) operations. 

+4 - SVC 33(21). 1/0 Halt SVC for BTAH. 
This SVC performs a request from BTAM 
to terminato its active channel 
program. 

The hal t and quiosce functions are handled 
as follows: 
a. Halt option. DEB purge -- Frees all requests 

associated with the DEB. These include al~ 
requests passed by IGC0001F from the lOS 
queues. all related requests Ifor the 3525, 
only the requests associated with this DEB 
aro freed). and all requests on the 
asynchronous exit queues IAEQs). If RB purge 
was also specified. the TCB RB chain is 
searched for IRBs with RQEs associated with 
the DEB. If requested in the IPIB. posts the 
caller. 

b. Halt option. TCB purge -- Performs the same 
function as a DEB purge for each DEB on the 
TCB chain. 

c. Halt option. address space purge -- No 
processing is done by IECVXPUR. In tho 
process of its address spaco procossing. lOS 
will issUB a purge request to the storage 
manager to free all RQE and large blocks 
associated with the purged address space. 

d. Quiesce option. DEB purge -- Builds an 108 
restoro chain containing all the lOBs that 
have not been sent to lOS. In the process of 
building the lOB restore chain. builds an 
EXCP purge control block IEPCB) in protected 
storage which contains, for each lOB, its 
corresponding TCB address. the protect key 
of the originator of the request. and type 
of lOB IEXCP or EXCPVR). 
The pointer to the first lOB on the restore 
chain and the pointor to the first EPCB are 
stored in the two words for the EXCP driver 
in the lOS PIRL block. For all requests that 
have been sent to lOS, the IPIB quiosce count 
is increased by 1. The EXCP module IECVEXCP 
decreases the IPIB count when the 110 
interruption is recoived for processing. 
Only when tho count has gone to zoro does 
lOS know that all outstanding 110 requests 
have completed. 

e. Quiesce option. TCB purge -- Performs the 
same processing as DEB purge for each DEB on 
the TCB chain. 

f. Quiesce option. address space purge -
Performs the same function as TCB purge for 

. each TCB in the address space. 
2) IECVXRES - SVC 17(11). RESTORE SVC. 

Restores previously quiesced EXCP or EXCPVR 
requests by issuing SVCs 0, 92, or 114. 

3) IECVRCHN - Builds a chain of EXCP or EXCPVR requests 
to be restored. This routine is called 
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IECVEXPR - MODULE OPERATION (Continued) 

by this module to build a restore chain for 
a caller's purge quiesce request. 

it) IECVEXCL - Dequeues lOSs on the restore chain for DCBs 
to be closed during RTH processing. 
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IECVEXPR - DIAGNOSTIC AIDS 

ENTRY POINT NAMES: IECVXPUR+O - Purge SVC 16 

MESSAGES: None 

ABEND CODES: ~ 

IECVXPUR+4 - I/O Halt ISVC 33 for BTAHI 
IECVXRES 
IECVRCHN 
IECVEXCL 

WAIT STATE CODES: ~ 

RETURN CODES: 

ENTRY POINT IECVXPUR+O: None 

ENTRY. JINT IECVXPUR+4: 

EX.L I NUKriAL: 

Register 15 contains one of the following decimal values: 
o - Valid request. The specified real CCN command code 

was changed to a NOP. 
16 - Invalid request. The EXCP I/O request was not a 

virtual EXCP request ISVC 01. 
ZO - Invalid request. IECVEXCP is already in the process 

of translating the virtual EXCP request ~o a 
real channel program. 

Z4 - Invalid request. The corresponding real channel 
program CCN associated with the virtual channel CCN 
address passed in register 0 could not be found. 

ENTRY POINT IECVXRES: 

EXIT NORMAL: 

Register 15 contains: 
o - Restore processing complete. 

ENTRY POINT IECVRCHN: None 

ENTRY POINT IECVEXCL: None 

REGISTER CONTENTS ON ENTRY: 

ENTRY POINT IE~V~~OR+O: 

Register 0 - Irrelevant 
Register 1 - Address of the IPIB block 
Registers 2-1Z - Irrelevant 
Register 13 - Address of an 184WOrd savearea 
Register 14 - Return address to purge IIGCOOOIFI 
Register 15 - Entry point address 

ENTRY POINT IECVXPUR+4: 

Register 0 - Offset to the caller's virtual 
channel program ceN that is to be 
changed to the NOP command code. 

Register 1 - Irrelevant 
Register Z - Address of the EXCP processor IOSB 
Registers 3- 5 - Irrelevant 
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IECVEXPR - DIAGNOSTIC AIDS [Continued) 

Register 6 - Caller's base register [lftUSt be 
maintained ) 

Registers 7-12 - Irrelevant 
Register 13 - Address of an 18 word saveerea. 
Register 14 - Return acldress to I/O halt [IGC0003C) 
Register 15 - Entry point address 

ENTRY POINT IECYXRES: 

Register 0 
Register 1 

- Irrelevant 
- Pointer to a two-word area containing 

pointers to the lOB restore chain 
and EXtP's EPCB block which contains 
the TCB/IOB data. lhase two words 
ware provided by EXCP in the lOS PIRL 
block on a purge-quiesea request. 

Registers 2-5 - Irrelevant 
Register 6 - Caller's base registe .. laNst be 

maintained) 
Registers 7-12 - Irrelevant 
Register 13 - Address of an 18-word savaaraa 
Register 14 - Return address to I/O restore module 

IGCOOOIG 
Register 15 - Entry point address 

ENTRY POINT IECYRCiIN: 

Register 0 - Address of an IPIB block or zero. 
Hhen the ..agister contains an IPIB 
acldress and is positive. queues the 
108 at the end of the lOB restore 
chain. 
Hhen the registe .. is negative. queue. 
the 108 at the beginning of the 108 
restore chain. 

Regide.. 1 - Address of an RQE block which contains 
the lOB to be put on the restore chain 

Registers 2-12 - I .. relevant 
Register 13 - Address of an 18-word savearea 
Register 14 - Caller'S return address 
Register 15 - Entry point address 

ENTRY POINT IECVEXCL: 

Registe.. 0 
Register 1 

- lrre .... vant 
- Pointer to a two-word area: 

• Hard 1 - Pointer to a fullword Mhich 
contains the address of the 
PIRL 

• Nord 2 - Pointe.. to a fullNord which 
contains the address of the 
DeB baing clcsed 

Registers 2-12 - Irrelevant 
Register 13 - Address of an 18-word saveerea 
Register 14 - Caller's return address 
Register 15 - Entry point address 

REGISTER ~uNrENTS ON EXIT: 

ENTRY POINT IECVXPUR+O: 

EXIT NORHAL I 

Registers 0-15 - Same as on entry. 

ENTRY POINT IECYXPUR+4: 
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EXIT NORMAL I 

Registers O-ltt - SaIllG as on entry 
Register 15 - Ratum coda 

ENTRY POINT IECVXRESI 

EXIT NORMAL: 

Registers O-ltt - Same as on entry 
Register 15 - Retum coda 

ENTRY POINT IECVRCHN: 

EXIT NORMAL: 

Registers 0-15 - Same as on entry 

ENTRY P01MI .Lt.CVEXCL: 

EXIT NORMAL: 

Registers 0-15 - Same as on entry 
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IECVEXPR - EXCP Processor's Purge and Restore Routines 

C:> IECVEXPR 

lOS I/O Halt SVC module 
IGC0003C 

~> 
IECVXPUR 

IECVEXPR controls and manages the EXCP 
processor purge and res to,-e funct ions. 
Four entry points are provided for callers 
to interface with the EXCP processor for 
purge and restore functions. 

1011 IECVXPUR entry points for 
~ SVC 16(10) and SVC33(21). 

SVC16 ~ Saves the caller's registers 
and establishes a purge base 
register. 

JOCOH 
,..---------,1 

PUROOO ~ 

J----------> ~ 

Obtains the local lock and 
uses the local lack save 
area as a routine save area 
pointer. 

obt~ins a large black from 
the lOS storage manager for 
use as a work area. 

Hhen requesting the block. uses ASID zero 
to prevent the lOS purge function from 
freeing the large block when it requests 
the storage manager to free all large 
blocks in the address space associated with 
the address space termination function. 

On this entry to the storage manager. the 
large block is zeroed by the storage 
manager. 

/L--J,~ ______________________ ~ 

'r--1/ BASSM 

REG14. REGlS 

Jr-P_J_B ___ ~-,J----------> 
IPIBOPT IPIBHEH 
IPIBHALT 

IPIB S---------> losl 
"'-1 ------.1 IPIBOPT IPIBRBP . 

For an address space 
quiesce, sets the search 
argument and search field to 
zeroes. 

Register 0 is the search argument and 
HRKREGS is the search field. 
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IECVEXPR - EXCP Processor's Purge and Restore Routines 

1061 For RB quiesce. sets the 
search argument and search 
field appropriately. 

~ :'/ A. Sets register 0 (search argunentJ to the 
,..---------..... r----__,- IPIB address • 
... II_P_IB_A_R_G ___ _____ 

IPIB 

IPIB S---------> 
IIPIBOPT IPIBTASKI 

B. If this is a TCB purge. sets the search 
field (HRKREGB) to the TCB address 
provided in the R~E (R~ETCB). 

PURG010 C. Otherwise, this is a DEB purge. Does the 
following: 

IPIB r----------> 

... II_P_IB_A_R_G ___ -....Ir: 
IOSB • 
r-, ___ --"..J 

IOSXCPID _ 

IPIB J----------> 
IIPI80PT IPIBRBP 1 

Sets the search field (HRKREGB) to the 
TCB address provided in the RQE 
(RQETCB). 

D. Checks if the IPIBARG is the EXCP driver 
10. For compatability, an IPIBARG of 
zero is also recognized as an EXCP 
driver request. 

E. If neither, bypasses purge and prepares 
to return to the caller. 

t:>PURG900: 12 

ASXB PURG017 1071 Checks if there are RQEs on 
,..----------------....1:'/ the asynchronous exit queue I~FRQE - (AEQ) to be processed. 

PURG020 A. If the ASCBFRQE field is zero, there are 
no II10ra RQEs to process. 

t>PURG060: 09 

B. otherwise, continue searching the AEq. 

t:>PURG03S: 08A 

IPIB S---------> 
IIPIBOPT IPIBTASKI 

STEP 06 
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IP%B PURG030 loal Purges applicable RQEs an ,...------.. ------------> the asynchronous exit queue 
IL. I_P_IB_O_PT_I_P_I_BH_A_L T ..... I (AEQ ) • 

For a quiesea request, increases the IPIB 
count by one to indicate that this request 
naads to complete. Hhen the RQE block is 
returned to the storage manager, the IPIB 
count is dacreasad to indicate that the I/O 
request has completed. 

For a halt requast, removes the RQE from 
the AEQ. If posting is requested in the 
IPII. posts the EeB associatad with the 
request and returns the RQE block to the 
storage manager. 

ASXB r;;;-'\ A. 
~ ~/ 

IASXBLRQE I : ___ ~~~~~> 
IPIB I \ 

IIPIBDPT IPIBPOST I .J / 

ASXB 

ASXBFRGE 

I ,.P_I_B _____ .... , ~> 
I PURG060 

1091 Purges applicable RQEs an 
the RBs. 

IPIBOPT IPIBHEH 
IPIBTASK IPIIPOST L __________ > For TC8 purge. chains through the Us 

IPIBHALT 

IPIB 

IPIBARG 

ASXB 

ASXBFTCI 

..-----'\ looking for IRBs that contain RGEs. ,.....--.. / 
FOI" address space purge, scans all the TeBs 
in the address space, chaining through each 
TCB RB chain looking for IUs containing 
RGb. 

FOI" purge halt, does the following: 
• If requested in the IPIB, posts the 
caller' s ECB • 
• Returns the RGE block to the storage 
managel". 

FOI" purge quiosea, increasos tho quiosea 
count in tho IPIB. 

STEP 08 
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Irr-P_X_B ____ ..,J----------~ ~ For DEB requests, purges 
applicable RQEs on the 
related request queue (RRQ). IPIBOPT IPIBTASK 

IPIBHALT 

IPIB 

IPIBHEH IPIBARG 

ASXB 

ASX8FTCB 

RRQ 

RRQFIRST 

10SB 

----,/ 

For purge halt. removes all requests from 
the RRQ. 

For purge quiesce. places all the lOBs on a 
restoro chain. 

If the SVC purge caller has identifiod 
requests that should not be purgocl. these 
requosts aro ignorocl in this rout ina. 

r----------> A. Handles a purge quiesce for a related 

... _______ ~I-s:: RQE that has been sent to lOS. 

- If EXCP had issued the STARTIO macro to 
Ir-P_I_B ____ ---. J 
IPIBOPT IPIBTASK 
IPIBPOST IPIBHALT 

initiato the related request. checks if 
lOS has initiated tho I/O request. has 
set the IPIB field. and has accordingly 
increased the IPIB count fiold. 

If lOS has sat the IPIB field in the 
IOSB IIOSIPIB). thoro is no need to 
increase the count. but IECVXPUR needs 
to set the IPIB pointer in tho RQEIPIB 
field of the RQE. 

PURGCNT B. Increasos tho purge quiosco COU'lt in the 
IPIB. 

Tho IPIB count represents tha number of 
outstanding I/O requests that have to 
complete. 

The IPIB addross is sat in field RQEIPIB 
of the RQE to associato it with the 
purge quiesco. 

When tho I/O roquest completes. the EXCP 
processor decreasos the IPIS count just 
before returning the RQE block to the 
storage manager. 

STEP 10 

L-----I-I'lOSB 

I/,-I_~ 
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IECVEXPR - EXCP Processor's Purge and Restore Routines STEP llA 

PURG175 

IPIB J----------> 
IIPIBOPT IPIBPOSTI PURGl85 

lOCO" 

A. If all SRB/IOSBs havo been examinod, 
retunns to the caller. 

t>PURG900: 12 

B. Interfaces with EXCP. 
/~, 

'r---l/ PURGINTF: 15 

RETURN REGISTER: REG14 

~ When purge processing is 
complete, does the 
following. 

A. Returns the largo block used as a work 
area to the lOS storage manager 
( IOSVSMGR ) • 

/L-...J, 
,~/ BASSH 

REG14, REG15 

B. Issues the SETLOCK macro to rolease the 
local lock. 

c. Restores the caller's registers and 
retums. 

~) SSH 

0, REG14 

PURGPOST 1131 Sets the EeB with a purge 
completion code (X'48') and 
interfaces with the system 
post routine (IEAOPT02). 

If the caller is in a problem program 
key, the call to the system post 
routino requests a validity check of 
tho ECB. 

A. Rotums to the caller. 

I 

, / 
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PURGFREE ~ Interfaces with the IECVEXCP 
routine IECVX025 to return 
the RQE to the 105 storage 
manager IIOSVSMGR). 

/I--J, 
',--,/ REGISTER REG1S 

RETURN REGISTER: REG14 

A. Returns to the caller. 

~> 
PURGINTF 

~ Interfaces with the IECVEXCP 
purge routine IECVXTRM to 
purge the I/O request and to 
return the RQE and large 
blacks. 

/I--J, 
',..--,/ REGISTER REG1S 

RETURN REGISTER: REG14 

A. Return to the caller. 

PURGIOBY r;;l Sets the purge completion 
~ code in the ECB. 

For problem program callers, changes to the 
caller 0 s key before setting the purge 
completion code in the ECB. 

A. Returns to the caller. 

STEP 1" 

" / 

" / 

" / 
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IECVEXPR - EXCP Processor's Purge and Restore Routines STEP 17 

From entry point IECYXPUR in 
this module or from IECVEXCP 

~> 
I ECVRCHN 

1171 This entry paint builds a 
P restore chain for the 

fallowing requests: 

A purge quiesce request from this module. 

A related request purge IRRQ) from 
mainline IECVEXCP. 

A request to add a request to the restore 
chain from the IECVEXCP abnormal-end exit 
routine. 

[!!] Determines if an lOS PIRL 
black exists. 

A. If an IPIB was provided. establishes a 
pointer to the PIRL from the IPIBPIRL 
field of the IPIB. 

RCHND05 B. Otherwise. if provided in the DEB. 
establishes the PIRL pointer from the 
DEB. 

RCHN008 
PIRL J----------> 
~I------------~I '/ 

C. If there is no PIRL. obtains storage "'-----..... 'IOSB 

PIRRSTR PIRENTL . 

lOSS 

IOSXCPID 

from subpool 254 and initializes it as a [/ 
PIRL. I IOSXCPIDI 

,PIRL 

/IPIRRSTR 

PIRL RCHNOIO [!!] 
rr----------> IPIRRSTR PIRENTL 

lOSS : 

Establishes a painter to the 
EXCP entry in the PIRL. 

r-, ___ --"..J 

IOSXCPIO . 
~ 
A. If the EXCP entry does contain an EPCB. 

goes to search for an available entry. 

t:>RCHN01S: 22 

B. If the EXCP entry does not contain an 
EPCB. obtains an EPCB and initializes 
it. 

/L--J,r-----------------------~ 
'r---,/ RCHNGTMN: 30 

RETURN REGISTER: HKREGC 
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PIRL ~\ 
.----------. -, 1.::.-,/ 
LI P_I_R_RS_T_R ____ ..... I L __ ~~~~~~~> 

~ Establishes a pointer to the 
lOB chain field in the EXCP 
entry. 

Sots register 0 to all ones (FF-FF). 

Go to RCHN050 to place the lOB on the lOB 
restore chain and in the EPCB. 

~:>RCHN050: 26 

~>1221 Searches the EPCB for an 
available entry for storing 
the lOB. RCHN015 

If there are no entries in this EPCB. 
checks to see if there is another EPCB 
chained to this one that has an available 
entry. 

EPCB ~\ A. If there is an available entry in this 
,..--------,-, L::,/ EPeB. continues. 
1-1 E_P_C_BN_E_NT ____ ...JI L __ ~~~~~~~> 

EPCB J----------> 
r-I ----...I EPCBCHN _ 

~>RCHN030: 24 

B. If there are no available entries in 
this EPCB and there is not another EPCB 
chained to this one. obtains an EPCB. 

~>RCHN025: 23 

... ________ -....1,.._ -------,- one. checks to see if it has any 
EPCB ~ :/' C. If there is another EPCB chained to this 

L.IE_P_CB_C_H_N ____ ~ available entries. 

~:>RCHN020: 22A 

STEP 21 
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E:>I~ If there are no available 
entries in any EPCB, obtains 
and initializes another 
EPCB. The new EPCB is 
chained at the end o'f the 
EPCB chain. 

RCHN02!i 

PIRL ~> 1241 
1 PIRRSTR n 1 RCHN030 

With an available entry in 
an EPCB, determines i'f there 
are any lOBs on the lOB 
restore chain. ~--------------. I~_-------~:) 

If the lOB restore chain anchor is all ones 
(FFFFFFFF) there is no 108 on the restore 
chain (an 108 must have been removed from 
the lOB restore chain). Goes to RCHN01Z to 
store this 108 as first in the chain. 

t>RCHN01Z: 21 

PIRL RCHN034 1251 If there is at least one 
entry an the lOB chain, 
determines whether to store 
the lOB at the beginning or 
at the end o'f chain. 

~lpI __ RRS ____ TR ________ ~I------------> 

If the IPI8 pointer register is 
negative. chains the 108 at the 
beginning of the loa restore chain. 
Otherwise. chains it at the end of the 
loa chain. 

~'I> 1261 l'f this is not a SAM-E 
~ EXCPVR request, validity 
RCHN050 checks the lOB. 

RCHN050A 1271 Chains the lOB to the 
previous lOB or anchors it 
in the PIRL i'f this is the 
'first lOB. The lOB chain 
field in this lOB is set to 
all ones. 

STEP 23 

L----......I"EPCB 

IIEPCBCHN 
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IECVEXPR - EXCP Processor's Purge and Restore Routines 

r~;_~_oP_T _____ I~ir==5 
IPIRRSTR ~ 

1281 Fills in an EPCB entry. 

Each EPCB entry is 8 bytes in length and is 
filled in as follows: 

Byte 0 - Contains the request key of the 
caller. moved from the RQEPRT field of the 
RQE. Bits 0-3 contain the caller's key and 
bits 4-7 are flags dofined by EXCP. 

Byte 1-3 - Contains tho lOB addross. 

Byte 4 - Contains X'F4' if this is an 
EXCPVR request. otherwise zeroes. 

By to 5-7 - If an IPIB was provided and 
requests that the 108 bo restored to the 
originating TCB, stores the restoring TCB 
address. otherwise, with this field zero, 
restores the 108 under tho restoring TCB. 

Hith an available IPIB. the EPCB entry is 
stored in field IPIBIO of the IPI8. 

EPCB RCHN060 [!!J Performs clean-up and 
~----------------------~:'I returns to caller. I EPCBNENT . 
. Increases the count of EPCB entries by 1 

and stores the address of the noxt 
available EPCB entry in field EPCBNENT. 

EPCB ~'> 
.----------" L-,I 
1 EPCBI08 EPCBBL I L __ ~~~~~~ 

Rostores the caller's registers and returns 
to tho caller via regis tor 14. 

~ Obtains and initializes an 
EPCB block • 

Obtains an EPCB from subpool 230 associated 
with the job step TCB. 

Sets to zero the EPCB block and initializes 
the following fields: 

• EPCBRTCB contains the address of the TCB 
used in the GETHAIN tused when freeing the 
EPCB). 

• EPCBENT contains a pointer to the first 
EPCB. 

Sets the number of available entries to the 
maximum. 

STEP 28 

'-------'-' ,EPCB 
~-----~/r---~ 

EPCBI08 
EPCBPKEY 
EPCBTCB 

'-----"'l'EPCB 
,II EPCBNENT I 

, / 

'------J"EPCB 

,/IEPCBNENTI 
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A. Returns to the main routine. 

10SB SVC33 [!!] Interfaces with SVC33 for 
1------------> BTAM to terminate its active 

channel program. 1-. _____ -1 

lOS liD Restora SVC modula 

ISC0001. ~> 

I ECVXRES 

Changes an active real channel program CCN 
operation code to a NOP operation code, so 
that the channel program will go to 
completion. 

A. Returns to SVC 33 processing. 

1321 Restore 1/0 request (lOBs) 
~ subroutine. 

This entry point receives control from the 
IDS SVC 17 function (IGC0001GJ for the 
EXCP processor to restore liD requests 
that ara chained on the lOB restore chain. 

Saves the caller's 
registers. establishes 
addressability. and 
establishes a pointer to the 
first lOB on the restore 
chain. 

If the pointer to the first 
lOB on the restore chain is 
zero, there are no lOBs to 
be restored. Goes to free 
associated EXCP EPCB blocks. 

t>REST903: 37 

~/'> 13s1 Otherwise, removes the lOB r.:=--, from the lOB restore chain 
RESTOOO and prepares to restore it. 

Saves the next lOB on the lOB restore 
chain in tha EXCP PIRL area. 

STEP 30A 

, / 
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REST010 
EPCB .1----------> 
I~------------~I /' EPCBIOB EPCBBL . 

EPCB 

EPCBCHN 

A. Searchos the EPCB block for a matching 
lOB address. 

If a matching lOB is not found on the 
EPCB chain, ignores the lOB on tho lOa 
restore chain and continues processing 
at REST080 for tho next lOB on the 
restore chain. 

EPCB ~ :/' B. If there is a matching EPCB lOB entry, 
...-----------'.-. ---.... performs the following: 
\ EPCBTca 
~. -------~ sets register 0 to the restoring TCB or 

zeros. 

Issues a MODESET macro to get into the 
user's key. 

If this is a virtual EXCP request, 
issues SVC 0 if there was no associated 
TCB indicated in the EPCB entry. 

If this is an EXCPVR request, issues SVC 
114 if thore was no associated TCB 
indicated in the EPCB entry. Otherwise, 
issues SVC 92. 

REST060 C. After issuing tho appropriate SVC, 
issues MODESET to return to key o. 

~> 
REST080 

D. Determines if the ~CB has been waited 
on. 

If the ECB associated with the lOB is 
zero, the ECB has not been waited on. 
Goes to handle the next lOB. 

Otherwise, obtains the local lock, sets 
tho ECB to zero, then releases tho local 
lock. 

E. Gets the next lOB to be restored. 

t>REST080: 35F 

F. Prepares to handle tho next lOB on the 
rftStore chain. 

t:>RESTOOO: 35 

STEP 35A 
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REST900 13& I Issues the MODESET macro to 
return to system key O. (lOB 
restore processing is 
complete.) 

EPCB ~'> 1371 
.... 1 E_P_C_BB_l ____ --'11 ___ ~~~~~~~> 

Issues a FREEMAIN macro to 
free all EPCBs • 

E~P-C-B--------!~I :; I EPCBCHN r 

RTH module IEAVTAS3 

~'/> 
PIRL L, 
l'-p_I_RE_NT_l ___ --I1 -: -~~-:~~~-:~ 
I~B . / 

I .... I_OS_XC_P_I_D ___ --'rJ 
PIRL 

PIRRSTR 

13s1 Returns to the c6ller. 

Dequeues from the lOB 
restore chain lOBs that are 
associated with the DCB 
address passed to this 
routinEil 

checks every lOB on the restore chain to 
determine if it is associated with the 
input DC8. If so. attempts to dequeue the 
lOB. If not. examines the next 108 on the 
rastore chain. Khen all lOBs hava been 
processed, exits to the caller. 

~> A. 
EXCl0010 

EXCl0015 

~ Performs processing for the 
current lOB 

PIRL J----------> ,.....,----" A. If the DCB address associated with the 
current lOB matches the INPUTDCB 
address. attempts to dequeue the current 
lOB. ~IRRSTR . 

EPCB J----------> 
r-, ------" 

8. Dequeues the current lOB by storing the 
forward pointer of the current lOB into 
the forward pointer of the previous lOB. EPCBPKEY . 

EXCl0030 c. If the lOB to be dequeued is the first 
lOB on the lOB restore chain. changes 
the PIRRSTR field of the PIRl. No 
HODESET is required. 

EXCl0040 D. Gets the next lOB on the lOB restore 
chain and continues processing. 

STEP 36 

, / 

'------.l"PIRL 

/IPIRRSTR 
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t:>EXCLOOIO; 39A 

~ Returns to the caller. 

~; BSH 

o. REG14 

EXCL0060 1421 Loops through the EPCB chain 
until an lOB is found that 
matches the lOB address in 
HOLDIOBR or until all EPCBs 
have been examined. 

EPCB ~\ A. 
r--------" c:..,/ 
L.IE_PC_B_I_08 ____ ..I1 L __ ~~~~~~~~ 

EXCL0080 
Er-P_C_B __________ ~~I~ ___ --~:; 
1 EPC8IOB r 

EXCL0090 

E~P_C_B--------~~I~--~:; 
1 EPCBCHN r 

B. Loops through all the entries in the 
current EPCB block and, if any entry 
contains an lOB address that matches the 
passed 108 address, returns to the 
caller of this subroutine. 

t 'REGISTER 
>REGl 

/ 
C. If the passed lOB address is not equal 

to the lOB add ... ess of any of the ent ... ies 
in the current EPCB/ updates the cu ...... ent 
EPCB pointer to point to the next EPC8 
on the chain. 

D. Loops through the next EPC8 on the 
chain. 

t:>EXCL0070; 42A 

STEP 41 
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CHANNEL COMMAND WORD (CCW) TRANSLATION OPERATION TABLE MODULES 

Each of the following modules contains a CCN translation 
operation table. 

• IECVOPTB - 3704/3705 communication device 
• IECVOPTC - Teleprocessing class devices 
• IECVOPTD - DASD class devices 
• IECVOPTE - 3Zll printer device 
• IECVOPTG - Graphic class devices 
• IECVOPTH - 3890 MICR device 
• IECVOPTI - 3886 OCR device 
• IECVOPTJ - 3895 printer 
• IECVOPTK - lZ87/lZ88 optical reader 
• IECVOPTL - 3851 MSS controller 
• IECVOPTM - 3540 diskette 
• IECVOPTN - 3838 VPSS 
• IECVOPTT - Tape class devices 
• IECVOPTU - Unit record class devices 

Channel command word (CCN) translation operation tables indicate 
how a device command code is translated. These tables include 
device classes (TAPE, TP, DASD, GRAPHICS, and unit record) and 
devices that have unique command codes that deviate from the 
standard five device class operation tables. 

The UCB for a device points to the device dependent table (DDT) 
for that device. The DDT entry for that device contains the 
address of the CCN translation operation table for that device. 
The CCN translator adds the value of the command byte (in the 
channel command word) to the address of the CCN translation 
operation table to reach the correct entry. 

Each translation operation table has Z56 entries, one for each 
channel command word; each entrY is one byte long. 

The following bits are defined in each byte of a CCN translation 
operation table. 

X'30' 
X'40' 

X'ZO' 

X'lO' 
X' 08' 
X'04' 
X'OZ' 
X'Ol' 

- The CCN provides status modifier (SM) support. 
- The CCN is a non-data transfer type command. 
(No data areas to be fixed) 
- IECVTCCN uses this byte, which is always ser, to indicate a 
NO-OP TIC command. IECVTCCN copies this byte into 
byte 5 of each CCN to be translated and sets a bit 
in byte 5 to indicate a NO-OP TIC command. 

Reserved 
Reserved 
Reserved 
Reserved 
Reserved 
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IECYTCCW - CCW TRANSLATOR 

DESCRIPTIVE NAME: CCW Translator 

FUNCTION: 
This module performs four options involved wi th the 
translation of a caller's virtual channal program to 
a real channel program. 
These options include: 
o Translating the caller's virtual channel program to a 

real chann.tl program and fixing the program's data area. 
o Unfixing the program's data areas 
o Translating a virtual real channel address to its 

corresponding virtual channel program address 
o Translating a virtual channel program address to its 

real channel program address 

Another option allONS IECVTCCH to request fl"Olll the 
caller an additional largo block when more storago is 
required to translate the caller's virtual channel program' 
to a real channel program. 

ENTRY POINT: IECVTCCW 

PURPOSE: 
Performs the translate function specified in the 
TecH control block. Tho TCCWOPTN byte is used 
wi th a branch table to select tho routine that 
will handle the caller's option. Hfhile these 
routines are not defined as entry points, they 
are documented as such.) 

The branch vector table is as follONs: 
TCCWOPTN Routine Function 
X'OO' TCCHIIOO CCH translation 
X'04' TCCHROOO Address re-translation 
X'OS' TCCHUIOO Unfix caller's data areas 
X'OC' TCCHGOOO Inform IECVTCCH that an 

adeli tional block was obtained 
X'lO' TCCHXOOO Singla address translation 

LINKAGE: BALR 

CALLERS: 
IECVEXCP and others who require virtual channel 
program translation. 

INPUT: 
TCCH control block: 

TCCHOPTN byte - Function to be performed 
TCCHBEB - Address of a BEB block 
TCCHFIX - Address of FIX list block 

ISee the appropriate e~try point in this module for 
spacifio input requirements.) 

Register 0 - For TCCH option code X'OC', the address 
of the requested largo block. 

OUTPUT: None 

EXIT NORMAL: Ratum to caller. 

EXIT ERROR: 
To RTtt IIECVTCCH does not establish a 

functional recovery routine) 

ENTRY POINT: TCCWIIOO 
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PURPOSE: 
To translate a caller's virtual channel program 
to a real channel program and to fix all the 
channal program's data areas (TCCHOPTN=X'OO'). 

LINKAGE: 8ALR 

CALLERS: IECVEXCP and others who require this function 

INPUT: 
TCCH control block: 
TCCHOPTN byte - Option coda X'OO' 
TCCHFVC - Address of the virtual channel program 
TCCHBE8 - Address of a 8E8 block 
TCCHFIX - Address of FIX list block 
TCCHUC8 - Address of the UC8 
TCCHHOD8 - The TCCHL8LK bit is on when the caller 

provided 248-byte blocks for translation. 
The rest of the byte must be zero. 

OUTPUT: 
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The virtu-.. l channel program has been translated, and data 
areas fixed in storaga. Control blocks initialized or 
created include the 8E8, FIX list, and the IDAL. 

EXIT NORMAL: Return to caller. 

EXIT ERROR: 
To RTH UECVTCCH does not establish a 
'functional recovery routine). 

ENTRY POINT: TCCWROOO 

PURPOSE: 
To re-translate a virtual address in the 
real channel program to its corresponding virtual 
address in the caller's virtual channel program 
(TCCHOPTN=X'04'). Typical use is to translate 
the virtual channel status word (CSH) address. 

LINKAGE: 8ALR 

CALLERS: IECVEXCP and others who require this function 

INPUT: 
TCCH control block with the same fields as for entry 
point TCCHllOO. 

TCCHOPTN - Option code X'04'. 

OUTPUT: Tho virtual address of the virtual channel program. 

EXIT NORMAL: Return to caller. 

EXIT ERROR: 
To RTH (IECVTCCH does not establish a 
functional recovery routine), 

ENTRY POINT: TCCWU100 

PURPOSE: 
To unfix the data storaga associated with 
the virtual channel program and to provide a 
free chain of all the blocks used in the 
translation of the virtual channel program 
(TCCHOPTN=X'OS'). 

LINKAGE: 8ALR 
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CALLERS: IECVEXCP and others who require this function 

INPUT: 
TCCH control block with the same fields as for entry 
point TCCHIlOO 

TCCHOPTN byte - Option code X'~8'. 

OUTPUT: 
The virtual channel program data areas have been unfixed 
and a free chain of the blocks has been built. 

EXIT NORMAL: Return to caller. 

E)$IT ERROR: 
To RTH IIECVTCCH does not establish a 
functional recovery routine). 

ENTRY POINT: TCCWGOOO 

PURPOSE: 
To inform IECVTCCH that the caller has provided 
another large block of storage so that 
translation can continue ITCCHOPTN=X'OC'). 
(During its processing. IECVTCCH might discover 
that it needs more storage. In this case. 
IECVTCCH returns to the caller with a return 
code indicating that the caller should obtain 
more storage and pass it back to IECVTCCH.) 

LINKAGE: BALR 

CALLERS: 
IECVEXCP and others who require virtual channel 
program translation. 

INPUT: 
TCCH control block with t~~ same fields as for entry 
point TCCHIlOO 

TCCHOPTN byte - Option code X'OC'. 

Register 1 - Address of a large block. If the 
flag TCCHLBLK is set in the TCCH 
control block. the caller must 
provide a 248-byte block. 

OUTPUT: None 

EXIT NORMAL: 
Not applicable. Processing continues 
with the entry point that discovered 
the need for more storage. 

ENTRY POINT: TCCWXOOO 

PURPOSE: 
To translate a virtual channel program 
address in the caller's virtual channel 
program to its corressponding virtual 
address in the real channel program 
(TCCHOPTN=X'lO'). 

LINKAGE: BALR 

CALLERS: IECVEXCP and others who require this function 

INPUT: 
TCCH control block with the same fields as for entry 
point TCCHIlOO 
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TCCHOPTN byte - Option code X'10'. 

Register 0 - Tho virtual address of the virtual 
channel program to be translated. 

OUTPUT: 
The virtual channel program address corresponding 
to a virtual address in the caller's virtual channal 
program. 

EXIT NORMAL: Return to caller. 

EXIT ERROR: 
To RTH (IECVTCCH does not establish a 
functional recovery routina). 

ENTRY POINT: JECVTCFR 

PURPOSE: 
This IECVTCCH retry routine validi ty checks 
errors that occur during th~ translation of 
tho caller's virtual channel program. IECVTCCH 
sets a flag in the TCCH control block 
(TCCHPGCK) before performing the validity 
check or issuing the call to the PGSER 
services for fixing and unfixing pages. 
The EXCP processor functional recovery routine. 
upon finding this bit set. will set this entry 
point as its retry routine. 

LINKAGE: BAlR 

CALLERS: RTH 

INPUT: TCCH control block 

OUTPUT: Nona 

EXIT NORMAL: 
Returns to mainline IECVTCCH proc~ssing to 
continua processing or to terminate processing 
the caller's request 

EXTERNAL REFERENCES: 

ROUTINES: Nona 

CONTROL BLOCKS: 
ASCB - Address space control block 
ASXB - Address space extension block 
BEB - Beginning-end block 
CVT - Communications vector table 
DDT - Device descriptor table 
FIX - Page fix list 
IDAl - Indirect address list 
PSA - Prefixed save area 
PVT - Paging vector table 
RB - Request block 
TCB - Task control block 
TeCH - TCCH control block 
UCB - Uni t control block 
HSAVT- Hork save area vector table 

TABLES: 
Translation operation tables. The specific table 
address is contained in the device descriptor 
tabla IDDT). See IECVTOBl's module operation for 
mora information about the operation tables. 
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IECVTCCW - MODULE OPERATION 

This module performs five options involved wi th the 
translation of a caller's virtual channel program to 
a real channel program. 
The operations performed by IECVTCCH depend on the 
option code specified by the caller. in the TCCH 
option field (TCCHOPTN): 

TCCHOPTN 
(decimal) 

o -

4 -

8 -

12 -

16 -

Function 

Translates a virtual channel program to a real 
channel program and fixes the data area storage. 
This module will support a 31-bit virtual storage 
interface through virtual IDAHs. 
This module will also support the fixing of 
virtual I/O buffers above 16 megabytes real. 
Retranslates a real channel program 
address to its corresponding virtual channel 
program address. 
Unfixes the data area storage and creates a free 
chain of the blocks used in the translation. 
After IECVTCCH informs the caller that another 
large block of storage is required for translating 
the channel program (via return code), the caller 
specifies this option to indicate that a large 
block has been provided) IECVTCCH processing 
continues. 
Translates a single virtual channel program 
address to its corresponding virtual address in 
the real channel program. 
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IECVTCCW - DIAGNOSTIC AIDS 

ENTRY POINT NAMES: IECVTCCH 
TCCHIlOO 
TCCHROOO 
TCCHUIOO 
TCCHGOOO 
TCCHXOOO 
IECVTCFR 

MESSAGES: None 

ABEND CODES: ~ 

WAIT STATE CODES: None 

RETURN CODES: 

ENTRY POINT IECVTCCH: 

EXIT NORMAL: 
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Rogister 15 contains one of the following decimal valuas: 
o - Translation option completed successfully. 
4 - Translation option completed unsuccessfully (See 

Return Codes under individual entry points for 
the meaning of this return code.) 

12 - Caller should obtain a block of storage and pass it 
back to this module. The block must be at least 
160 bytes. Up to 248 bytes is allowed by this 
module. 

ENTRY POINT TCCHIIOO: 

EXIT NORMAL: 

Register 15 contains one of the following decimal valuas: 
o - Translation option completed successfully. 
4 - Translation option completed unsuccessfully as a 

result of a translation error or validity check 
error. Tho TCCHOPTN byte has been set to one of 
the following values: 

X'80' - Page fix error 
X'EO' - Validity check orror 

12 - Caller should obtain a block of storage and pass it 
back to this modulo. Tho block must be at least 
160 bytes. up to 248 bytes is allowed by this 
module. 

ENTRY POINT TCCHROOO: 

EXIT NORMAL: 

Register 15 contains one of the following decimal values: 
o - Translation option completed successfully~ 
4 - Translation option completed unsuccessfully. 

The virtual address of the real channel program 
was not found in the BEB or the requestor is not in 
a system key. 
The TCCHOPTN byte has been set to X'EO' if the 
requestor is not in a system key. 

ENTRY POINT TCCHlI100: 
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EXIT NORMAL: 

Registar 15 contains one of tho following decimal values: 
4 - Translation option completed unsuccessfully. 

Tho TCCHOPTN byte has been ~et as follows: 
X'EO' - Tho requestor was not in a system key 

or a validity check error occurred. 
e - Translation option cOlllploted successfully. 

Register 1 contains the address of tho first block 
on tho freo block chain. 

ENTRY POINT TCCHGOOD: Nona 

ENTRY POINT TCCHXDOO: 

EXIT NORMAL: 

Register 15 contains one of tho following dacilll81 values: 
4 - Translation option completed unsuccessfully. 

Tho requestor was not in system key. 
Tho TCCHOPTN byte has been set as follows: 
X'90' - Translation unsuccessful. 
X'EO' - Callor not in a system key. 

e - Translation option cOlllpleted successfully. 
Register 0 contains the virtual address in tho 
real channel program corressponding to the 
virtual address in the caller's virtual channal 
program. 

ENTRY POINT IECVTCFR: None 

REGISTER CONTENTS ON ENTRY: 

ENTRY POINT IECVTCCH: 

Register 0 

Register 1 
Registers 2-13 
Register 14 
Register 15 

- Address of tho large block provided by tho 
caller (TCCHOPTN=X'OC')~ othorwise. 
irrelevant 

- TCCH control block address 
- Irrelevant 
- Return address 
- Entry point address 

ENTRY POINT TCCHII00: 

Register 0 
Register 1 
Registers 2-13 
Register 14 
Register 15 

- Irrelevant 
- TCCH control block address 
- Irrelevant 
- Return address 
- Entry point address 

ENTRY POINT TCCHROOO: 

Register 0 

Register 1 
Registrs 2-13 
Rogister 14 
Register 15 

- A virtual address within tho real 
channel program 

- TCCH control block address 
- Irrelevant 
- Return address 
- Entry point address 

ENTRY POINT TCCHU100: 

Register 0 
Register 1 
Registers 2-13 
Register 14 
Register 15 

- Irrelevant 
- TCCH control block address 
- Irrelevant 
- Return address 
- Entry point address 
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IECVTCCW - ~IAGNOSTIC AIDS (Conti~) 

ENTRY POINT TCCHGOOO: 

Register 0 - Address of the large block 
Register 1 - TeCH control block address 
Register 2-13 - Irrelevant 
Register 14 - Return address 
Register 15 - Entry point address 

ENTRY POINT TCCHXOOO: 

Register 0 

Register 1 
Registers 2-13 
Register 14 
Register 15 

- The virtual address of the virtual 
channel program to be translated. 

- TCCH control block address 
- Irrelevant 
- Return address 
- Entry point address 

ENTRY POINT IECVTCFR: 

Registers 0-5 - Irrelevant 

"Restricted Materials of IBM" 
Licensed Materials - property of IBM 

Register 6 - Caller's return code as set in register 15 
on entry to the f'-D'lCtional recovery 
routine 

Register 7-9 - Irrelevant 
Register 10 - On an ABEND 18A with a return coda 4, 

the address of the first invalid page 
Register 11 - Address of the TCCH control block 
Register 12-14 - Irrelevant 
Register 15 - Address of ~ IECVTCCH retry routine 

REGISTER CONTENTS ON EXIT: 

ENTRY POINT IECVTCCH: 

EXIT NORMAL: 

Register 0 - Real address of the first real CCH 
Registers 1-14 - Restored to contents on entry 
Register 15 - Raturn coda 

ENTRY POINT TCCHII00: 

EXIT NORMAL: 

Register 
Registers 
Register 

o - Real address of first real CCH 
1-14 - Restored to contents on entry 

15 - Return coda 

ENTRY POINT TCCHROOO: 

EXIT NORMAL: 

Register 0 - A virtual address within the virtual 
channel program. 

Registers 1-14 - Restored to contents on entry 
Register 15 - Return code 

ENTRY POINT TCCHU100: 

EXIT NORHAL: 

o - Unpredictable Register 
Register 1 - Address of the first block on the 

Registers 
Register 

free block chain 
2-14 - Restored to contents on entry 

15 - Return coda 
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IECVTCCW - DIAGNOSTIC AIDS (Continued J 

ENTRY POINT TeCHGOOO: I ..... levant 

ENTRY POINT TeCHXOOO: 

EXIT NORMAL: 

Regist.r 0 - A virtual address in the real channel 
program corressponding to a virtual 
address in the calle .. 's vi .. tual 
channel program 

Register 1 - TeCH control blOC"k address 
Registers 2-1~ - Restored to contents on entry 
Register 15 ~ Return'code 

ENTRY POINT IECYTCFR: I ..... levant 
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IECVTCCW - CCW Translator 

IECYEXCP and others Mho require 
virtual channel program This module performs four options involved 

with the translation of a caller's virtual 
channel program to a real channel program. 
These options include: 0 Translating the 
caller's virtual channel program to a real 
channel program and fixing the program's 
data areas 0 Unfixing the program's data 
areas 0 Translating a virtual real channel 
address to its corresponding virtual 
channel program address 0 Translating a 
virtual channel program address to its 
real channel program address 

translation. ~ 

IE~~ 

Another option allows IECYTCCH to request 
from the caller an additional large block 
.men more storage is required to translate 
the caller's virtual channel program to a 
real channel program. 

IECYTCCH [!!] Per'forms module 
ini tial1zation. 

The caller provides a pointer to the TCCH 
control block in register 1. The TCCH 
control block option byte indicates the 
function to be performed. 

A. Saves the caller's registers in the TCCH 
control block. 

B. Establishes a pointer to the TCCH 
control block. 

T ... C_CW _______ d..l 1"' ___ ":) C. ~~MIIines if the caller is in a system 

ITCCHOPTN r 
. Issues an IPK instruction and, if the 

caller is not in a system key, returns 
to the caller with a return coda of ft. 

TCCHIOOO D. Determines which function is to be 
performed by branching on the option 
byte. 

E. For option code X'OO', translates a CCH. 

t>TCCHIlOO: 03 

F. For option code X'Oft', retranslates an 
address. 

t:>TCCHROOO: 20 

G. For option code X'OS', unfixes the 
caller's data areas. 

t>TCCHU100: 22 

STEP 01 

'-------' , TCCW 

/ I TCCHRGSY I 
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IECVTCCW - CCW Translator 

IECYEXCP and others who require 
virtual channal program 
translation. ~ 

TC~~: 

IECYEXCP and others who require 

this Meti.... ~> 

TC~OO 

H. For option code X'OC', continues 
processing with additional storage. 

t:>TCCHGOOO: 02 

I. For option code X'lO', translates a 
single address. 

t:>TCCHXOOO: 24 

Handles the second entry 
from the caller when 
IECVTCC\" requested another 
large block to be used as a 
BEB, FIX or IDAL block 
(option code X'OCII. 

The address of the block provided by 
the caller is in register O. 

A. Zeros the first four words of the 
obtained block. 

B. Restores registers that were saved when 
IECYTCCN returned'to the caller for the 
additional block. 

C. Returns to the routine that requested 
the additional block. 

~ Handles the caller's request 
to translate a virtual 
channel program to a real 
channel program (option code 
X'OO'I. 

This routine translates the CCN data 
addresses to real addresses and creates a 
real CCN string from the virtual string. 
It determines for each CCN whether the 
data pages need to be fixed and whether an 
indirect address word list CIDALJ is 
necessary. 

STEP 01H 

,/ 
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IECVTCCW - CCW Translator 

BEB r----------> 
1~8_E_8S_C_C_H ______ ~I-: ) 
TCCW 

~IT_C_CHHO ___ DB ______ ~r: 
FIX I 

~I F_I_)(_LS_T_ST ______ ~I-J 
BEB 

BEBVREN BEBNEL 

TCCW 

TCCHFIX 

TCCW ~\. 
,..------------, -, L::....,.1 
LIT_C_CHC __ C_H_L ____ ...I' L __ ~~~~~: 
T .... C_C_W ____ : .... I :) 

I TCCHCCHA r 
BEB J----------> ,------., BEBCPKEY . 

T~e-e-w--------! .... I~--~:) I TCCHCCHR r 

"Restricted Materials 01' IBM" 
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~ Establishes painters to and 
initializes the BEB. FIX and 
Tecw control blocks. 

~ Establishes a pointer to the 
DDT device eew operation 
table. 

The CCH operation table is a 256-byte table 
that indicates how a command coda is to be 
handled for the device. 

The table indicates whether the command 
coda involves data transfer, provides for 
the status modifer, etc. 

~ This is the start 01' a loop 
to process all eews in the 
virtual channel program. The 
end 01' the loop 1S at label 
TCCWS300. 

Determines if there is available space 
in the BEB block for another real CCH. 

l!!J 11' the virtual channel 
program is in program key, 
accesses the eew to be 
processed in the caller's 
key. 

The key of the virtual channel program is 
provided by the caller in the BEB control 
block. 

If a protection check occurs, enters the 
caller's functional recovery routine. 

~ Maves the virtual eew to an 
available eew area in the 
BEB black and prepares to 
translate the cew. 

~ If this is a 
transfer-in-channel (TIC) 
command code, establishes 
the real TIC address and 
toes to TCCWM100 to handle 

he TIC command. 

(>TCCHHI00: 16 

STEP 04 

I 

;1 

lJ 

[ 

I 

\BEB 
.1,..----, 

BEBCHAIN 
BEBFLAG 
BEBCLRKY 
BEBRLST 
BEBVRST 
BEBVREN 

,FIX 
.1.----... 

FIXCHAIN 
FIXLSTST 
FIXLSTEN 

,Tcew 
/~---, 

TCCHFRC 
TCCHPLKR 
TCCHTICL 
TCCHCCHR 
TCCHCCHL 
TCCHINDL 
TCCHCCHA 
TCCHLOCA 

,Teew 
• /1 TCCHHODBI 

_I ,Teew 
• .I I TCCHMODBI 
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IECVTCCN - CCN Translator 

TCCN TCCHSOZO [!!] Obtains the command code 
_-----------':/' byte from the CCW operation lTC_CHDPB __ T ___ -oI1" • table and stores it in byte . . .s of the real CCW. 

If the previous CCH indicated data 
chaining, stores the previous command 
coda saved in field TCCHOP8T as the 
command coda for this CCH. 

If this is a non-data 
transfer type command code. 
zeroes the data address 
field and ensures that the 
IDA bit is off. 

A. Performs setup for the next virtual CCH. 
(Processing is complete for this CCH.) 

t>TCCHS260: 14 

TCCHS080 [!!] For a non-write data 
transfer type command code 
with the skip bit set in the 
CCW. ensures that the IDA 
bit is set off. 

A. Performs setup for the next virtual eCHo 
(Processing is complete for this eCH.) 

t>TCCHS260: 14 

TCCHS100 1131 For a data transfer CCW. 
establishes a pointer to the 
data address. 

A. If the IDA bit is set in the virtual 
CCH, loads tho address contained in the 
IDAH. 

8D S---------> 
1-----1 

B. If the channel program is in a user's 
key, enters the caller'S key to load the 
data address. BEBCPKlY • 

TCCHS120 C. Determines the vidual bCM.n:iaries of the 
data area. 

If this is a read backward CCH, ensures 
that the stop address is lower than the 
start address. 

STEP 10 

'-------I', TCCW 

/ITCCHI10Dsl 
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IECVTCCW - CCW Translator 

TCCHS160 
TCCW J----------> 
_I -----., TCCHLoeA _ 
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D. Determines if this data area range is 
contained in the previous data area 
argument as saved in fields TCCHLOCA and 
TCCHHICA of the TCCH control block. 

If this data area is not contained 
within the previous fixed area. goes to 
TCCWMOOO to determine if this data area 
is contained within a previous fix list 
entry. If so, returns to continue CCH 
processing. If not contained within an 
existing fix list. builds a fix list to 
fix the data area. The page fix routine 
returns here (to TCCHS200) to continue 
CCH procossing. 

~~>TCCHMOOO: 15 

STEP 13D 

Et> E. 
TCCHS200 

F. Determines if an IDAL entry is required. 

If this data area crosses a page 
boundary. enters TCCHM400 to build 
IDANs. Upon completion of building 
IDALs. processing is complete for this 
CCH and the IDAL routine goes to 
TCCHSZ60 to perform setup for tho next 
CCH. 

~~>TCCHM400: 19 

S. If the IDA bit is set in the CCH, enters 
31-bit mode to issue an LRA instruction 
on the data address. otherwise, issues 
an LRA instruction in 24-bit mode. 

If the real address is above the line. 
goes to the IDAL build routine at 
TCCHH402 to build IDANS for the data 
above the 16-megabyta line. 

Otharwise, stores the 24-bit real data 
address in the real CCH data address 
field. 

~~>TCCHH40Z: 198 
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IECVTCCW - CCW Translator 

TCCW ~:> 
ITCCHCCHL TCCHCCHAn I TCCHS260 
. . 1 ..... · ___ .,:) 

TCCHS280 
BEB S---------> 
I~--------~I '/ 
BEI\VRST . 

TCCW 
TCCHCCHR TCCNCCHA ..--~ 

Prepares to translate the 
next virtual eew. 
(Processing is complete for 
.this eel.,. ) 

STEP 14 

1....-__ ---', Teew 

C / TCCHCCHR 
TCCHCCHL 
TCCHCCHA 

A. If this CCH does not indicate command or ,TCeW 
data chaining, determines if CCH [/ 
translation is complete: I TCCHOPBTI 

If a previous CCH exists in this BEB ~EB 
segment and provides for status modifier /,-----, 
support. does the following: IBEBVREN 
• If the pevious CCH was a TIC CCH. goes . 
to TCCHH200 to check for any unresolved 
TICs • 
• Otherwise, treats the CCH as a chained 
CCH. 

If a previous CCH does not exist in the 
BEB segment. goes to TCCHH200 to check 
for aQY unresolved TICs. (CCN 
translation is complete. ) 

~:>TCCHH200: 17 

TCCHS300 B. Prepares to handle the next virtual CCH. 1'------', TeCW 
~~ > / 

L _____ .... IS ---------'/ I TCCHOPBT I 
TCCHOPBT . . . 

TCeW 

TCCHCCHA 

C. Retums to translate the next virtual 
CCH. 

~:>TCCHSOOO: 06 
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IECVTCCW - CCW Translator 

~> TCCHMOOO 

TCCW r----------> 

I TCCHPLKR r; , 
/ 

FIX 

IFIXEL 
I 

-J 

TCCW 

TCCHFIX 

TCCW r----------> 

I TCCHPLKR r: , 
/ 

FIX : 

IFIXEL FIXNE 
,-J 

TCCW 

TCCHFIX 

FIX 

FIXCHAIN 

FIX J----------~ 

FIXHL FIXEL / 
FIXNE 

TCCW 

TCCHPLKR TCCHLOCA 

FIX 

FIXCHAIN 

TCCHM060 
FIX J----------> 

'FIXLSTST I ) 
TCCW 

TCCHPLKR 

PSA 

PSAAOLD 

TCCW ~> I TCCHPLKR fll TCCHH070 

:) 
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STEP 15 

~ Page-fixes the data area I ,TCCW 
associated with a data 

/lTCCHlOCAI 
I 

transfer type CCW. 

A. Searches the existing fix list to 
datormina if the pagos associated with 
this data area are already fixed. If a 
fix list entry contains tho pages of 
this data area. returns to TCCHS~OO to 
continua procossing. 

~:>TCCHS~OO: 13E 

B. If there is no more space in the FIX ,TCCW 
block for this entry, returns to the /1 TCCHPLKRI caller to obtain another FIX block. 

/~, 

',-,/ TCCHGTMO: ~9 

RETURN REGISTER: RTNREG 

~ ,FIX 

n /1 FIXCHAIN I 
,TCCW 

/ITCCHPLKRI 

C. If a fix list entry doas not contain the ,FIX 
pages of this data area, builds a fix 

/IFIXLSTENI [ list entry in the FIX block;and calls 
tho system pago fix services (PGSERI to 
fix the pages in the fix list. ,TCCW 

/1 TCCHMODB I /~, 

',.---,/ PGSER 

R. FIX, A=ll). EA=(2), 
ASCB=(3). BACKOUT=N, 
BRANCH=SPECIAL 

D. Upon return from page fix sorvices, ~ 

returns to TCCHS200 to continuo I 

processing. 
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IECVTCCW - CCW Translator 

BEB ~\ 
,..------.." L-,/ 
jSEBVRST BEBVRE~ I L __ :::~~~~ 
TCCW ,..----..... , ,..--------' ,..---..,/ 
TCCHTICl TCCHCCHR 
TCCHCCHl TCCHCCHA 

TCCW J----------> 
~I-------------~I '/ TCCHCCHL . 

TCCW 

TCCHCCHR 

~:>TCCHS200: 13E 

Handles the 
transfer-in-channel (TIC) 
CCW command. 

The address field in the TIC CCH is created 
to indicate the target of the virtual TIC. 

If a TIC address is not contained within an 
existing BEB segment. puts the TIC on an 
unresolved TIC list. 

If there is not enough space in this BEB 
for real CCHs, returns to the caller to gat 
more storage. 

~:>TCCHH300: 18 

TCCW E:\ [!Z] Handles unresolved TICs. 

LIT_C_C_HC_C_H_L ___ --'r: ___ :::~~~~ This routine is entered to process: 

BEB ., A TIC that is not a NOP TIC ...-______ -,-l / 

8EBFLAG BE82INUS 
BE83INUS BE8VREN 

TCCW 

TCCHTICL TCCHCCHR 

BEB 

BE8CHAIN BEBRLST 
BEBVRST 

• A TIC preceded by a status modifier CCH 

• The last virtual CCH in the channal 
program lno chaining is indicated in the 
CCH) 

A list of unresolved TIC CCHs is created to 
indicate the target of the virtual TIC. The 
TCCH control block maintains a pointer to 
the first unresolved TIC. The other TICS 
are chained. 

STEP 16 

oL-__ ---I1, TCCW 

[

/ TCCHTICl 
TCCHCCHR 
TCCHCCHl 
TCCHCCHA 

\BEB 

/IBEBVREN 
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IECVTCCW - CCW Translator 

TCCHI1280 

TCCW ,----------> 
I TCCHHODB r: , 

.I 

BEB I 

IBEBSCCH I 
..J 

BEB 

IBEBNEL I 

TCCHH298 
TCCW 

~ :) I TCCHtCHR 

TCCW ~'> 
r-------" L:.-,.I 
L.1~_C_CHI1O __ D8 ___ __'1 : ___ ~~~~~~: 
Bm ., 

..i ~I -----------I .I BEBSCCH _ 

TCCW 

TCCHCCHR TCCHCCNA 

BEB 

BEBNEL 

"Restricted Materials of IBM" 
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A. If there is insufficient space in the 
existing BEB to resolve the TIC, returns 
to the caller to obta in another large 
block to be used as a BEB block. 

On return frOll! tho caller, register 15 
contains the pointer to the large block. 
The large block is initialized as a BEB 
block, and processing continues • 

.I~' 
'...--,.1 TCCHGTH2: 29A 

RETURN REGISTER: RTNREG 

B. Establishes the virtual start address in 
the new BEB segment and sets the TIC 
real address. 

C. Returns to process the next virtual CCH. 
(TIC processing is complete.) 

~:>TCCHSOOO: 06 

[!!I Returns to the caller to 
obtain another large block 
to be used as a BEB block. 

This routine is called when there is not 
enough space in this BEB for real CCHs. 

On return from the caller, register 15 
contains the pointer to the large block. 
The large block is initialized as a BEB 
block, and processing continues. 

Inserts a TIC command at the and of the 
current BEB segment of the previous BEB to 
point to the first segment of the neN BEB. 
Checks to ensure that the TIC is not to 
another TIC or that a TIC CCN is not split 
from a status modifier CCH. 

STEP 17A 

~ 

[ 

• 

[ 
\BEB 

.IIBEBVRST 

:..TCCW 

.II TCCHCCNA I 

.&.------I\BEB 

[

.I BEBCHAIN 
8EBRLST 
BEBVRST 
BEBVREN 

,TCCW 
.lr-----, 

TCCHCCHR 
TCCHCCHL 
TCCHCCNA 
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lECVTCCW - CCW Translator 

~> 
TCCHWtOO 

TCCW S---------> 
ITCCHHODB TCCHPCIOI 

A. When the new BEB block is initialized, 
returns to continue virtual CCN 
processing. 

t>TCCHSOOO: 06 

rt91 Builds indirect address 
L!!J words (lDAWsl in an IDAL 

block. 

A. Builds an indirect address word list for 
each CCH whose data area crosses one or 
more page boundaries or whose data area 
is fixed above the Ii-megabyte line. 

The lOANs consist of the translated CCN 
address plus the address of each 
subsequent page referenced by the data 
area. The address of the first IOAH in 
the list replaces the data address in 
the CCN and the indirect data address 
(IDA) flag in the CCN flag byte is set 
on. 

If an abend condition occurred during 
fixing, an additional invalid IOAH is 
buil t. If this IOAH is acted on by the 
channel. a channel program check (CPC) 
occurs. 

TCCW ~> 8. 

I TCCHINDL n I TCCHWt02 
L. ------- 1 ... ___ .,:) 

C. If there are not enough IOAH slots 
available, returns to the caller to 
obtain another large block to be used as 
an IOAL block. 

On return froll! the caller. register 15 
contains the pointer to the large block. 
The large block is initialized as an 
IOAL block and processing continuas. 

/~'r-------------~ ',....-,/ TCCHGTHO: 29 

RETURN REGISTER: RTNREG 

STEP 18A 
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IECVTCCW - CCW Translator 

IDAL r---------->1 
~------------~-: , I~I_D_AL_H_L ________ ~I : / 
TCCW I 

L..ITC_CHHO_D_B __ .... I.J 
IDAL 

IDALNE 

TCCW 

TCCHPC10 

D. P...,..... to translate ttw next vir_I 
CCH. CProcassing is complete for this 
CCH.) 

IECYEXCP and others Nho raquire r;=;::===============;, 
•
thESiS function ~:) 120 I Re-translates a virtual ~ address in the real channel 

program to the corresponding 
virtual address in the 

., TCCWR 00 caller' s virtual channel 
BEBFLAG BEB2INUS L __________ > program (aptian code = 
BEB3INUS BEBPTRLN 'X' 04' ). 

BEB 

BEBCHAIN BEBRLST 
BEBVRST 

~--""I/ 
The address to be translated is provided 
by the CIIUer in register O. 

Snrches the BEB blocks for a match to the 
virtual address provided by tha caller. 
Hhen the match is fcx.m, calculates the 
corresponding CIIller's virtual channel 
progrllllll address. 

The BEB block provides for ~raa sets of 
the caller's virtual channel progralll eto 
support TIC COllllll8ndS). The search require. 
checking thesa ~rea ranges in each BE8 
for a match to the caller'. virtual 
addros •• 

If the caller-provided virtual address i. 
not contained in the real channel progl"8l11, 
returns to the caller with register 15 set 
to a 4. 

If a _tch i. found, retums the 
corresponding virtual address within the 
caller'. virtual program to the caller in 
register zero and sets register 15 to O. 

STEP 19D 
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IECVTCCW - CCW Translator 

TCCW ~> I TCCHPCIO fll TCCHTOOO 

:) 
TCCW J----------> 

I TCCHOPTN I 

TCCW :) ~ ITCCHPLKR 

TCCW ~> 
ITCCHPLKR I~ TCCHUOOO 

TCCHUIOO 
FIX :----------> 

...J , 
FIXHL FIXEL / 
FIXNE 

TCCW 

TCCHFIX 

FIX 

FIXCHAIN 

PSA 

PSAAOLD 

A. Processing is complete~ returns to the 
caller. 

~:>TCCHEORO: 268 

~ Unfixes pages after the 
IECVTCCW functional recovery 
retry routine receives 
control. 

A. If PGSER unfix processing was active 
when the error occurred, goes to 
TCCHU500 to build a free chain of largo 
blocks. PGSER has unfixed pages up to 
when the error occurred. 

~:>TCCHU500: 23 

B. If an error occurS while the system page 
sarvices I PGSER) are handling a fix 
request and the error is not a leA abend 
with a return code of 4, does the 
following: 

• Sets the TCCH option byte I.TCCHOPTN) 
to X'80' to indicate a page error. 

• Sets the last-entry indicator in the 
last valid fix entry. 

• Continues with TCCHUIOO to unfix any 
previous pages and to build a free chain 
of large blocks. 

~ Unfixes pages (aptian code 
X'08' 1. 

Provides a list in the FIX list block of 
all the pages that were fixed in the 
process of translating tho caller's channel 
program. 

Passas a pointar to the fix list to the 
PGSER sevices to unfix all pages in tho fix 
list. 

If thera is more than ona FIX list block, 
sets up to pass this set of fix lists to 
PGSER. PGSER does not support tho chaining 
of fix list entries. 

/L........J, 

'.--,/ PGSER 

L, FREE, LA=Il), ASCB=(3), 
BRANCH=SPECIAL 

STEP 20A 

.J ,TCCW 

/1 TCCHMODBI 

I ,TCCW 
I 
/ I TCCHOPTN I 

-1 ,TCCW 
I 
/ITCCHMOD81 
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IECVEXCP and others who require 

:: f~tian r-> 
.--------,1. TC~OO 
BEBFlAG BEB2INUS ----------> 
BEB3INUS BEBVREN , 
BEBPTRlN / 

BEB 

BEBCHAIN BEBRlST 
BEBVRST 
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A. When all fix lists have been processed, 
goes to build a free chain of blocks. 

t:>TCCHU500: 23 

\231 Builds a free chain 0" large 
blocks. 

This routine builds a free chain of all 
leAL, FIX and BEB blocks (in this order) 
and chains them off the TCCH control block 
chain word. 

241 Translates a single address 
~ (aptian code X'IO'). 

Translates a virtual address in the 
virtual channel program to its 
corresponding virtual address in tho real 
channel program. 

The caller has provided the virtual 
address in register O. 

If the translation is successful, sets the 
translated address in register 0 and sets 
a return code of 0 in register 15. 

If the translation is unsuccessful, sets a 
return code of 4 in register 15. 

A. Returns to the caller (processing is 
complete). 

t:>TCCHEORO: 26B 

STEP 22A 

:'TCCW .-----..,/ I TCCHMODB I 

"-----.... , TCCW 

'/1 TCCHMODB I 

'--__ ---J', TCCW 

'/ITCCHOPTNI 
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IECVTCCW - CCW Translator 

Handles the exits from the 
TCC'" operations. 

TCCW TCCHH900 ~ When the requested function 
r----------------------~:\I completed successfully, does I TCCHFRC - the following. 

~> 
TCCHEORO 

A. For option X'OO', sets the real address 
to the starting address of the real 
channel program in register o. 

B. Zeros the TCCH option byte (TCCHOPTN) to 
indicate success. 

C. Sets a return code of 0 in l"89ister 15. 

TCCW ~> D. 

ITCCHRGSV n I TCCHEXIT 

~--------------. I~_-------~:) 
E. Returns to the caller. 

TCCHRC4A ~ When the requested function 
has not completed 
successfully, does the 
following • 

• If the caller was not in a system key, 
sets the TCCH option byte (TCCHOPTN) to 
X'EO' ITCCHVlER). 

• Otherwise, the TCCH option byte error 
condition has been previously set. 

Sets a return coda of 4 in register 15. 

t>TCCHEXIT: 26D 

STEP 25 

'------1\ TCCW 

I I TCCHOPTN I 

" I 

'------11\ TCCW 

I I TCCHOPTNI 
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IECVTCCW - CCW Translator 

TCCHRC8 1281 When function code X, 08' 
completed successfully, sets 
a return code of 8. 

t>TCCHEXIT: 26D 

~> 1291 Returns to the caller of 
IECVTCCW to request another 
large block for translating 
the caller's virtual channel 
program. Does the following. 
• Saves registers in the 
TCCl'l block. 

TCCHGTl10 

• Saves the routine return 
address. 
• Sets a return code of 12 
in register 15. 

~> A. 
TCCHGTH2 

RTH 

~> IECVTCFR 

8. Returns to the caller of IECVTCCH. 

t:>TCCHEXIT: 26D 

~ IECVTCCW Retry Recovery 
Routine. 

This retry routine receives control from 
tho EXCP processor functional recovery 
routine (IECVEXFRJ when IECVTCCH is active 
and has set the TCCHPGCK bit in tho TCCH 
control block for the following. 

· ABEND 028 
• ABEND 171 
· ABEND 18A 
• The SDHA indicates a program check. 

The EXCP processor will specify. in the 
SDHA. this routine as its retry routine. 
and return to RTH requesting retry. 

Actions taken are as follows: 

STEP 28 

L...-__ -", TCCW 

'/ITCCHOPTNI 
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IECVTCCW - CCW Translator STEP 30A 

TCCW J----------> A. If the error occurred while perfol"lllimg a 1'-------' 

Ir --------~I '/ TCCWMODB . 

TCCW 

TCCHPC10 

T~C_C_W _________ ~~I~ ____ ~:) 
I TCCHPLKR ~ 

TCCW J----------> 
~I---..... I TCCHPC10 . 

validity check I the TCCHVLCK bit is set 
in the TCCH control block)) sets the 
TCCH option byte to the validity check 
error indication IX'EO') and returns to 
the TCCH mainline at TCCHUOOO to unfix 
pages and return to the caller with a 
return code of 4. 

~:>TCCHUOOO: 22 

B. If the abend was not a 18A with a return 
code of 4, returns to the TCCH mainline 
at TCCHTOOO to determine if page fixing 
or unfixing was active. 

~ >TCCHTOOO: Zl 

C. If the abend was a 18A with a return 
code of 4 and if the first page of the 
fix request was invalid. returns to the 
TCCH mainline at TCCHTOOO to set the 
TCCH option byte to indicate a fix error 
IX'SO') and to prepare to unfix any 
previous page fix requests. 

~:>TCCHTOOO: 21 

D. If the abend was a 18A with a return 
code of 4 and if the caller was in 
system key zero. returns to the TCCH 
mainline at TCCHTOOO to set the TCCH 
option byte to indicate a fix error 
IX'SO') and to prepare to unfix any 
previous page fix requests. 

~>TCCHTOOO: Zl 

E. For other errors, does the following: 
• Indicates in the TCCH control block 
that an additional invalid IDAH 
I RCCHPCIO) .\s to be provided after the 
last valid IDAH. 
• Adjusts the fix list entry to the last 
valid pago. 
• Returns to TeCH mainline at TCCWM070 
to continue the virtual channel program 
translation. 

~>TCCHH070: 15D 

L--__ ---' \ TCCW 

I I TCCHHODBI 
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